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LET TER 
FROM  THE  PRESIDENT  OF  THE  ASSOCIATION  COUNCIL 
TO  THE  PRESIDENT  OF  THE  TURKISH  GRAND  NATIONAL  ASSD'I:BLY 
AND  TO  THE  PRESIDENT  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  PARLIAMENT 
FOmYARDmG  THE  REPORT 
18  March  1980  .•.••.•.............. 
In accordance with Article  2 of Association Council 
Decision No  1/65 on  the Parliamentary Committee  of the 
EEc-Turkey Association,  I  have pleasure in forwarding herewith 
the  fourt~th annual report of the Association Council. 
This report· covers the period.  1 January to 31  December  1978. 
For the Association Council 
Ae  RUl'l'INI  ............... 
President-in-Office - 8-
I.  INTRODUCTION 
1.  The  year covered by this report,  1978,  was  the  14th since 
the Ankara Agreement  entered into  force.  It was  principally 
marked by the efforts of the two  Parties to overcome  the 
stagnation into which  the Association had drifted since the last 
Ministerial meeting in December  1976  and to give a  new  impetus 
to their relations.  FolloWing the important visit by  the 
Turkish Prime Minister,  Mr  ECEVIT,  to  the  Commission  and  to 
several capitale of the Nine  in early summer  1978,  a  delegation 
of senior Turkish officials visited Brussels in October  1978 
to ietail to  the  Commission  the Turkish Government's  concrete 
proposals for reactivating the Association. 
2.  During the  period under consideration (as in 1977)  the 
Association Council did not meet  the necessary_decisions being 
adopted b,y  the written procedure;  the  Associa~io.n Committee, 
on  the other hand- which ensures  con~inuity in co-operation 
between Turkey and the Community- held two  meetings  to  deal 
With  certain urgent questions which arose in connection with 
the implementation of the Association Agreement;  the meeting on 
22  June was  mainly devoted to  consul  ting Turkey  on the GATT 
MUltilateral Trade Negotiations  (Tokyo  Round)  an~ that on 
18  October to the  problems arising in the textile sector. 
3.  The  EEC-Turkey  Joint Parliamentary Committee,  which had not 
met  since its Ankara meeting in' November  1976,  held an important 
meeting in London  on  26  and  27  October  1978,  the main business of 
which was  a  discussion of the  problems arising in the context of 
the  "reactivation" of the Association,  following the proposals 
submitted by Turkey earlier that month.  The  Association Council 
was  represented at this meeting by its President-in-Office, 
Mr K-.  von  DOHNANYI,  Minister of State at tP.e  Ministry of 
Forej_gn  Aff  airs of Germa.ny • -9-
4.  The  procedures for ratifying or approving the  3rd Financial 
Protocol between Turkey  and the  CoiDIIIUD.i ty signed on  12  May  1977 
were  completed in the Nine  Member  States of the Community  at the 
end  of October  1978  (1). 
5.  As  for trends in trade between the Association partners, 
in 1978  Turkish exporta to the Nine  went  up by  25 .6~ and  Turkish 
importa  from  the Community  decreased by  24%.  This meant 
increased coverage of importa by  exporta  (which went  up from  35% 
in 1977  to  58%  in 1978)  and an appreciable reduction in Turkey'  s 
trade deficit vis-à-vis the Nine  (from 1,600 million dollars in 
1977  to 783 million dollars in 1978). 
6.  In addition to data concerning the application proper of the 
Association Agreement,  this report - like its predecessors -
includes,  for information purposes,  a  set of statistics (see 
Annex  A II)  on the development  of the gèneral economie  situation 
in Turkey. 
(1)  The  ratification procedures having been completed by Turkey in 
March  1979,  the third Financial Protocol entered into force  on 
1  May  1979  (see footnote  1  on  page  34). - 10  -
II. WORK .ON  THE  REACTIVATION  OF  ASSOCIATION  RELATIONS 
7.  It will be  remembered  that the Ministerial meeting of 
the Association Council on  20  December  1976  took place in 
difficult circumstances,  but that it did enable the Parties 
to reach concrete decisions on  a  number  of important points 
(notably the  2nd  agricultural review;  the first stage of the 
free movement  of Turkish workers;  the content of the  3rd 
EEC-ŒUrkey  Financial Protocol).  Nevertheless,  thereafter 
Association relations continued to  stagnate and during that 
period neither the Association Council nor the Joint 
Parliamentary Comm.i.ttee  met. 
B.  In early summer  1978  the Turkish Prime Minister, 
Mr  B. !nEVIT,  took the initiative of visiting  sev_~r_àl. 
Community  capitale and notably Brussels where  he talked with 
the Commission  President,  Mr JENXINSl  about the possibility of 
a  "reacti  vat_ion•_-~of the Association which woul.d  take acccnmt 
ot devel.opments  since the signing of the Additional Protoco1 
in 1970 and of the extremely serious  economie  situation in 
Tarkey.  Consequently,  in October 1978,  a  delegation of senior 
Turkish official.s visited the Commission to expl.ain in detail 
the Ankara  Government•s  proposals for this "reactivation". 
For  Turkey  the  1970 Additional Protocol no  longer matched its 
economie  development  requirements;  in its view the imbal.ance 
observed in rel.ations between the two  Parties threatened the 
objectives of the Ankara Agreement,  referred to in Article 2: 
the continuous  and bal.anced  strengthening of trade and economie 
reiations between the Parties,  while taking fu11 account of - 11  -
the need to ensure an  accelerated development  of the Turkish 
econo~ and  to  im~ove the level of employment  and  the living 
conditions of the Turkish people,  and  the final aim of the 
Association,  i.e. ·Turkey's accession to the  Community  as  a  full 
member. 
On  the basis of these considerations,  the Turkish proposals 
for reactivating the Association provided for: 
(a)  a  five-year period during which  most  of Turkey's obligations 
vis-à-vis the Community  re~ding tariff and quota 
dismantling would  be  suspended,  with the aim of enabling 
it to overcome  its economie  and  balance-of-payments 
difficulties and to  implement  without constraint its 
4th five-year development Plan,  the execution of which 
could ensure  the harmonious  operation of the Association. 
This period of suspension should not take the  form of a 
"freezing~' of Association relations,  but should on  the 
contrary offer turther means  of reactivating the Association; 
(b)  negotiations between Turkey and  the EEC,  to take place 
before the  end  of the third year of the aforementioned 
five-year  period,  for the purpose of revising and adjusting 
the Additional Protocol to take account of Turkey's require-
ments  and remedy  the shortcoming& which  the Turkish 
Government  saw  in the P.rotocol,  and to mitigate the adverse 
consequences for Turkey  of the second Community  enlargement; 
(c) ·withdrawal by  the Community  of all quantitative restrictions 
on  Turkish exporte of textile products which,  according to 
Turkey,  were  incompatible with the provisions of the 
Additional P.rotocol,  and an  ass~ance•by the Community  that 
in future it would  not apply auch restrictions to Turkish 
exporta of other industrial products; - 12-
(d)  new  Community  concessions for Turkey's agricultural exporta, 
resulting in any  event  in the  alignment  of the  arrangements for 
importa of Turkish agricultural products into the  Community  on 
the most  favourable  arrangements  applied to other countries, 
further improved  by  an  addition~ preferentiel margin to allow 
for the special nature of EEG-Turkey  relations;  in addition,  the 
abolition of the non-tariff barriere applied to  Turkish 
agricul  tural exporta to the  Communi ty; 
(e)  new  measures  for co-operation in the  social sector,  an improve-
ment  in the  arrangements  for free movement  of Turkish workers 
provided for in Association Council Decision No  2/76 and  the 
adoption by that  Council of the provisions concerning social 
securi  ty arrangements referred to in Art_icle  39  of the Addi tional 
Protocol,  in accordance with the desiderata intimated earlier by 
Turkey; 
(f)  the  development  of extensive  economie  co-operation,  backed up  by 
adequate  Community  financial aid,  to help revitalize EEO-Turkey 
rela.~ions and  to  _  provide  a  more  effective  CoJ!D!lW'lity  contribution 
to establishing economie  conditions favourable to  Turkey's 
a.cce.ssion. 
(g)  substantiel financial aid by the  Community  to  Turkey. 
9 •  The  Commission  of the European  Communi ties made  a  very thorough 
examination of these  Turkish proposals  and,  after further talks with 
the  Turkish authorities towards the-end of 1978,  submitted a  communi-
cation to the  Council  on  14  February  1979  on  the  action to be  taken on 
the  Turkish proposals  (1). 
(1)  The  co~  on  position adopted by  the  Council of the  European 
Communities  on  the  basie of this Commission  communication was 
forwarded  to the  Turkish delegation in a letter of 21  "N!lq  1979. - 13  -
III.  QUESTIO?\TS  RELATE'rG  TO  ·:;:HE  APPLICA':'ICI  CF  TH3  PROVISIONS  OF  THE 
AI'i.l{.ARA  AG::ŒZI;:Z:TT  CCNCER~·:-DTG  CUSTO:.:S  t.J:'JION 
A.  ApPlication by  Turkey  of Article  60  of the  Additional  Protocol 
10.  In ~iew of the  extent  of Turkey's  economie  difficulties, 
the  Turkish Government  decided to  invoke  paragraph  1 of 
Article  60  of the  Additional  Protocol;  this provides that, if 
serious disturbances  occur in a  sector of the  Turkish economy 
or prejudice its external financial stability,  or if diffi-
culties arise which adversely affect the  economie  situation 
in a  region of Turkey,  Turkey  may  take  the necessary 
protective measures.  This  paragraph further stipulateR 
that the  Association  Council is to be notified immediately 
of such measures  and  of the  rules for their application. 
Referring to the  aforementioned provisions,  the  Turkish 
delegation informed the  Association Council in a  letter 
dated  9  Januar,y  1978 that its Government  had  decided to defer 
the third  10~~ tariff reduction on  customs duties and  charges 
having equivalent  effect  applicable to  importe  from  the 
Community,  which  Turkey  should,  pursuant  to  Article  10  of the 
Additional  Protocol,  have made  on  1  Januar,y  1978.  It also 
stateèt,  a.;ain with reference ta Article  60,  that it had 
decided to defer once  again the first alignment  of the 
Turkish customs tariff on the  Common  CUstoms  Tariff,  which 
should  have  taken place  on  1  January  1977.  SUbsequently,  in 
a  letter dated  1  February  1978 the  Turkish delegation 
infor.med  the  Association Council that the  Turkish Government 
had  decided,  with effect from  1  January  1978,  to increase to 
22.  5~~ the  stamp  duty levied  on  Turkish imports  of products 
referred to in Article  10  of the  Additional Protocol  and  to 
24;'  the  stamp  duty  on  products  referred  ~o in Article  11, 
statin~ that this duty had  been made  equivalent  to the  charges 
having an  equivalent  effect  to the  customs duties referred to 
in Articles  8  and  lC  of  ~he Additional  Protocol. - 14  -
11.  On  24  February  1978,  the  Community  acknowledged  receipt 
of the  two  letters and the fact that the Turkish Government 
was  basing its decisions  on Article 60  of the Additional 
Protocol.  The  Community  also  confirmed in its letter that it 
was  aware  of Turkey's  economie  difficulties and  recalled the 
statement it had made  in 1976  concerning the  development  of 
the Association  (1)(2). 
12.  At  the Association Committee  meeting on 22  June  1978 
both delegations agreed to the text of the  draft decision of 
the Association Council amending Decision No  5/72  on methods 
of administrative co-operation for implementation of 
Articles  2  and  3  of the Additional Protocol.  It will be 
remembered  that this text was  designed  to replace  the A.TR.1 
and A.TR.3  movement  certificates which were  valid within the 
Association by modela  aligned  on  the formula  drawn up  in the 
context of the  Economie  Commission for Europe  (United Nations). 
This draft decision was  formally adopted by the Association 
Council  by  the written procedure  on 18  July  1978  (4). 
(1)  See  12th annual report,  paragraph  28,  pages  28  and  55. 
(2)  It should be  noted that in early  1979  Turkey again used the 
(
J~  safeguard clause in Article 60  of th3 Additional Protocol. 
See  13th annual reyort,  Chapter II,  paragraph  7,  page  10. 
(4  See  Decision No  1/78 of the Association Council,  given in Annex  B 
to this report,  page  62. - 15  -
13.  At  its meeting on  18  October  1978,  the Association 
Committee  approved  a  proposal  by  the  Community  delegation for 
a  decision by  the Association Council  concerning proof of 
origin for certain textile products  exported  by  Turkey.  The 
Comounity felt it was  necessary to  adopt  these  arrangements  in 
arder to distinguish Community  importa  of textile products 
originating in Turkey,  which  benefitted from  the arrangements 
provided for by  the Ankara Agreement,  from  importa  of textile 
products  originating in third countries which might  be 
transported  through Turkey,  and  whic~ were  subject  on  entry 
into the  Communit~ to  quantitative  limitation or surveillance. 
In approving this draft decision,  the  Turkish delegation 
insisted on what  was  stated in the  second recital of the text, 
namely that the  introduction and  application of the  system 
provided for ~Y that decision should not constitute a  measure 
equivalent to a  quantitative restriction,  prohibited by  the 
Association Agreement,  on the importation of Turkish textile 
products  into the  Community. 
This decision was  formally adopted  by  the Association 
Council  on  30  October  1978  by the written procedure  (1). 
D.  ~Cl_~lei!.rt_~l!._'the textile sector 
(a)  u~~~-~!!sœ~!!-~..!!!~Q2!!~i  t;y: 
14.  In September  1978  at the  formal  request of the 
United  Kingdom  the  Commission  (2),  referring to Article 60 
of the Additional Protocol,  adopted  Commission Regulation 
No  2157/78  (3)  whereby  importa  into the United Kingdom  of 
cotton yarn  (CCT  55.05)  originating in ~urkey were  suspended 
See  Dec:.sion  No  2/78  of the Association Council,  given in 
Annex  B to this report,  page  68. 
on the basie of Council Regulation  (EEC)  No  1842/71  of 
21  J"J.tle  1971  (OJ  No  L  192). 
See  .~ex B to this report,  page  78~ - 16  -
with effect from  15  September until  31  December  1978.  One  of 
the recitals of this Regulation referred t6 the  extremely rapid 
increase over previous months  in importa  into the United Kingdom 
of cotton yarn originating in Turkey  (3,240  tonnes  in  1976; 
2,232  tonnes  in 1977;  3,772  tonnes  over the first 7 months  of 
1978),  which had helped to  exacerbate the  cumulative 
disturbance of the United Kingdom  market.  The  Commission 
brought this rneasure  to the attention of the Association Council 
in a  letter of  18  September  1978. 
The  Turkish delegation sharply criticized this Community 
measure  in the Association Committee  on  18  October  1978,  arguing 
that it was  neither legally no~ econo~ically justified and 
was  contrary to the spirit of the Association Agrêement.  With 
regard to  the  elimination of quantitative restrictions,  Turkey 
was,  pursuant to Article  24  of the  Addi~ional Protocol,  in 
the  Sàme  position as the  Community  Memb~r States a.nd,  if 
safeguard  me~sures were  decided upon,  they should  apply 
erga omnes  i.e. vis-à-vis the Member  States as well.  It pointed 
out that the United Kingdom  was  continuing to  import cotton yarn 
not  only from  the other Member  States but  also from third 
countries,  and for this reason argued that the safeguard clause 
in Article 60  of the Additional Protocol could not be  applied. 
In more  general terms  Turkey  drew  the attention of the 
Community  to the gravity of the  situation this had created in 
Turkey,  since this measure had  been adopted at the very time 
when  Turkey bad taken the initiative of submitting concrete 
proposa,_s  to the  Community  for  "reactivating" the Association. - 17  -
The  Turkish delegation pointed out,  finally,  that  from  1976  it 
had  demonstrated its sincere  intention of co-operating with the 
Co~ity and its Member  States on textiles and had,  in this spirit, 
adopted  in the  spring of  1977  a  series of measures  which  had 
resulted in a  10.2)~ increase  in its export priees;  it stressed that 
these  measures  imposed  a  considerable  sacrifice  on  Turkey - which 
had  for years been faced with an extremely severe  trade  deficit 
vis-à-vis the  Community  - since  between  1977  and  1978  its sales 
of cotton yar.n  to  the Nine  had fallen by more  than 30%.  In 
conclusion the Turkish delegation pointed out that the  Community 
measure  had hit Turkey's main export  product  in the  industrial 
sector. 
In reply to these  commenta,  the  Community  delegation began by 
stressing that it had carefully weighed all the  political and 
economie  factors  involved but that, because of the very  serious 
difficulties on the United Kingdom  cotton yarn market,  it had as a 
last resort been  c~mpelled to  apply the  safeguard clause  provided 
for by Article 60  of the Additional Protocol.  It pointed out 
that,  in view of the  constraints which the  Community's  other external 
suppliera had pledged themselves  to  observe,  the  rise in Turkish 
exporta had  clearly contributed substantially to the market dis-
turbance  observed.  It commented  finally that in the United Kingdom 
100,000  jobs had been lost in the textile and clothing sector 
since  1974  and  that during  1977  alone  some  11,000  jobs had 
disappeared in the textile sector with the  closing of 67  factories. - 18  -
In reply to the Turkish delegation's point that,  where 
quantitative restrictions were  concerned,  Turkey  should be  treated 
in the  same  way  as the Member  States,  the  Community  delegation 
commented  that  since  the  end  of the  EEC  transitional period the 
safeguard  clause  provided for in Article  226  of the Treaty of Rome 
could no  longer be  applied within the  Community,  whereas within 
the  Association the possibility of applying a  safeguard  clause  was 
specifically provided for in Article 60  of the Additional Protocol. 
Finally it stressed the  limited scope  of the  safeguard measure  in 
question,  since it applied to  a  single Member  State,  a  single 
product  and for a  limited period. 
(b)  Measures  applied in the  c2mm~!tl.t~-~rts of Turkish 
textile  prod~~ 
15.  The  Turkish delegation took the  opportunity afforded by the 
Association Committee  meeting on  18  October 1978  to  point  out that 
on  19  June  and  10  July  1978  it had made  representations to  the 
Commission to  protest  against  certain measures taken with regard 
to  importe  into the  Community  of Turkish textile products;  in the 
view of the Turkish delegation these measures were  incompatible 
with the  provisions of the Additional Protocol  concerning the free 
movement  of goods.  These  representations concerned,  on the  one  handp 
Commission Regulation  (EEC)  No  1251/78  of  12  June  1978  (1)  making 
importa  into the  Community  of certain Turkish textile products 
subject to presentation of an import  licence  and,  on the other 
hand,  administrative  practices used by certain Community  Member 
States against Turkish textile experts,  which  in some  cases went 
as far as refusing to  issue  the  import  documents. 
(1)  See  OJ  NoL  155,  1).6.78. - 19  -
IV.  AGRICULTURAL  QUESTICNS 
16.  There  was  no  notable  change  during  1978  in the EEC-Turkey 
trade arrangements  in the agricultural  sector. 
17.  It will be  remembered  that Decision I'!o  1/77 of  the 
Association Council  of  17  rt:ay  1977  on  new  concessions  to  be made 
by  the  Community  under  the  second agricultural review provided 
that,  for  tomato  concentrates and prepared and  preserved 
sardines,  the tariff concessions laid down  in that Decision 
would  apply only from  the  date  determined  and  for  the period 
specified ~n exchanges  of letters between  Turkey  and  the 
Community  in which  certain conditions  and technical  implèmenting 
details would  be stipulated  (1). 
As  for  the preferential arrangements  to be adopted for 
1978  for  imports  into  the EEC  of Turkish ~2!!~2-~2~E~~~~~~~, 
the  Community  had  suggested that  Turkey  enter into  a  voluntary 
restraint commitment  of 8,6CO  tonnes  in order to qualify for 
the  30%  tariff reduction provided for under the  second 
agricultural  reviev1~  Turkey had  stood by its request for 
20,000  tonnes  at least,  considering this offer quite 
inadequate  (2)  (3). 
The  position regarding E~~E~ed_~~E~~~~~y~2_~~diB~~ 
remained the  same  as  that described in the previous report. 
18.  ·t:i th regard to the  detail~d arrangements  for the  Communi ty 
tariff quota  (90  tonnes/year)  for Turkish  !E~iE2~-~1E' within 
which  the  CCT  was  reduced by  30%,  the  Cor.ununi ty had  in previou:-:' 
years  provided that the greater part of this quota be allocated 
to  the reserve,  since the statistics for  Community  imports of 
(1)  See  13th annual  report,  paragraph  1C,  page  1~  •. 
(2)  See  13th annual  report,  footnote  (1)  on  page  13. 
(3)  This  request  was  repeated at the beginning of 1979. - 20-
this product  from  Turkey were not  available.  In arder to 
accommodate  a  request made  in a  memorandum  of  6  IJiarch  1978  from 
the Turkish delegation,  the  Community  decided,  in respect  of the 
tariff quota valid from  1  July  1978  to  30  J~~e 1979,  to reduce  the 
amount  allocated to  the  Community  reserve and  increase the 
Uember  States' initial shares. 
19.  As  in the previous year,  the preferential arrangements 
applying to  imports of  ~~!~!!~~-~!~~-2!! originating in Turkey 
were  extended for the  1978/1979 marketing Jtear;  the signing of the 
agreement  in the form  of an  exchange  of letters between the EEC 
and  Turkey,  fixing at 9  UA/100  kg  the additional amount  to be 
deducted from  the levy applying to this product,  took place  on 
30  Nov.ember  1978  ( 1). 
20.  Finally,  it should be noted that the Turkish request that the 
tariff reduction  applying to  Community  importa of~  originating 
in Turkey  (currently 60%)  be  increased to  at least 80%  of the  CCT 
by  an autonomous .community measure  (2),  is still under  ~onsideratiol 
by the Association bodies. 
(1)  See Annex  B to this report,  pages  81  and  82. 
(2)  See  13th annual report,  paragraph  12,  page  14. - 21  -
V.  GENERA LI  ZED  PREFERENCES 
21.  In accordance with the  commitment  entered into by  the Community 
in 1973 not to treat Turkish exporta lees favourably than those 
from  countries  benefiting from  Community  generalized preferences, 
the  Council  of the  EEC  made  certain imporvements  to the  arrangements 
applying to Turkish producta  entering the Member  States,  following 
its decisions  concerning the  Community  acheme  of generalized 
preferences for  1979.  The  main improvements  were  the  inclusion in 
the preferential arrangements of aome  new  products under Chapters 
to  24  of the  CCT  and  a  5~ increase in the  Community  tariff quotas 
for textile products  referred to in Annex  No  2 to the Additional 
Protocol  (1). 
(1)  See  paragraph  24,  page  23  of this report for details of the 
consultations  on generalized preferences. - 22  -
VI.  APPLICATION  OF  ARTICLE  53 OF  THE  ADDITIONAL  PROTOCOL 
(INFORMATION/CONSULTATiON) 
22.  In 1978  the procedures  provided for in Art:i.c.le  53 of the 
Additional Protocol were  applied,  notably in counection with 
the following two  issues: 
23.  At  the request of the Turkisb delegation tbe Association 
Committee  was  convened  on  22  June  1978 to hold consultations 
on  general  aspects of the  !illll.!!~E:!2~!!!i?ti!!!2!!! 
i~~2-!l2und) and  on specifie problems  raised by Turkey  :r-egar(ting 
certain products which she  considered particularly sensitive 
in the agricul  tural snd industriel se.otors. 
At  this  meet~ng a  very detailed exchange  of vtewe  tgok 
place on each of these aapects,  the !urkiah clel'laii:i.o~  ~~i  te 
specifically reiterating its ooneern about the  ~esaive 
erosion of the ~referential position it had  orictn~ly enjoyeq 
on the  Community  market.  In addition it submitte4 a list Qf 
those agricultural  and  industrial products whieh it regarded 
as  particularly sensitive, with atatiatical data on them. - 23  -
On  the  Community  aide  the  emphasis  was  placed on  the 
importance for both Parties of a  positive  outcome  from  the Tokyo 
Round:  these negotiations should help to  overcome  the protectionist 
tendencies currently observed in world  trade,  particularly as 
regards non-tariff barriere,  and  this would  also be  in Turkey's 
interests.  The  Community  assured the Turkish delegation that it 
had  already taken Turkey's interests into consideration in the 
Geneva negotiations and that it would  also bear them in mind  at 
the final stage of the negotiations. 
At  the end  of this consultation meeting the Association 
Committee noted that the representatives of the  Commission  - the 
Institution responsible for conducting the multilateral trade 
negotiations in Geneva  on  behalf  of the  Community  - had stated 
that they were  prepared to  examine  the Turkish requests on  the 
list of sensitive products and  would  endeavour to take  them  into 
consideration as far as possible.  The  Association  Committee  also 
noted that the informal talks between Turkish representatives and 
the  Commission  representatives would  continue to take place in 
Geneva  and hoped that the experts from  the Turkish Permanent 
Delegation and  the  Commission  departments would  keep in contact 
in Brussels régarding developments in the ~tilateral trade 
negotiations. 
24.  In November  1978,  before the  Council  of the  Community  had 
adopted the regulations concer.ning the Community  generalized 
preferences  scheme  for 1979,  the  Community  had informed and 
consulted Turkey  on  the content of this scheme  at a  meeting in 
restricted session.  On  that occasion the Turkish delegation,  while 
understanding the  Community's  efforts on  behalf of the least 
developed countries,  had  emphasized the difficulties which  Turkey 
wou1d  face as a  result of the  concession which  the Community 
proposed to make  to those  countries  i~ respect  of dried grapes, 
which  was  one  of Turkey's four main  export products in the 
agricultural sector  (1). 
(1)  The  Community  generalized preferences  scheme  for 1979 provides for 
tariff exemption for dried grapes for the least developed countries. - 24-
VII.  TRADE  RESULTS  (1) 
(  ~)  Trend in Turkey' s  external trade 
(:Tables· ·A- II 1  811d  A II 2) 
25.  Between  1977 and 1978 there  was  a  remarkable increase 
in Turkey's ~exporte, Which  increased from 1,753 to 
2,288 million dollars  (+  30.5%),  while its importa fell 
by  20.5fo  (from  5,796 to  4,599 million dollars).  The 
trade deficit,  wbich  was  more  than  4,000 million dollars 
in 1977,  was  thus brought  dom to  2,300 million dollars 
in 1978.  Coverage of importa by exporta,  Which  fell in 
1 977 to 30.  ~. rose again to almost  50%  in 1 978. 
26.  A similar trend can be  observed in fUrkey 's trade 
wi th Communi t;y  Member  S't_at:es.  'l'Urkish exporta to the 
Nine  ( whi.ch  increaaed from  868 million dolla:rs ia 1977 to 
1,090 million dollars in 1978 =  B.h  Y,.o!'~~  ..  Q:t'  ..  26~) 
J;leyerth~l,e!ils~ -~së lesa sharply -\han  exporta to 
· thl.rd  èo~tries ·(from 885 JDillion_ dollara to 
1,198 million in 1978 = +  35%),  Wbereas  the fall 
in importa from the Communi ty countries  (which fell from 
21470 to 1,873 million dollars= a  24~ fall)  was  gréàtê-r 
than that of importe fl'om  the rest of the world  (from 
31326  to  2,762 million dollars= a  17%  fall).  !he oon-
sequence  of this trend was  that the EEc•s  sha.re in 
Turkey 's extemaJ. trade  wen t  down  slightly be  t'Ire en 1977 
and 1978  (from  49.5 to  47.6~ in respect of Turkiah 
exporte and from  42.6 to  40.7% in respect of importe). 
Turkey's tra.de deficit with the  Community  was  considerably 
reduced  (from 1,  600 millj on  dollR.rs in 1977 to 783 million 
dollars in 1978);  coverage  of importa by exporte in 
Turkey'  s  trade  wi th the  EEC  l'Ose  fr'om·  3 5.1% in 1 977 to 
58.2% in 1978,  the corresponding rate in tra.de  wi th the 
rest of the  world being  26.6% in 1977 and  43.3% in 1978. 
c1)  The  a.ssessments given in this chapter are based on  the sta.tistics 
supplied by the TU.rkish  delegation end given in .Annex  A to this 
report. - 25-
27 •  The  structure of Turki  sh import  s  and  export  s  did not  chr~nge 
radically in 1978  in comparison with previous years.  The 
already dominant  proportion of agricultural products  (including 
cotton)  in Turkey's total exporta  (in 1977:  59%)  again increased 
in 1978,  reaching 67%;  these  exporta increased from  just over 
1,000 million dollars in 1977  ta more  than 1,500 million dollars 
in 1978  (arise of 48%).  Turkey's exporta of industrial products 
went  up  from  586  million dollars in 1977  ta 621  million dollars 
in 1978,  which is a  6%  rise;  the  proportion of total Turkish 
exporta represented by these products nevertheless fell to  27% 
in 1978  from  33%  in 1977.  Finally,  Turkish exporte of mineral 
products remained virtually at a  standstill  (126 million dollars 
in 1977  and  124  million dollars in 1978). 
There  was  a  marked  fall in Turkish importe in all sectors and 
particularly in that of capital goods in which they  ~ell from 
2,225 million dollars in 1977  to  1,590 million dollars in 
1978  (30%  lower) •.  Importe of raw materials  (including oil) went 
down  from  3,363 million dollars in 1977  to  2,877 million dollars 
in 1978  (14%  lower).  Importa of consumer  products amounted 
ta only 133  million dollars in 1978,  as against  178 million dollars 
in 1977;  they accounted for lese than 3%  of total Turkish importe 
in 1978. - 26-
(b)  ~rend in Turkish exporta  of'  the f.'our  "traditional
11  a.gricultural 
products 
(Tables A I  1  and  A I  2) 
28.  In 1978  the export earnings for each of'  the four  products 
concerned bettered the  1977  figures - in trade both with the 
world at large and with the Nine  - whereas in terms of tonnage 
exporta of these products,  except for tobacco,  remained  the 
same  or even declined. 
TurkiSh tobacco  exporte to the Nine  rose to around 
·2o,ooo  tonnes in 1978,  or virtually dpuble the figure for 1977 
(10,815  tonnes);  in terme of value they increased from  29.2  to 
55.7 million dollars,  and the Nine•s Share  o~ ~otal experts of 
this product  increased to  24.7~ as ~st  16.~  in 1971. 
Export  s  of dried grape  s  to the EEC  increaeed from· 
60.3 million·dollars in 1977  to alllost 77  million dollars- in 
1978. (although there was  a  slight reduction in t-onnage),  and the· 
Nine.• s  share of total Turkish exporta of this product remained 
very high:  ~ore than  79~·-
Between  1977  and  1978  Turkish exporta of dried fige to the 
world at large and to the  EEC  decreased in terme of volume, 
from  40,894  to 31,547 tonnes and  from  26,888 to  19,447 tannew 
respectively,  but increased in value from  25.2 to al:aost 
31  million dollars in trade wi  th the world at large and  fr.om 
15.2 to 20.2 million dollars in trade with the Community.  The-
Community's  share  of total exporta of this product went  up 
from  56.4  to  65.2~. -27-
Finally,  Turkish exporta of hazelnuts rose slightly in 
terms  of volume  in trade with the world at large and  decreased 
slightly in trade with the Nine;  in terms of value the figure 
was  higher in both cases:  exporta to the world at large 
increased from  251  million dollars in 1977  to  331  million 
dollars in 1978,  and the figures for  the  Community  rose from 
179  to  213  million dollars. 
In 1978,  as in the past,  these four  products'  share in 
total Turkish exporta of agricultural products  (including 
cotton)  was  very considerable  (686.7 million dollars out of 
1,542.7 million). 
(c)  Turkish exporta of industrial products referred to in 
Annexes  Nos  1  and 2  to the Additional Protocol 
{Tables  A I  3  and A I  4) 
29.  Turkish exporta of cotton yarn  (55.05)  to the Nine,  which had 
fallen from almost 73,000 t  in 1976  to around 43,000  t  in 1977, 
rose again in 1978  to 72,218  t  (1).  It should be  noted,  however, 
that Turkish exporta  of cotton yarn to third countries declined 
somewhat  between  1977  and  1978,  from 9,730 t  to 8,399 t.  Turkish 
exporte of cotton fabric  (55.09)  to the Community  again declined, 
from  1,957  t  in 1977  to  1,489 t  in 1978.  As  in previous years 
there are no  individual figures for Turkish exporta of machine-made 
carpets falling within subheading ex  58.01  A.  Turkish exporta of 
petroleum products referred to in Annex  No  1  to the Additional 
Protocol were nil in 1978,  as in 1977. 
(1)  See  Chapter III D (a),  paragraph 5,  pages  15  et seq. - 28  -
( d)  Trend in Turkiah exporta of other :producta  of importance to 
Turkey's external trade 
(Table  A I  4) 
30.  The  aforementioned Table  shows  that in general the trend in 
Turkish exporta of the agricultural products referred to in this 
Table  was  not very favourable  in 1978,  apart from  citrus fruits, 
of which  exporta to the Community  increased  (from 3.1  to  3.9 million 
dollars) •  Exporta to the Nine  of the two  most  important products 
in this group - olive oil and  tomato  concentrates - plummeted 
between  1977  and  1978:  from  33,336 to 61  t  of olive oil,  and  from 
13,574  to 950  t  of tomato  concentrates; it should be noted that 
exporta of theae  two  ~~ducta have  traditionally been subject to 
substantial fluctuation.  Turkish exporta 91·· fresh table grapes, 
fruit  juices,  vegetable  juices and wine  to the Commupity  also fell. 
On  the other hand,  Turkish exporta of Chapter  25  prod.ucts 
(salt,  sulphur,  ~axths and  sto.p.e,  plastering materials,  lime and 
cement)  have  been consistently increasing over recent yeara and 
in 1978  amounted  to 135  million dollars,  of which  exporta to the 
Community  accounted for almoat  42 million.  However,  exporta of 
products coming  wi  thin Chapter  26  (metallic ores,  slag and  ash) 
have  been falling (25  million dollars in 1978,  9 million of which 
representa exporta to the Community),  as have  exporta of articles 
of apparel and clothing accessorie~ of leather or of composition 
leather falling wi  thin tariff heading 42.03,  which are mainly to 
the Community  (almost  23  million dollars out of 28.4 million in 
1978). - 29-
( e}  Geo,grat>hical  distribution of  Turkey' s  external trade 
(Tables  A II 5 a),  b),  d)  ande)) 
31.  The  afo~ementioned Tables  show  that in 1978  Turkish exporte to 
practically all destinations were  on  the  increase,  except  for those 
to  Japan,  which fell slightly.  The  Communi ty remained far and  awa:y 
Turkey's largest customer  (1,100 million dollars out  of 2,300 million}, 
followed  by  the  USSR  and  the other East  European  countries 
(324 million dollars},  the Arab  countries  (303 million dollars),  the 
EFTA  countries  ( 194  milli_on dollars)  and  the United  States 
(153  million dollars). 
There  was  an  appreciable fall in Turkish importa  from  all i ts 
supplier countries except  the members  of RCD  (Iran and  Pakistan), 
imports  from  which increased sharply  (from  174  million dollars in 
1977 to  504  million dollars in 1978)  and  the East  European countries 
with free-exchange  agreements  (258 million dollars in 1977 and 
315  million dollars in 1978). 
It is notable that the fall in TUrkish importa  from  the  Community 
(from 2,500 million dollars to  1,900 million= a  24%  decrease)  was 
relatively less sharp than that of Turkish importa  from  the Arab 
countries  (1,100 million dollars in 1977,  645  million dollars in 
1978 =  a  40%  decrease)  and  from  the  United states  (503 million 
dollars in 1977,  281  million dollars in 1978 =a 44%  decrease). 
32.  An  examination of Turkey' s  trade wi  th the  Nine  on  the basie of 
Tables  A II 5(b)  and  (e}  shows  first of all that there was  a  general 
increase in Turkish exporta to all Community  Member  States except 
Denmark. 
There  was  similarly a  general fall in Turkish importe  from  the 
Member  states,  except  France. - 30-
As  in the past,  Germany  remained  in 1978  furkey' a  large  at customer 
and major supplier amongst  the  Nine  (furkish exporta:  507 million 
dollars  (30%  up  on  1977));  Turkish importe:  812  million dollars  (14~ dow.n 
on  the previous year)). 
Turkey's  exporta to ~  went up  by more  than  35~ in 1978,  to 
reach 127 million dollars;  Turkey's importa  from  Franee-also-increased 
(by more  than  9~),  reaching 358 million dollars. 
Turkey's exporta to Italy did not rise so  sharply as-did her 
exporta to most  Community  Member  states,  amounting to  175  million 
dollars  ( +  7%),  whilst  Turkish importa  from ,Italy were valued at· 
290 million dollars  (a 36%  fall). 
Turkish exporta to the Netherlap.ds amounted ·to  76~9 million dollars 
(+ 34%),  while its importe  from that country were worth 101 ·Udllion 
dollars  (a decline of almost  35~). 
Turkish exporta to the Belgo-Iuxembouu Economie· U:lion  showed -an 
increase of more  than 36%,  to reach  77 million dollars;  Tu.r-ki&h- importa 
from the  BLEU  fell by  3~  to 97 million dollars. 
Turkey' a  exporta to the thited Kill6dom  reached  114-·million dollars 
(an increase of 20. 5%),  whilst its importa  from that country fell frOm 
403  to  205  million dollars  (a 4~ fall). - 31  -
Denmark  was  the only Community  country to  which Turkey's 
exporta declined in 1978,  amounting to  only 7.4 million dollars 
(a fall of almost  15~).  There  was  also  a  considerable decrease 
in Turkish importa  from Denmark  between  1977  and  1978  (from  22  million 
dollars to  8.5 million= a  fall of,61%). 
Finally,  Turkish exporta to  Ireland continue to rise;  they 
went  up  from  5.1  million dollars to  6.2 million (an increase of 21%); 
Turkey's  importa of Irish products,  however,  decreased sharply 
{by  76%),  from  4.5 million dollars to  1.1 million. - 32  -
VIII.  FINANCIAL  QUESTIONS 
A.  Implementation of the  second  Financi~. Protocol 
(a)  Al!2~~ion of the  rema_!:~~~~~ 
33.  With  the  lean for the  SEKA-Dalaman  project  (paper 
sector)  approved  by  the EIB's  Board of Directors in 
December  1977  (1),  the  amount of aid in the  form of soft 
loans  uroviè.ed for u.nder  the  second Financial Protocol 
•  ? 
(by "the Six")( 195  million UA)  wa.s  totally co:mrn.itted  (-).. 
It will be  remembered  that the  loans  from  the Bank's own 
resources  provided for under Article 9 of the  second 
Financial Proto  col  ( 25  million UA)  were fully alloca:ted 
at the  end of 1976  (3). 
(b)  ~~~.l!~L2f..~~~~~~2-..2~~der  -~.È:~ 
~~2!!~..E~_2~!:!2~1 
34.  Soft loans  (20 operations)  were granted for  18  projec·ts 
(including two  global loans). 
70%  of the  total amount  commi tted - or 137.5 millim.i.  UA  -
were  intended for pro jects showing  an i.ndirect or 
long-term return  ( in:frastrticture),  the largest share of 
which went  to  energy,  followed by transport  and agriculture., 
The  remaining  30%  - 57.5 million UA  - was  allocated 
to industrial projects in various sectors,  with the paper 
sector predominating. 
See  13th annual report,  page  26,  paragraph  27. 
The  contribution by  the  three new  Member  States  (47  MUA)  to this 
second Financial Protocol,  provided for in Article  8  of the 
Supplementary Protocol  (enlargement),  has not yet been utilized 
since  the latter Protocol has not yet been ratified by Turkey. 
For the list of operations  financed  from  the resources provided 
for  i~  ~he second Financial Protocol,  see  13th annual report, 
Table AI 5(a),  pages  36  to 38. - 33-
35.  Ordinary loans were  granted for two  operations:  a  20  million UA 
framework  contract with the  TSKB  (Industrial Development  Bank  of 
Turkey)  and a  5 million UA  global loan for the  SYKB  (Industrial 
Investment  and Credit Bank).  They  were  used for the  financing 
of  25  industrial ventures  (14  through TSKB  and  11  through  SYKB)  in 
various sectors. 
36.  The  total amount  provided for in the  second Financial Protocol 
(220  million UA)  was  allocated as follows:  44.8  million UA  (20%)  to 
the  private  sector and  175.2 million UA  (80%)  to the  public  sector. 
It helped towards the  placement of investments for an amount 
estimated to be  in excess of  1,500 million UA. 
(c)  Disbursements 
37,  At  31  December  1978,  disbursements made  by  the EIB  under the 
soft loans granted  ( 1)  were  as follows:  (in 1IDA) 
First Financial Protocol 
Second  Financial Protocol 
Loans  granted 
175.0 
195.0 
370.0 
Disbursements 
9.9 
9.9 
~ 
175.0 
159.8 
334.8 
===== 
( 1)  The  ordinary loans  (25 million UA)  provided for under the 
second Financial Protocol were  totally disbursed. - 34  -
B.  Third Financial Protocol 
38.  At  the  end  of October  î978,  the  procedures for  approvL~g 
or ratifying the  third Financial Protocol signed  on  12  ;/lay  1977 
were  completed  in the  nine  r.1ember  States of the  Community  ~  the 
European Parliament  having given its Opinion on 
14  October  1977  (1). 
39.  With  regard to  the  procedure  to  be  followed within  ~he 
Community  for approving projects to  be  financed with soft  loans 
from  Co.mmunity  budgetary resources  (2),  in order to  prevent  any 
delay in giving effect  to  the  measures  provided for by  tfie 
)rd EEC-Turkey  Financial Protocol,  i·t  v;as  agreed that  a.."l  ad  hc'c 
procedure  would  be  used provisionally within the  ~ramework o~ 
the  Council  of the  European Communities  (3). 
The  Decision by  the  Council  of the  Community  concerning the 
conclusion of this Financial Protocol was  taken on  5 1/.s.rcr:  1979 
(see  OJ  No  I,  67,  17.3.1979).  The  Turkish delegation gave 
notice  on  28  1!arch  1979  that Turkey  had  completed all the 
procedures necessary for the  entry into force  of the  provisions 
of the  third Financial Protocol.  It therefore  entered into 
force  on  1 I,Iay  1979  in accordance  wi th Article  16( 2)  thereo:. 
For the  proposal for a  Regulation  submitted for this purpose  by 
the  Commission,  see  OJ  No  C 90,  13.4.1978. 
In early  summer  1979  the  EIB  granted: 
a  loan of  36  MUA  on  special terms,  from  Community  budgetary 
resources,  fer the  extension of the  KEBAN  hydro-electric 
power  station; 
two  global loans  on market  terms,  from  EIB  own  resources,  to 
develop  small  and medium-scale  industrial ventures: 
= 15  l'iiUA  to  the  Industrial Development  Bank  of Turkey  (TSICB); 
= 5  I.JJA  to  the  Industrial Investment  and  Credit Bank  ( SYKB) .. - 35  -
IX.  OTHER  QUESTIONS 
40.  As  in previous reports,  the purpose of this last Chapter 
is to present,  for  the  attention of the Parliamentary Committee, 
information on  certain activities which,  although not 
directly based  on provisions  of the Association Agreement,  are 
nonetheless  connected wi th the relations between Turl::ey  and 
the  Community. 
41.  During the  period  covered  by  t~is report,  several leading 
figures  from  the  Community  visited Turkey,  notably a 
delegation from  the European Parliament's Socialist Group, 
led by Mr  FELLERMAI.ER  (end of February  1978) ,  the  Bureau of 
the  EEC-Turkey  Joint Parliamentary Commi ttee,  led by  ~-ir  HANSEN, 
(end  of September  1978)  and li1r  NOEL,  Secretary-General of the 
Commission  of-the European Communities  (end  of Novernber  1978). 
42.  In addition a  series of seminars was  held in Turkey  on 
topics connected with the European Communities.  In April 
and May,  a  seminar took place within the framework  of the 
activities of the Foundation for Economie  Development  (IKV) 
for the training of  experts in EEC-Turkey  relations.  In May 
and  October  1978  the Istanbul Law  Faculty organized the 
second  and  third European  law weeks.  Finally,  mention should 
be made  of the seminar organized by the Economie  and  Social 
Studies Conference Board,  which  took as its theme  the 
enlargement of the  European  Community  (25  and  26  August  1978). 
43.  During  1978  several fact-finding visita to the  Community 
were  organized,  particularly for Turkish ùniversity leaders 
und  journaliste; more  specifically,  a  Turkish television crew 
visited Brussels and  seven Member  States. - 36  -
44.  The  Press  and  Information Office of the European 
Communities  in Ankara continued  to  extend its activities.  In 
addition to the magazine  "Avrupa Toplulugu"  (which  appears ten 
times  a  year),  it published in 1978  about  10  Turkish 
language  brochures  inc~uding in particular the  following 
titles:  E.  NOEL  "How  the  European Community  InstitUtions 
work";  EEC  D~ctionary;  "What  is the  EEC?
11  and  "Vade-mecum 
of the  EEC-Turkey Association". 
(b)  Q~~it:t-E,~~ib~ti2!!_to_;!!!~-E.2!!!~.ê::!.!1:~-~f..!!!~~§: 
~!:..~!!:~ 
45.  In response  to  an appeal  from  the  Turkish  Government, 
the  Community  as  such participated in the World  Health 
Organization project to  combat  the malaria  epidemie which 
broke  out  in the  southern provinces  of Turkey.  In a  decision 
taken at  the  beginning of March  1978  it was  agreed that this 
Community  contribution would  be  1 million UA  and would  be  for 
the purchase  of goods  (notably transport  equipment)  essential 
for  the  contra~ of malaria. 
It should  be  pointed out  that this Community  aid was  in 
addition to  the  contributions made  by various  Community !.Iember 
Stat8s to this  WHO  project,  which  amounted  to more  than 
820,000  dollars. 
( c)  E~ot=ê:~!!~~~~ Disease Insti  tute in Ankara 
46.  It will be  remembered  that at the  end  of  1975  the  Council 
the  Communities  decided that  the  Ccmmunity  would  contribute 
l.p  to  a  maximum  a.mount  of  1  million US  dollars to the financint 
of  a  project to assist the Foot-and-I.Iouth  Disease  Insti  tute in 
Anl·:ara  ( 1  ) • 
The  first payments  to this Institute were made  by the 
C::-:;rrnuni ty during  1978. 
(1)  See  11th  annual report,  paragraph  56,  pages  48  and  49. - 37  -
AnnexA  (1) 
STATISTICAL  ANNEX 
Chapter  I 
Data on the application of 
the Association !greement 
(1)  Data provided by the Turkish delegation. PRODtm 
'l'OliACCO 
(24.01) 
~ 
(n. 08.04) 
DRIEl'  FlOS 
(ex 05.03) 
BAZEL  lt1rS 
(ex 08.05) 
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TURKISH  EXPORTS  TO  THE  EEC 
OF  TIJIIŒY'S  FOOR  !IAIN  AIIRICILTIRAL 
EXPORT  PROOUCTS 
- Agures for 1973/l'ria -
ŒS'lD!AflOH  197)  1974 
BLEU  3,119  5,034 
Gel"M1'\T  9,938  2).~ 
France  12,684  4,071 
Ital  ;y  1,944  ,,712 
JJetherlanda  2,251  a,86, 
United KingdOII  26  196 
Denmarlc  101  546 
Ire  land  ----'-
~~  ~ 
~·  BLEU  3,294  2,218 
Gel'lll&ey  10,027  11  ,196 
Prance  ,,2&6  J,362 
Ital  y  11,269  7,7-30 
lfether  lalld  a  10,.S04  1o,eao 
United Kinfld,o11  21,956  t6,6H 
Del'IIIIPJ.rk  220  50 
Ire  land 
~  -!:i- ~0!!!:  üaln 
:BLEU  ,,,ag  714 
Ge:maey  4,615  3,,,1 
France  a,,,.  6,205 
Italy  3,352  1,8'13 
Netherlanda  288  327 
United Kil16'1i0111  1,394  1,311 
Denna.rlt  849  646 
lrel&nd  10  -
~  .. ~~  i2tJ2!i  1!i!r 
:BLEU  802  ,,054 
Germa.I\Y  47,983  62,m 
France  .,865  6,299 
Ital  y  860  ,,sn 
lfethe:-lands  ),656  5,042 
United Kblgdo!l  2,816  3,669 
Dsnr.ark  20  43 
Ire  land·  25  1  -
~2  ..  !~~~  ~2n  8ll:'m'"" 
J  -~ 
~:  1\' ... l stry of  Trade,  Ankara 
(ln  tonnes) 
1975  1976  1977  1978 
2,010  2,6:B  2,588  2,412 
7,61 3  a,au  5,089  10,2\)0 
83 5  3,285  329  2,732 
763  .m  ~6  2,060 
1,208  270  863  2,103 
248  60  127  45 
375  1n  813  '1a 
~~  lm  .!Ji  ~ 
2./JOI  3,119  2, 795  3,559 
1g,1Jk  1SD37  18,613  14,131 
1665  4,194  4,436 
11:722  1~581  13,425  12,299 
10,918  19,aJO  11,659  15,257 
18,298  2~5  18,813  18,234 
200  139  81  179 
3,790 
~ ~ 
5,354  ,!6,8!!_  • .;.;.t;;;..  73,449 
6~1  988  -uzs- 9ll 
3,387  3,8a0  3,~1  3,826 
7,131  7,~  8,205  8,61Kl 
2,034  2,352  12,145  3,397 
367  m  390  493 
1,002  1,268  1,369  1,1~18 
728  722  553  71Kl  - -
15![  !la!!  -~~  := 1 9!ft 7 :  ~ 
458  374  260  251 
50,358  11,999  86,~  82,235 
4,565  10,014  10,603  9,303 
579  1,902  2.1~3  1,581 
3,354  y as  5,120  3.758 
984  s,s59  ~.460  3,869 
52  310  55  187  ..  33  25  15 
-~  ~z~  ~~  22!,2~ TURKISH  EXPORTS  TO  THB  EEC  AND  THE  WORLD  AT  LARGE 
OF  TUIUŒY'S  FOUR  MAIN  AGRICULTURAL  EXPORT  PRODUCTS 
- Figuree tor 1973-1978 -
~  !!2 
~  ~ in tonnes  in 1,000  t  in tonnes  in 1,000 S 
~  1973  108,410  132,874  .30,065  20,560 
1974  112,371  204,475  "57,631  66,018 
1975  65,638  183,213  13,052  34,506 
1976  75,173  251,291  15,464  42,524 
~~
7 1s  ~l,~aJ~s  ,~~·
6 1~1  2  lo 2  6  10,21~7  20.0  53:·J~-
~  1973  89,641  58,243  66,121  48,633 
1974  62,292  53,905  55,017  48,206 
1975  72,4i  45,527  60,898  "57,824 
1976  98,8  52,629  85,612  45,406 
1977  94  237  74t965  74,963  60  320 
1978  93\018  99,680  73,449  7~,867 
DRIED  PIOS  1973  33,77~  16,089  20,395  10,426 
1974  24,58  17,244  14,687  10,747 
1975  29,906  18,919  15,281  11,290 
1976  28,535  20,614  17,139  12,892 
1'l77  1ot894
7  ~~·2~1 
26,888  15,236 
1978  1.54  0.8 6  19.447  20,151 
HAZEL NUTS  1973  '94,445  121,665  61,048  60,360 
1974  113,876  182,049  60,130  125,421 
1975  92,567  165,274  60,361  99,724 
1976  136,365  203,161  96,m  142,663 
rll1a  11~~,8~~0  ~k_OJ~?  -l~,7~R  J~~.a~~~ 
(  )  In terme of value 
~  1  llinietry ot Trade,  Ankara. 
TABLE  AI 2 
EEC'S  SHA.RE  I1f 
TOTAL  EXPOMS  ~ 1  ) 
las JJ 
15.4 
32.2 
18.8 
16.9 
16.~ 
24.7 
8).,  --
89.0 
83.() 
86.2 
~~:t- -- -
64.·8 
62.3 
59.6 
62.5 
56.4 
é5.2 
66.0 
68.8 
60.~  70. 
~l·~ TURKISH  EXPORTS  TO.  .E  EEC  OF  THE  FOUR  INWSTRIAL  PROilJCTS 
EQ.~ WHICH  CONCESSIONS  ARE  qRANTED  WITHIN  COMMUNrfY  TARIFF  QUOTAS  PURSUANT  TO 
ANNEXES  1  1\ND  2  TO  THE  ADDHIONAL  PROTOCOL 
- Figures for 1975/1978 -
TABLE  A  I  .J 
(in tonnes) 
PROWCTS  1975  1976  1977  1978 
Cotton yarn 
( 55.05)  31,242  72,907  47,946  72,218 
-· 
Woven  fabrice  of  1,369  2,459  1, 957  1,489  cotton 
(55.09) 
Machine-loomed  car:pets 
(n.k.)  (n.k.)  (n.k.)  (n.k~)  (ex 58.01  A) 
- .. 
Petroleum producta 
(ex 27.10  to  27.14)  178,018  90,880  - -
~:  Ministr,y of Trade• Ankara. 1 
: 
! 
- 41  - TABLE  A I  4 
TURKISH  EXPORTS  TO  THE  EEC  AND  THE  WORLD  AT  LARGE 
O:P  O'l'HD  AGRiëûï@RAL .AlfD  INOOS!RIAL  PRODUCTS 
OP  IIIPOl!TANOE· T0  TUBD!' 'S  PORBIGN  TRADE 
- figuree for 1973/1978  -
Products  year  ',VORLD  EEC  (The  Nine) 
~  lta.QQQ..  ~  l1.,.QQO 
-1973  113,370  25,548  31,371  7,903 
Citrus fruits  1974  110,453  26,416  25,253  6,155  (08,02)  1975  105,240  28,441  22,587  6,883 
1976  161,474  47,846  21,704  6,565 
1977  1)8,872  42,231  10,043  3,095 
1978  139.963  43,820  11,500  3,858 
r---
6,250  1-,063 
Fresh table grapes  1973  9.,201  1_,565 
1974  4,975  1,122  3,681  852  (08.04,10)  1975  3,959  1' 143  3,017  885 
1976  5,601  1,834  4,395  1,421 
1977  6,404  2,304  4,948  1,774 
1978  4,827  1,633  1,977  690 
t----· 
1973  44,390  47,825  38, ~21  40,807 
Olive  oil  1974  11 '062  15,106  5,472  8,453 
{  15.07. 12)  1975  9,342  17,704  170  343 
1976  2,339  2  .. 807  1' 178_  1. 201 
1977  35,832  35,~~§  33,336  32,349 
1978  7.717  8,7  61  _90 
!omato  concantrates  1973  17,509  8,334  10,487  4,861  (20.02.11)  1974  12,260  10,324  6,515  5,681 
1975  16,690  11 , 311  4,594  2,732  1976  22,671  11,917  9,598  4,410  1977  28,114  16,047  13,574  7,961  1978  4,159  2,845  950  648 
Fruit and vegetable  1973  564  765  107  80 
~uices  1974  406  492  62  20 
20.07)  1975  344  177  214  104 
1976  27~  512  173  83 
1977  1,012  846  94  56 
1978  1,424  1,319  64  53 
Wines  1973  3,952  529  677  158 
(22.05)  1974  6,940  1,093  678  216 
1975  5,046  906  486  210 
1976  3,098  669  460  256 
1977  2,563  530  1,580  364 
1978  4,025  795  262  180 
1 - 42  -
1 
W 0  R L D  EEC  (The  Nina) 
Products 
tonnes  s 1,000  tonnes  $  1 ,ooo 
Salt,  sulphur,  earths and  stone,  1973  1,618,299  35'  119  364,646  9,284 
plastering materiels,  lime  and  1974  1 ,309,115  49,114  602' 163  20,313 
cement  1975  1,448,568  68,691  355,355  19,815 
( Chapter 25)  1976  1,301,911  62,988  407 '775  22,283 
1977  1,329,818  1~~:  ~~~  §5~:~~~ 
33,997 
1978  2,227,  705  41,803 
Metallic ores,  slag and  ash  1973  459,973  17,684  104,346  4,  711 
(Chapter  26)  1974  758,490  35,593  225,807  12,566 
1975  ~~~:~~~ 
6o,og8  201,750  15,889 
1976  61,634  216,593  21,267 
1977  511,463  52,662  m~~~~ 
19,519 
1978  285,973  25,124  9,058 
Petroleum products  1973  846,649  47,402  403,440  17,241 
(27.10)  1974  720,952  85,861  257,453  28,870 
1975  320,633  1g;n~ 
178,018  20,682 
1976  133,489  90,880  11,498 
1977  - - 1978  - - - -
Articles of apparel  and  clothing  1973  1,489  42,187  998  29,038 
accessories,  of leather or of composition  1974  1,914  71,867  1,690  64,361 
leather  1975  1,586  63,972  ;  :g~§ 
56,761 
(42.03)  1976  1,303  48,159  36,729 
1977  952  39,721  755  31,219 
1978  595  28,395  482  22,901 
Cotton  1973  322,019  300,902  130,781  122,338 
(55.01) 
j 
1974  145,179  235,303  60,449  95,965 
1975  241,700  225 '224  99,938  94,752 
1976  1~g:j~~ 
434,245  151,649  178,880 
1 
1977  210,061  48,072  66,731 
1978  277,885  348,398  90,720  113,927 
1 
Cotton yarn  1973  27,757  49,155  22,223  37,611 
(55.05)  1974  26,384  67 '799  20,355  52,030 
1975  i§:~~~ 
59,384  31,242  51,898 
1  1976  n~:g~~ 
72,906  146,223 
1 
1977  57,676  47,946  117,841 
1978  80,617  179,034  72,218  158,881 
Boilers,  machinery  and  mecha.nical  1973  4,845  5,724  1,434  1,642 
appl1ances,  parts thereof 
1 
1974  4,562  8,375  1 ,a8o  2,343 
!  (Chapter  84)  1975  5,599  ,6;~~~ 
2,267  3,647 
1976  5,699  1,286  1,663 
1977  2,410  6,791  704  1,915 
1978  3,697  10,854  362  2,452 
Electrical machiner-.1  a1·1d  equipnent,  1973  f76  735  56  92 
rc~!~t!~e8~)f 
1974  ~89  i 
796  122  151 
1975  259  740  123  296 
1  1976 
1. 
250 
1 
998  33  372 
1  1977  v90  2,918  383  1,680 
1  1978  J 
905  3,397  593  1,618 
l 
Vehicles,  ether than ra1lway or tramway  i  1973 
1  55 
1 
526  1  2 
rolling-stock,  and  narts thereof  j  1974  1'  54  3,662  28  32 
(Chapt er .97)  - ·1975  : 
1 ,'-23 
1 
7.  705  30  35 
1 
1976  1  1 ,. 28  7,657  20  72 
19 7 7  1'  69  6,090  165  681 
i 
197E  1'  79  5,988 
1 
129  155 
1 
~:  1rinistry of Trade,  Ankara - 43  -
Chapter II 
Data on 
economie  trends 
in Turkey r---
J~XPORTS 
~EC  Rest  ot·  World 
.l!;.I!;(J  s 
the world  share 
.. 
1974  717.2  814.9  1, 532. 1 % 46.8 
1975  615.1  785.9  1, 401.0 %  43.9 
1976  958.9  1,031.3  1, 960.2 %  48.9 
1977  868.0  885.0  1,753.0 %  49. 5. 
1978  1,090.0  ·l, ,gs.o- 2,288.1  ~~  47.6 
t 
ph ange 
from 
~977/ 
~978  +25.57  +35.36  +30.52 
Source:  Ministry of Trade,  Ankara 
TUR~'S FOREIGN  TRADE 
(1974/1978) 
TI·.•PORTS 
EEC  .ttest  o:r  World  the world 
1, 708.1  2,069.4  3,777.5 
2,338.2  2,400.3  4,738.5 
2,342.0  2,786.6  5,128.6 
2,470.1  3,326.1  5,796.2 
1,872.6  2,762.3  4,599.0 
-24.18  -16.95  -'20.65 
TABLE  A II 1 
(in million $) 
IhlPORT/EXPORT  COYER  AS  % 
!.lili!J  s  EEC  Rest o:r  World  eh  are  the world 
%  45.2  41.9  39.3  40.6 
%  49.3  26.3  32.7  29.6 
%  45.7  40.9  37.0  38.2 
%  42.6. 35.1  26.6  30.2 
%  40.7  58.2  43.4  49.7 n:AR 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
~  1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
19.78 
YEA.R 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
IJJIPOR'.rS  1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
STRUCTURE  OF  EXPORTS  AND  DIPORTS 
·( 1963/1978) 
AGRICULTUBAL  IIINlNG  PRODUCTS  INDUSTRIAL  PRODUC!B  PRODUCTS  ( f) 
292.3  10.8  64.9 
319.9  14.9  75.9 
361.8  21.0  80.9 
389.8  23.3  77.4 
426.7  20.7  74.9 
405.0  26.0  65.3 
405.0  34.8  97.0 
442.6  42.7  103.2 
491.3  40.1  145.2 
607.4  35.0  242.5 
832.0  41.7  443.4 
851.9  79.8  600.4 
792.6  105.6  502.9 
1,254.4  110.0  5~.8  1,041.4  1?.2·.~  5  5.8 
1,542.7  124.1  -62f.-2 
CAPITAL  GOOm  HAW  IIATERIAL::S 
314.9  335.9  36.9 
245.5  265.7  26.2 
241.2  305.9  24.8 
341.2  3'41.2  35.8 
323.5  327.6  33.5 
366.6  )60.7  36.3 
350.9  395.6  54.7 
446.0  454.3  47.3 
511.2  600.7  58.9 
782.7  707.1  72.8 
1,002.8  993.0  90.4 
1,289.0  2,331.4  157.0 
1,961.1  2,574.3  203.2 
2,239.2  2,732.9  156.5 
2,255.1  3,363.2  178.0 
1,589-7  2,876.5  132.·8 
(1) Agricultural products  also include industriBl plants,  auch as  cotton. 
~:  Ministry of Trade,  ~.nkara. 
TABLE  A II  2 
(in millionS) 
TOCfAL 
368.0 
410.8 
463.7 
490.5 
52-2.3 
496.3 
5fe.8  5  8._5 
676.6 
684.9 
1' 317.1 
1  ,5)2  •.  1 
1  '401 .. 1 
1  ,~0.2 
1,  53.0 
2,288.2  . 
Tm  AL 
687.6 
537.4 
572.0 
718.3 
684.6 
763.6' 
801.2 
947.6 
1,170.8 
1,562.6 
2,086.2 
3,777.5 
1,  738.6 
5,128.6 
5,796.3 
4.599·0 
1 
~ 
\11 
1 TABLE  A II  3 
IMPORTS  OF  SPECIFie  PRODUCTS  ( 1 ) 
(in million $) 
1975  1976  "  Change  1977  '1- Change  1978  ~ 
Change 
TOTAL  4,738.559  5,12~.647  +  8.2  5,796.278  13.0  4,599,025  - 20.7 
r.  AGRICULTURAL  GROUP  202.471  78.723  - 61.1  112.554  43.0  50,740  - 54.9 
II. MINING  AND  QUARRYING  GROUP  795.244  1,090.357  +  37.1  1,262.393  15.8  1,133,889  - 10.2 
III.  INDUSTRY  GROUP  3,740.843  3,959.567  +  5.8  4,421.330  11.7  3,414,395  - 22.8 
11.  Vegetable  ~roducts  154.847  35.233  - 77.3  50.729  44.0  21,951  - 56.7 
12.  Animal  prod  ucts  38.794  34.154  - 14.2  53.584  56.9  25,830  - 51.8 
13.  Fishery P"'ë.'ducts  - - - - - - - 14.  Fore~tr~ products  7.830  9-335  +  19.2  8.241  - 11.7  2,960  - 64.1 
21.  Non-metalJ ic  quarrying  67.452  56.104  - 16.8  48.887  - 12.9  41,584  - 14.9 
22.  Minr>-ral  or·'3  7.646  13.055  +  70.7  28.773  120.4  5,243  - 81.8 
23.  Fu~.s  719.770  1,020.470  +  41.8  1,183.501  16.0  1"085, 719  - 8.3 
24.  Other mining products  0.376  0.490  +  30.3  1.233  151.4  1,343  8.9 
31.  Pr~cessed agricultural products  229.707  146.793  - 36.1  58.743  - 60.0  50,923  - 13.3 
32.  Processed  petroleum products  88.147  104.102  +  18.1  284.532  173.3  351,669  - 23.6 
33.  Industrial products  3,422.988  3,708.670  +  8.3  4,078.055  10.0  3,011,804 - 26.1 
11 ..  Agricultural  Group  - Vegetable  43.9  16,584  products  154.847  35.233  - 77.3  50.729  ._  63.3 
11.01  Cereale  141., 72  5.425  - 96.2  8.317  53.3  13,078  57o4 
02  Leguminious vegetablea  - - - 0.139  (+} 
03  Oil seeds  2.538  7.175  +  182.7  0.065  - 99.1  7  ..  89.2 
04  Industrial plants  10.444  22.195  +  112.5  41.629  87.6  8,650  - 79.2 
05  Fruits  0.381  0.156  - 59.1  0.297  90.4  123  - 58.6 
06  Vegetables  0.080  0.023  - 71.2  0.132  473.9  f  - 99·2 
07  Seede  0.143  0.132  - 7.7  0.103  - 22  14  - 86.4 
08  Other vegetable products  o.o88  0.127  +  44.3  0.048  - 62.2  69  43.8 
-- -
(1)  Based  on the latest available data and  classifications. 1975  1976  %  C!JaDCe 
12.  AGRICULTURAL  GROUP  - ANIMAL  PRODUCTS  39,794  34,154  - 14.2 
12.01.  Live ani  mals  5,3'68  2_,758  - 48.7 
02.  Wool  and other animal hair  25,204  26,760  +  6.1 
03.  Raw  hidea  and fur skins  7,987  3,639  - 54.5 
04.  other animal products  1,236  o,m  - 19.4 
13.  AGRICULTURAL  GROUP  - F ISIIERY  PRODUC'l'S  - - -
13.01.  Efiible fiehe.cy products  - - -
02.  other fishecy producte  - - -
14.  AGRICtJWqlRAL  GROUP  - FORESTRY  PRODUCTS  7,630  9,335  +  19.2 
14.01.  Woo1  stripped of ite bark or merely roughed down  6,906  a, 111  +  17.5 
02.  Other foreatry products  o,924  1,218  +  31.8 
31 •  DIDUSTRY  GROUP  - PROCESSED  AGRICtn..TURAL  PRODUCTS  229,707  146,794  - 36.1 
31.01.  Food induatry products  191,005  1o6,529  - 44.2 
02. Food induetry by-products  0,312  o1336  +  7.6 
03.  Proceosed tobacoo producte  - - -
04.  Procesaed forestry products  13,240  16,562  +  40.2 
05.  Prooesaed te:rlile fibres  25,151  21,368  - 15.1 
32.  INDUSTRY  GROUP  - PROCESS~ PEl'ROLI!XJJI  PRODUCTS  88,147  104,102  +  18.1 
33 •  DIDUS'l'RY  GROUP  - :DIDUSTRUL  PRODUC'l'S  2,422,988  3,7o8,_670  +  6.) 
33.01.  Cement  0,272  0,113  - 56-4 
02.  Produots of the chemical industry  580,861  653,587  +  12.5 
03.  P:roduottJ  of rubber 8.Dd  :Plastic industries  152,683  183,510  +  20.1 
04.  Products of raw hides,  .ekins  and leather  o,617  0_.470  - 23.8 
05.  Manufactured forestry producte  1,944  2,384  +  22.6 
06.  Textile products  66,578  56,436  - 12.2 
07.  Glass and  cera~~~ice  26,099  25,185  - 3.5 
08,  Producte of iron and  steel induetry  679,764  546,919  - 19.5 
09.  Products of non-ferrous metale  industry  101,901  69,525  - 12.1 
10.  Metallic articles  15,211  28,268  +  85.9 
11.  M&chinery  998,721  1,o90,o84  +  9.1 
12.  El.ectrical and non-electrical  equipment  276,302  276..415  +  0.04 
13.  Parts and  acceseories of motor vehicles  400,440  615,232  +  53.6 
14. Other industrial produots  119~569  136,336  +  14.0 
1977  %Change 
53,584  56.9 
1,856  - 32.6 
44,403  65.9 
5,786  58.9 
1,536  54.1 
- - - - - -
8,241  - 11.7 
7~387  - 9o0 
o,654  - 29.9 
58,743  - 60.0 
26,534  - 15.1 
o,691  - 105.6  - - 19,321  4.1 
12,196  - 43.0 
284,532  11).) 
4,076,o55  9.9 
o,196  1).4 
766,798  17.6 
266,900  45·4 
o1221  - 51o7 
2,216  - 7.1 
51,499  - 11.9 
25,464  1.1 
693,163  26.7 
97,039  .8.3 
15,742  - 44.3 
11oa2,627  - 0.1 
295,776  6.2 
635,135  3.2 
143,273  5.0 
TABLE  A II  3 
(continued) 
(in million $) 
1978_  ~  éhlm&'e 
22,963  - 57.2 
3,646  96.2 
17,582  - 60.4 
3,858  - 33.3 
739  - 51.9 
- - - -
- -
2,812  - 65.9 
2,0C17  - 72.8 
953  11.6 
42,973  - 26.8 
37,751  42.3 
609  - 11.9 
- -
9,179  - 49-4 
2,783  - 77.2 
305,684  7-4 
2,583,559  - 36.6 
86  - 56.1 
762,071  - 0.9 
154,686  - 42.0 
198  - 12.8 
2,147  - }.1 
50,194  - 2.5 
17,810  - }0.1 
409,836  - 40.9 
42,648  - 56.1 
20,415  29.7 
792,144  - 26.8 
223,628  - 24.4 
450,776  - 29.0 
85,164  - 40.6 1  9  7  5  1  9  7  6 
Value  (in "of total f.  growth ae  Value  (in f. of total  PRODUCT  Fompare4 witb  1,000 tl  exporte  IPrevioua year  1,000 tl  exporta 
TOTAL  1!.4~1~0!5  100,00  - 8.6  ,!·2~·!1!  100.00 
.lGRÏCÜLTUÏÏAL  iND - - - - - ------ t-----
SWCICBRDillNG  PROJIUC'l'S  792,631  56.57  - 7.0  1,254,408  63.99 
PROllOCT8  OP  En'IUCTIBG 
DllliJS!IIIB8  105,565  7.54  +  .]2.2  110,016  5.61 
DmU31'RIAL  PROJ.lUCTS  _52_2!..8J..9  _3~·~9- - 16.2  -~~·.!92.  1- 10.!42.- ------------- ------
J.GRIC1Jl4'URAL  .lliD 
S!OCJCBRIBlllKG  PROilUCTS: 
Cereale Md  leCUJ11noue 
plW!h  28,182  2.01  +  10  70,579  .],60 
Pruit Md ve&etabhe  275,431  19.66  - 6.1  .375,278  19,14 
In4uatrial planta  435,055  31.05  - 5.8  733,561  .]7.42 
~~~ed~c!:"  pro4uota  41,082  2.93  - 27o3  62,724  .].20 
l'~·~•_!:i.!e_~u~t! ____  - .:!.2..t8.!1  - ~·,!2  _  _  -_.:!,2~7  __  _1,!,~.! 1- _0~61_ 
I11DUS'l'RIAL  PROOOC'l'SI 
?ootl  and  beverace•  116,65E  8.)3  - 10.6  86,758  4.43 
'l'el<t1lee  132,47  9.45  - 1Qo4  272,695  13.91 
"roreetq produo\8  9,055  0.65  - 57,2  5,620  0.29 
Skine ...,.4  hi4ee  64,88~  4.63  - 12.2  59,895  3.06 
CJ>•iaal pro4ucte  37,7U  2.69  +  .  3o9  46,741  2.38 
Petroleua pro4uote  36,052  2.57  - 58.0  16,162  o.82 
Cllllllent  24,215,  1.73  +  20.].0  16,299  0.83 
Glaee Md cerutioe  17,874  1.211  +  42.6  20,884  1.07 
Ion terroue aatale  ..  12,68<  0.90  - 66.7 .  16,888  0,86 
Artiolae of •etal _.. 
II&ChiDU')'  1],922  0.99  - 1).6  16,454  0.84 
Bleotr1ca1 aaohineZ'J'  84M  0.06  - 19.6  1,097  0,06 
Otber 1D4uetrial pro4uota 
L-
Jt,535  2.61  +  25o5  36,297  1.85 
T  (
2
)  Based  on  the  latest avallable data  and  classifications. 
(  )  For  figures  prlor  to  1975  see  12th  annual  report,  Table  A Il 4,  page  75. 
~:  Ill ni stry of  trade,  Ankara. 
f.  growth  ae 
oapared witl 
jprevioua ;re&. 
+  39.9  ------
+  58,) 
+  4.2 
+  18,5  -.-----
+  150.4 
+  .]6,.] 
+  611.6 
+  52.7 
-="- .!•.!_ 
- 25.6 
+ 105.8 
- 37.9 
- 7.7 
+  23.9 
- 55.2 
- .]2~7 
+  16.8 
+  33.2 
+  18.2 
+  lll.t 
- 0.7 
TABLE  A II  4 
1 97 7  1 -n s 
Value  (in  "'o~ total  ~or:;=.~)  Value \ln  1~ of  total  ' ~o~~~~~d :i  th 
1,000 Il  exporta  !Previoua :rea  1,0001)  experts  prevlous  year 
l'  753,026  100.00  - 10,6  2,288,163  100.00  30.5 
1- ... -- ------ -----1--------------
1,041,401  59,41  - 17.0  1,54-2,763  67.42  48.1 
125,851  7.18  - H ••  124,136  5,43  - 1.4 
585,714  33.41  - 1.  7  621' 264  27.15  6.1  ---- ----- -----· --------
120.437  6,87  .  70.6  262,150  11.46  117.6 
439,965  25,10  .  17.2  560,540  24.49  27.4 
432,228  24.66.  - 41,1  617,890  27.00  42.9 
37' 171  2.12  - 40.7  77,750  3.40  109.2 
- _1!·~~ f-- ~·~6- - 5,4  24,434  1,07  110.6  ----- ----- --------
127,444  7.27  .  46.9  110,201  4.82  - 13.5 
265,899  15.17  - 2,5  302,113  13,51  16.2 
2,973  0.17  - 47.1  579  0,02  - 94.7 
52,004  2.97  - 13.2  40,128  1,  75  - 22.8 
36,359  2.07  - 22.2  26,047  1.14  - 28.4 
7  0.00  - 100,0  7  o.oo  -
9,179  0.52  43.7  40,475  1.77  341.0 
27.448  1.57  .  31.4  30,121  1.32  9. 7 
20,058  1.H  .  18.8  11,549  0.50  - ·42.4 
5,631  o. 79  28.1  14,022  0.80  - 14.8 
3,023  0.17  • 175.6  3,669  0.16  22.0 
27,358  1.56  - 24.6  43,724  1.91  59.8 DESTINU'IOif 
DECO  countries 
·----
EEC 
U~A 
Japan 
Other  DECO  countrl es 
Total  for  OECO  countrles 
Ccuntrles  wlth  bllattral  clearln2 a9ree1ents 
~~  3 
Olhor  countrles wlth  bil ahral  clearl ng  agreennts (  ) 
Total  for  countrles wlth  bilateral  clearln2  a~ree~ents 
Fhe-exchan~e ~r:e•ent countrl es 
;_~tt :;.~~:;e"~n(~Juotrles w!th 'tree-exchange  agre811811ts 
Other  countrl es  wl th  free-exchange  agreements 
T~tal for  countrl es vith free-exchanse  asree•ents 
Other  countri es 
Total  for  ether countrles  and  countries wlth  free-exchan_ge 
a2reement.2, 
TOTAL  J:KPORTS 
FOREIGN  TRÂDE  BY  .AREA  ( 1 ) 
- EXPORTS-
1975  1976  1C  (2)  tQTJ 
615,139  958,929  + 55,89  868,031 
147,118  191,4'08  + 30.10  121,821 
28,665  36,080  +  25.59  36,506 
194,129  296,909  + 52.94  208,339 
985,051  1.483,246  +  50,58  1,234,697 
73.,641  8o,991  +  9.98  80,407 
_  ___:t,Wl- 15,762  - 63,65  38 
BQ,081  96,753  - 17,30  80,445 
48,697  85,752  +629,01  93,937 
)8,165  35,476  - 7.05  50,777 
101,245  109,025  +  7.fi8  201,795 
188,10L  230,253  + 52,29  346,509 
147 9833  .149,971  +  1.45  91~3'12 
380,22_4  437,88-1  335,91t0  +  13,18 
1,401,075  1,96o,2H  + 19.91  1.753.02ll 
TABLE  A II 5(a) 
(in million $) 
'  (2}  1978  %_  (Z} 
- 9.5·  1,090,077  25.6 
- 36.4  153,151  25.7 
1.4  36,037  1.3 
- 29,8  227 ;554  9,2 
- 16.8  1.506,819  22.0 
- 0,7  105,235  28.4 
- 99.8  3,044  mo.5 
- 16.8  1~.279  3~.6 
9.5  2.18,729  132,11 
4),1  52,697  3,8 
85.0  312,710  54.9 
50,5  584,196  68,6 
- )9.1  88,873  - 2. 7 
69,0  673,069  53.7 
- 10.6  2,288,163  30,5 
~ ;)  BaiJed  on  the  l~&te~t  av11.1lable  data ~d cluai!icationa: 
Pl  ~r~~f~~97~~f~1:S  .;~~~~~!.~~~l~;v~: ~=~;  AJ.bania,  JW.cana,  Czechoalovald.a,  lfl.mpl')',  Fcnt, .~lall4,  l!ollania and Yucoalavta. 
From  1971,  Yugoslavia  cornes  under  the  heading  of  "East  European  countries with  free-exchange  agreements"  as  do  East  Germany  and  Czeckoslovakia  from  1975.  In  1976  only 
the  U5SR.  Albania  and  Egypt still came  within  the  category  of  11Countries  with  bilateral  clearing agreements",  In  1977  Egypt  came  under  the  heading  of  "Free-exchange 
4 
agreement  countries". 
(  )  RCD  members:  Turkey,  Iran,  Pakistan. 
Source:  Ministry  of  Trade,  Ankara. 
1 
~ Trend  in Turkish experts to  the  Member  States of the  EEC 
(1974 - 1978) 
·-·  -· 
DESTINATION  1974  1975  1976  1977  1978  %  change 
1977/1978 
--· 
GERM ANY  342,988  304,934  376,720  388,809  506,672  30.3 
FRANCE  66,601  61,934  108,350  94,117  127,383  35.3 
ITAL Y  1  90,332  82,120  171, 511  163,286  175,240  7.3 
NE1'HERLANDS  52,438  50,830  63,741  57,485  76,871  33.7 
BLEU  67,564  30,276  85,912  56,243  76,620  36.2 
UNITED  KING~OM  81,603  70,018  137,599  94,323  113,733  20.5 
DENJARK  12,759  12,08'3  11,985  8,667  7,381  - 14.8 
IRELA!'I:  2,984  2,887  3,111  5,100  6,182  21.2 
TOTAL  717,269  615,142  958,929  868,030  1, 090,082  25.6 
~:  Ministry of Trade,  Ankara 
TABLE  A II 5(b) 
(in million $) 
Share  of total 
Turkish exporte to 
EEC 
(in%) 
46.5 
11.7 
16.1 
7.1 
1.0 
10.4 
0.7 
0.6 
100 
\11 
0 - EXPORTS  - (1 ) 
DESTINATION  1975  1976  "  (2) 
CONTINENTS 
Europe  933.889  1,426.239  +  52.72 
A.:da  269.919  291.424  +' 7e97 
America  151.496  198.701  +  31.16 
Africa  43.504  41.962  - 3·54 
Oceania  2.264  1.897  - 16.21 
SPECIAL  GROUPINGS 
Ara.b  countries  197.533  212.553  +  7.60 
Developed  countries ether  355-907  496.189  +  39.42 
than the  EEC 
Socialist countries  131.489.  179.913  +  36.83 
East  European Countries  122.338  166.743  +  36.30 
EllA  802.710  1 ,246.264  +  55.26 
EFTA  169.703  .261  ~601  +  54., 15 
MONEY  AREAS 
Dollar erea  150.776  198.419  +  31.60 
Sterling area  127.586  185.591  +  45.46 
French franc  area  66.259  120.629  +  82.06 
(~)  Based  on  the  ~atest available data and classifications. 
(  )  Percentage  change  as  compared with previous year. 
~:  lv'liuistry  of Trade,  Ankara 
TABLE  A II 5  (c) 
(in million $) 
1977  % (2)  1978  ~ (2) 
1,257.264  - 11.85  1,652.135  31,..0 
302.043  3.64  i58·~ 
18,66 
139.509  - 29.7.9  70-7  22,, 
50.854  21.19  1M.68~  lO'•Il  3.353  76.75  2.1  -,a, 
1 
184.978  - 12.97  302.'182  ,~~~  357.388  - 27.97  457.101 
~ 
195.002  8.39  ;61..669  a,,~ 
174.344  4.56  32).~  85,81  1 ,061 .849  - 14.80  1,298.  rê  22,!'1 
179.926  - 31.22  194.)8  8,0) 
140.160  - 29.36  168.646  20,,2 
153.276  - 17.41  225.4-5'  47,~  112.265  - 6.93  15'7.285  40, FOREIGN  TRADE  BY  .AREA.  ( 1) 
-~-
SOURCE 
1<175  197L 
OÇ "00\mtries 
ElfC  2,338,219  2, 342.0)0 
USA  425,750  437.880 
Japan  211,351  227.792 
Other  OI!ICD  countriee  526,086  557.722 
i'5!tal  f5!r  OECD  C!!l!ntrj,e!  3,501,406  3,565.424 
Countriea wlth bilateral cleari!!ll  asrae~~eete 
USSR  73.655  88,956 
0\ller ocnmtriee vi  til jilatezoal 
el~  agreements  (  )  1,083  1.929 
i'otal for countrl!• wi th bilateral clearinr. 
•sreeen'h  74.738  90.885 
P!:J!  exchaJ!I:e  aœ;:eemeet  countries 
East  European oountries with  1 
free-exohange agreements  170,454  2)0,026 
ROD  countriea  (4)  29.871  114.147 
Otller counki  .. with free-exohange agre•enta  790.688  977.115 
r2ta1 f!!r oeuntrie! w1 th f!:I!::!XCII!!!5! 
.!m.!!W!h  991.013  1,)21.288 
Other countries  171 ..  00  151.050 
!'otal for oftE..S,!!untriea and cDUDtriee  witll 
f10ea-ezoijw•  Aq!IDimj•  1,162,413  1,472.338 
TOTAL  D!PORTS  4,  738.558  5,128.647 
--- - - ---
.,  (2) 
+  0.16 
+  2.85 
+  7.78 
+  6,01  ..  1,8) 
..  20.77 
+  78.11 
t  21.60 
•  34.94 
+282.1) 
+  2).58 
+  33.27 
- 11.87 
+  26.~  ..  8.2) 
TABLE  A II 5(d) 
{ .  "11"  $) 
%  (2)  1978  ~  (2} 
1 
1977 
2, ~70,084  5,5  !  1.872.648  -·  24.2 
502.781  14.8  ~80,792  - 44.2  ! 
311,160  36.6  114.966  - 63,1  ' 
682.466  2~.4  522.749  - 23.4  1 
3,966.~1  11.3  2.  7CJ1.155  - 29.6  1 
81.969  - 7.8  61._319  - .u  .. 1 
3.0~  57.6  532  -82.5 
85,009  - 6,4  ,~,  -1,.0 
258.325  12.3  314o664  21.8 
174,434  52.8  504425  189.2 
1,1~.286  16.7  . 72Q.~13  - J'.8 
1,573.045  19.1  .53~402  - 2.1 
171.718  44.6  1~,13  16.2 
1,  744.763  54.7  ,73~0~  - 0.3 
5, 796.278  13.0  t.,59~0 
r-
2
~  ed  on the latest available data and classifications.  . 
Percentap  o~~an&e aa COIIlpiU"ed  witll  previoua year. 
l  Up  until 1971  tbie ~P  c-:l.ate4 Gf_But Ge~  •  .U~:I.a, aa,.aria,  Csecb9slCI'{IIkia,  l{uneacy,  Es;ypt,  Po:!,.a_nd,  !1-1• and  Y.>""'~!-via. 
From  1971  onwards,  Yugoslavia comes  under the heading of ttEast  European oountries with free-exohange 
agreements  tt,  as do  Eaet  Oermany  and Czechoslovakia from  1975.  In 1976  only the USSR,  Albani&  and Egypt 
still oaa~ ~ithin the oategory of "countries with bilateral clearing agreements".  In 1971 1  Egypt  came 
·
4 
under the heading of ''Free-exohange agreement  countries". 
(  ) RCD  membere:  Turltey,  Iran,  Pakistan. 
~:  Ministry of Trade,  Ankara. 
\n 
1\) SOURCE 
--
GERMAJ.W 
FRANCE 
ITALY 
NETHERLABDS 
BLEU 
UNITED  KINGD<II 
DE~.A.Rr 
IRELAND 
TOTAL 
Trend  in Turkish importe  from Member  States of the  Community 
(1974  to 1978) 
J 
1974  1975  1976  1977  1978  fo  change 
1.977-~-9~8 
680,931  1,057,713  945,589  944,868!  811,636  - 14.1 
244,868  278,641  308,694  327,661  .  357,792  - 9.2 
270,783  357,940  386,119  454,407~  290,482·  - 36.1  116,200  138,877  168,024  154,185  100,739  - 34.7  106,651  129,247  103,274  159,675  97,358  - 39.0 
266,914  344,264  409,875  402,8)8,  205,037  - 4{.1 
20,676  29,027  1~,443  21,996'  -iy.-52().  - 6  .3 
1,152  2,510  1,010  4,452  ;  - 76.0 
1 '708,  175  2,338,219  2,342,030  2,470,084  1 '872,631  - 24.2 
~:  Mim.stry of Trade,  Ankara 
TABLE  A II 5(e) 
(in million 1) 
Share  o:f  total.  TUrk1sh 
importe  fro(~1he 
CommunitY 
43.3 
19.1 
1 :;. 5 
5.4 
5.2 
10.9 
0.5 
0.1 
100 
\J1 
\)1 
1 r:-----·-.  -
SOURCE  1975  ~976  % (2) 
CONTINENTS 
Europe  3,056,542  3,169,777 +  3.70 
Asia  1,003,400  1,099,033 +  9.53 
.1\Ulerica  522,045  564,438  +  8.12 
Africa  139,915  280,180  +100.25 
Oceania  16,655  15,219 - 8.62 
SPECIAL  GROUPINGS 
lrab countr  .us  814~  710  977,753  + 20.01 
Developed countrie;3  other than the  EEC  1, 180,130  1,206,873 +  2.27 
+  19.92  Socialist 9ountries  284,317  340,944 
East  EuropeHn  cow.trie.s  244,109  318,982 
E:MA  2,777,824 2,1?09,798 
EFTA  419,04~  427,628 
MONEY  AREAS 
Dollar area  494,082  508,839 
Sterling area  510,446  731,129 
French franc  area  334,288  346,715 
( 1)  Based on the 1atest available data and classifications. 
( 2)  Percentage  change  as  compared wi  th previous year. 
~:  Ministry of Trade,  Ankara. 
+  30.67 
+  1.15 
+  2.0~ 
+  2.99 
+  43.23 
+  3.72 
TABLE  A II  5( f) 
(in million $) 
1977  fo  ( 2)  1978  fa  (2) 
3,456,812  9-.05  2,760,750  - 20.14 
1,341,264  2~.04  1, 134, 103  - 15.45 
.644,006  1 .10  401,061  - 37.7  ~  319,741  14.12  292,003  - 8.6 
34,440  26.30  11,104  - 67.76 
1,078,306  10.28  645,187  - 40.17 
1,482,984  22.88  943,520  - 36.38 
386;986  1~50  414,212  7.03 
340,294  .68  382,.983  12.54 
3,045 .,848  '8.;40  2,321,942  - 23.77 
51 5,131  20.46  418,147  - 18.82 
i 
568,795  11.78  350,229  - 38.43 
812,938  1.1. 19  494,858  - 39.13 
357,558  3.13  381,164  6.60 I •  OUBRRf2'  lOCOOR!! 
lo Poreip t'r~e 
p  ~  lbtporia  ffobJ  2  Iaporta  oit 
'l'rada  balance 
B. !!!!!!!!!!!! 
!rrt~-·  z  ,_,  2  'l'ourin an4 f01'eip tranl 
J  'rrenafera troll tlarldah worken 
4  Pro ti  t  tr_f_ 
5  "-7•umta for sezyiotng proj  eot 
6  other inrleiblae (net 
Balance of imriaiblea 
BALANCE  OF  PAYMENTS 
(1977/1978) 
credite 
o. Inf'raatruoture and offshore l'BOeil!!•  {nat~ 
BU.AlfCB  or  OIJliii!M OJD&.nœa 
n. OAPI'l'AL  !ftAJ'IWl'l'IC:.S  r  J Eztensal 4ebt repqMDte 
~  ~acl~r. ·ro;  ...  ~~:.,-r.tel 
4  faporia not  raqulrt:f oiii'I"-J' v-tare 
laporta with weber 
~)  ~ita  tri raosr-eü.  f!oia8:t R  Jli~mf{l  aou-
0'/DlLL BlLAJfCB 
1----• 
IIIo ltE8BirVB  PLOIJII  (+ •  in01'aeea) 
n. 1111t 
V  •  SIIOR!  ftRII OAPr'l'U.  'l!Wf8AOftCiœ 
YI. :aRŒS .llfD  œiiBSIIIIS  (net) 
1_977 
1, 753.0 
=~·oï~~~  __ 
+~~9:t 
.~~s:R 
-50'.  'tl 
n~·~ 
12.5 
-3,385.1 
-
2J1:f 
498.6 
,102.~ 
1,-œd:â 
-1·~~~=~ 
565.2 
-
1m3.9 
-631.5 
TABLE  A II 6 
(in millionS) 
1978 
2,288;î 
=~·~~:~ 
-~:i' 
~~1:b 
~~.'t 
i~~:3 
2.& 
-1,+18_.1: 
-Z5f·i  4t:  1 
119.1 
~1:g 
1 !~s:1 
-H.B 
170.0 
485.9· 
-225.41 
'  ! 
: 
i 
i 
1 
i 
! 
1 
i 
'  1 
1 
1 
i 
! 
\11 
\11 ! 
1 
'  i 
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TABLE  A II 7 
GROSS  NATIONAL  PllOliJO'l' ü' CORRl!l'l'  FAC'l'OR  P!UC.!lî5 1 
BY  BlWIOR  C'8  AC'l'IVM  in millicm  IJ.'L 
1976  1977  - 1978 
1. AGRICUIJl'URE  178,666.6  222,802.9  t3P4,052.8 
(a) Agriculture md livestock production  174,634.2  214,134.3  293,263.7 
(b)  Forestry  2,851.4  6,945.0  8,325.0. 
(c)  Fisheries  1,201.0  1,723.1  2,464.1 
2.  INDGS1~Y  119,794.4  164,o84.6  ~6.~35·5 
(;}iii;ing and qua.rrying industries  7'  875.0  t4,803.7  20,487·4 
(b)  Manufact1.u-ing  industries  101,998.5  134,846.7  204,097;1 
(c) Gas,  water,  electricity  9,920.8  14,434.2  22,051.0 
3. CONSTRUCTION  31,844.7  43,127.5  65,331.7 
4. ~  (wholesale and  retail)  83,783.3  110.,361.1  156,730.5 
5. TIWISPOfl'l'1  S'l'ORAGE ~  COJIIGI(ICQ:IOlfS  54;881.0  72,716.8  103,S80.6 . 
6.  BAlfKS1  DTSUIUNCE  AID  OTHER  17,055.4 
FINANCIAL  IHSTITU!IONS 
20,528.1  26,306.4 . 
7 •  ACCOMODATION  22,237.7  32,049.4  52,140.6 \ 
8.  COIOO!RCIAL  AID  PlmSOIAL  S!RVICJ!S  31,727.5  41i206·7  59,137.0 
~. {l.:SS)  ~&lDlrutE  ~i'DJQ  1'0 
BI'.NmlG  S!RVIC~ 
11 '191 .5  14,886; 1  19,332.6 ' 
10.SUB.Jl'OTAL  (1  - 9)  528,213.1  691,991.0  j994,884.5 
-
11 •  Ptr.BLIC  S:ffiVlCES  66,477·5  101,478.0  133,099-7 
~ _;.  ~oss DOME5TIC  PRODUCT 
"ir FAC'!'OR  G0S'l'S  (10 +11)  594,690.6  793,469.0  '127 ,984.2 
13 •  I:iCOME  FROM  AlliOAD1 NET 
OF  FAC'roRS  11,048.8  9,926.0  15,942.7 
14. GROSS  NA'l'IONAL  PRODUCT  AT 
FAC'roR  COS'l'S  (12 +  13)  605,739·4  803,395.0  ,143,926.9 
1 
15.  (LESS)  SUBSIDIES  5,042.5  - 12,611.0  17,511.0 
16.  INDIRJ!X':T  TAXATION  69,340.~  . 79,455·4  102,218.5 
17 •  ':.?0'55  NATIONAL  PRODUCT 
·~t market priees) 
\.  ~  - 15  +  16)  670,037.8  870,239.4  • ,228,634.4 
~:  S.L-;:4;~ Statistical !nstitute, Ankara - 5?- TABLE  A II 8 
GROSS  PER  C.API'fA. IU!IOlfAL  PROOO'CT 
(in fi) 
Year  at 1968  priees  at current priees 
1976  4,754  16,306 
1977  4,820  20,656 
1978  4,886  28,572 
~:  State  Statis~cal Institute,  ~ara NU!.ŒER  OF  TURKISH  HORIŒRS  ENTERING  EEC  COUNTRIES 
THROUGH  OFFICIAL  T""ï.Jm<ISH  BODIES 
( 1973  - 1978) 
(cumulative figJres) 
COUff'l'RY  1973  1974  1975  1976  . 
Germ~y  648,029  649,257  649,897  651,998 
Eelgi\.:m  15,309  15,864  15,923  15,995 
?rau  ce  45,366  55,943  55,968  55,~74 
f\:3-t.:t'JI'lanùa  23,359  24,862  24,89-~  24,992 
·- -
Italy  - - 216  219 
Luxembourg  1  - - -
Denmark  4,921  5,081  5,.119  5,132 
United nngdom  2,381  2,494  2,592  2,619 
I-re  land  - - - -
!!2.  7391366  7531501  754 1609  7561929 
~:  Ministry of Labour,  Ankara. 
TABLE  A  II 9 
·1977  1978 
654,411  655,744 
1.&,040  16,081 
55,989  56,002 
25,fYT5  25,12'3 
222  239 
- 1 
5,147  5,157 
2,649  2,721 
- -
7591533  7611068 
!s1!t..  :  ~e  number of workers  who  have  returned to i'urkey is not included in these 
figures. - 59-
TABLE  A II 10 
DISTRIBUTION  BY  COUNTRY  0~ TURKISH 
WORKERS  !KPLOYm>  ABRO.AD  AT  THE 
END  OF  1975,  1976 1  1977  AND  1978 
1975  .127§.  lm  1978 
Germany  522,6~9  520,000  517 ,ooo  514,694 
F'rance  43,200  42,000  42,000  39,000 
Austria  26,400  26,000  26,933  24,433 
Swi t zerland  17 ,ooo.  16,200  16,000  16,662 
Ketherla.nds  39,000  38,700  41,434  43,992 
Belgium  20,300  19,200  16,030  16,937 
Australia  12,000  14,000  14,000  14,000 
-
Syria  5,000  7,500  12,500  22,000 
Denmark  5., 175  5,000  6,150  7,352 
Sweden  5,000  4,800  6,000  4,760 
Saudi  Arabia  40,000 
Other countries  15,000  14,500  17,000  15,000 
Total  710,744  707,900  715,047  758,830 1 
Year 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
- 60-
TRANSP'ER  OF 
TURXISH  710RIŒRS •  SAVINGS 
(in dollars) 
8,  1"14,000 
69,7~1,884 
115,334,365 
92!436_,,~46 
107,355,-811 
140,636,057 
273,020,778 
471,370,427 
740,205,694 
1,183,255,037 
1,426,306,906 
1,299,666,913 
9&2.722,880 
981 , 324, 17 3 
9~3;069,083 
~:  Ministry of .Labour,  Ankara 
Table  .A  II 11 - 61  -
COJ.\!PILATION  OF  THE  ACTS  ADOPTED  IN  1978 
I. 
Act  adopted by the Association Council - 62  -
DECISION  No  1/78 OP  THE  ASSOCIATION  COUNCIL 
amending Decision No  5/72 
on  methode  of ~dministrative co-operation for 
implementation of Articles  2 and  3  of the 
Additional Protocol to the Ankara  Agreement 
THE  ASSOCI~TION COUNCIL, 
Having regard to the  A~~eement establishing an  Association between 
the European Economie  Community  and  Turkey, 
Having regard to  t~e Additional Protocol to the  said Agreement, 
and  in particular Article 4  thereof, - 63  ... 
Whereas aoat of the 4ocna•t• ue4 Ua.  11lteruticaal trad• have bem 
alisne4 at COII!mli tJ level ca 'SM  CNt.111le  tona pre)U"ed br t11e 
Bconollic Colaiuiœ for !larope; wb.enu,  the~fore, 'tM apeciatma 
alisne4 on this outline fora ehould replace 'the apeciaen aovement 
certificatea A.m 1 8D4  A.D 3 amsae4 _, Deoi.tcm llo 5/72 ot 
the AasociatiOD 0CNM11 ·ot 29 h~  197a ca •tho4•  o't adJiiniatrative 
co-operation for impl...otatian of Articles 2 .ad 3 of the Add.itianal 
Protocol to the ADkara Acreeam.t, 
SAS  DECIDED  AS  POLLOWS: 
Article  1 
1.  !hl apeciun JAOveaep.t  ceriifioate• 4.!Jl 1 u4 A..m  3 armezed 
to Decision Bo  5/72 llhal.l be replace4 bJ'  the apeciaeu 8ZIDU:e4 
to this Decision. 
The  third paragraph of ~icle 8  of Deciaicm lfo  5/72 ehal.l 
be deleted. 
2.  Movement  certificatea compl.7inc wi th the foraer  apecillens 
may  continue to be used until 31  Decaber 19'79. 
Article 2 
'rhis Decision ahall appl.y wi  th affect from 1  October 1978. 
!he Secretariee 
u. AP.A.YDilf 
Dona  at Brueeels,  18  3U1J  1978 
Por the Association OOUDcil 
!!!he  Preaidat 
! •  SdAÇOCJLU 1. Eqtort.r  LNallfttl  ful1  Mkt•en  COUf'llryl 
1  Conai1nee  tNeiMI  fwt 1  ..:!dre". cQW\lly)  (0pltoul) 
il)'""'' the  -
State  or 
Tun••Y 
o2) =  ..,.  7.  T.-,.od del8ila  (()ptOOftOII 
pr•••••  eo- ..  ,.,.,.1.., 
T'"rlley· 
t. Item 
num· 
ber 
12.  CUSTOMS ENDORSEIIENT 
Declaration cartilied 
...,.........  Export document (~' 
:!'  :::::~  Form  -w~  -···  ••  No. 
!;;e,.~cun- Cuatome  office: 
qooro•  lsauing  counlfy: 
11ate 
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ANNEX 
MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE 
A.TR.  t  N°  A  000000 
2.  TrU8pOrt doc-'  (Ophonolt 
No  date 
ASSOCIATION 
between the 
EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMIIUNITY  - TURKEY 
5. c-try  of ellplll1atloft  1.  Country of....,...(!) 
.........  (2) 
....... 
tl.  Grou 
weltht(kg)  ...  - (hl. m', etc.) 
13. bECLARATION BY THE EXPORTER 
1,  the  undarsigned,  declare  thal  the goods 
described above  mael the  condftiona requi· 
red for the iHue of this cartificate 
Place and data 65 
14. HQUIIT FOR VERII"'CATtON, tD  1a. aauLT  OF Vllm'IC.t.TION 
VertflcatiOII carrled OUI --.  that thi8 c:ertiflcate (1) 
0 
V•rificatlon of the authentlcity and  accuracy af thia Ctlftlfi. 
cata ia raqua.ted.  0 
...... __  ... ,  ........... _  ...  (i~i"'"'". 
Full add,_ of offic• malling tha requa.t 
1.A-Hftifi  .... A.Tlt.1urbe.....,_onlylo<gooda-. 
in ... ...,tina s-.  lal1 -·-of  .......  _,.~: 
(al =:,.ro:.."t, '':...  ~..:'  :=c~ocl~il.J:":.-.::=,: 
!:t~  ~=  ~  -::r...=~ =-:~~,!;;  =..:;; 
of-dutonor..._; 
(bi ~  on  1- ci...,..lato ...  ••  !ha  ~... State  (pocla  ..,. 
•iftsl ,_  a  tllird -.,,  io _,  of  wllldl i-rt tor..Jitieo 
-......, comi>lled  wl.,  8IICI""'' -- duttaa  or  cMrpa --. 
-·walaort  eflact  ha  .. - ......,,  8IICI  wllidl  ha .. oot  -itacl 
'"""a total  or  partool -of-domn or,_); 
(cl  gooda  -ined er......,_.....,. Ilia_..,,. State,  8IICI  lo  Ilia 
illccufacblreol----.....---w~~~• ... _.  .. 
eMMe  cUI'f:OfU  dutiM  or ..,_  ,_.,, .. equtwetent  eftKt ~  Mt 
-lft•Mierwhlcll-benelllod-a~orpartoal-of 
oudo  dutiaa or-.... ouDjed ID !ha co_..., -.  --·•· 
otttoecom~lftf-beollo<-; 
....  ''"·-··-- ~--- --··----~-;;;--.-··· 
~----.. ····---~~-- ·········"··  ····· 
m-.x  ..... __.  ........ 
U. SCOPE OF nti  USE Ofl IIOWMENT CIIIT1FICAT1! A. -nt. 1 
Tha --certolicato  A.  111.1 ..,  be UNd oolr il  !ha p-Ja to ...,..,. 
il  r.olotao  - -.portMI di-t - Ilia -rtiiiO Slato  to  tloe  ._.;._ 
Stat.. 
Tha  followong  ohall  be ...,.hlar..S u  .........,_ dlrwt - ... _.,. 
Stato to tha  i""POrting  Stota 
(o)  goodo  lroo-rtMI  wo- -log thtauglo  --- - -
tho•• of the  Communtty or Turlley, 
(b)  QOOft traMportMI tlonouP temtoriaa---of.,. e-,ty 
Ill. RULES  FOR COMPLITING IIOVEIIINT CU111'1CAT1! A. TR. 1 
1  The  m.,e.,.enl certtf1ce .. A  'nt. 1  muet  M  eompllltSd  in one of the •  .,.... 
~n=J  •r..71!1' ,:: ~S.:..~,.~P,,:O  ~~.:!.:.-::~==-= 
1n  Turkieh,  tl  ahall  aleo  be  c~leted '" OM  of tM offlc•al 1~ 
of th4 c  .......  nlly. 
2  r=_,'Ïtw=~·..:~!~~~·  ~~l  -:·~~:  7:!.~'  l~;a!:: 
any  .,  ..  ~.,.  CH'  SYoettMpeMd  COmtC'ttOft.  Any  altefatiOI"  ......  be  made 
by  deletu•t tM  incorrect  ,.,Ueutare  and  lllidln;  afty  nec...., eotf'IIC  .. 
t,ona.  ALty  wc:ft  attera11011  _,_.  be  1niUeUd  by  the ,_.., Whe  ....., 
plaiod  Ilia cartofocato  ond  be ondortod br Ille cuot- ...-tlao. 
l.laolo -11-oottoe-...-flflutoA.TII.t-bepoac-
:.  "i'U: ...  ~  =-=-n::::;. ":.!;"  ~"'.':~ot.:!r.::!; 
•--tloni-ibla. 
4. ca..do- be dnc:tlbed  lo --e-loi  - IOIId  in  _..__,to  .. --lobe-. 
5.  l"t. _,..,._ ~  the  an-ter  1MJ  _.... "'  bel  Ne.  2 .t tite  cert'ficate 
•  rai•- 1<1  ~  tranapert- tt  11  olao --thal  tha 
esport.,  Of the carrier  ihouk:l ..,_, Olt  th• traMpetrt  docu"*'t c.overu"' 
~.,tor.- of Ilia goodo Ilia .-;oJ - of tloe -- cortilicolo 
IV. Ef'FECT Of THt!:  IIIOVIMINT CEIITI1'1CAT1! A. TR.1 
V.  TIME  UMIT l'OR SUBMISSION OF MOVEIIENT CI!RTIFICAT1! A. Til. 1 
TM ......,..,t Mt"tlfioa  .. A.  TR 1  "'~ ...- ~ed  et  th«  eua:onq  QH,;:c 
of  Ilia ·-rtl"if Slala .....,.. !ha  geode .,. ,_...., '"''"" •  porooo  of  - .. -·-tloa- .. ....,.._, 1.  lbporter  (No"'•  r.u  - ,_,, 
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MOVEMENT CERTIFICAT& 
A. Tl. 3  N°  A  000000  .. ----·~W.-
a, y,_,.,.-.......  (~l 
No  . ..  .....  data 
ASSOCIA nON  ............ 
EUROPEAN ICONOMIC COMMUNITY  .... 
TURKEY 
tt) =  ..,.  7.  Tr_,art cletella  (Optioool)  ........ 
LR....u(1) 
~ 
1.  Item 
num· 
bar 
t2)S..nol4  ...  ...., 
111  c-rot•  ... ,-.  .... _. 
ttng  coun·  .  ,,.. 
quoroo 
11. M.a _,...._;........__,  ...... of JMCb.1ea  (lw ....  Ill bulr,  ........... _,  ... ..,.., ... .....,, .. ,...., .......  .-~~ 
wehlcle); ..........  of .... 
14.  CUITOMS  INDORSDIINT 
Raault of cuatom• axamination and indication of rnaena of Identification (2) 
Declaration cartiflad 
Export document (3): 
Form ... ..........  ..........................  ..  ...........  No  ..... .  Cuatoma  office:  ......  ..  .............. _  ...... . 
luuing  country:  ·-------·-·-...... _  .................  -
Data 
15.  DICLARAnON BY THI! I!XPORTI!R 
~e:~':'-~~·~~=-c~.!: = 
rad for the luue of thia cartificata  • 
Place of loadlng:-
Place and data 
"ïli;.-) ___  ................. _ t!L  aQUIST FOR YIRJFICAT10N. te 
- 67-
. tf. MSU"T <W VIUUfltCATION 
.Verification carried out .!lowe that thie certificat. (1) 
0 
- ieauad by the Cuetotn1 Office indlcataèl  IUid ttlat 
lhl informetieft COIItamad therain ia accurata. 
Verlflc:atien of the authenticity IUid  ac:c:urac:y  of this  certifi· 
cate is raqua1ted.  0 
..  -··-·····-···········  ..  ··  ......... ~;;;;.-~·-· ....  -
Full addreu of office making the raqunt 
___  ........ (si~)  ................. . 
(1) ·-x Ill .... -ropriùl ...... 
L GOODS FOR WHICH A MOYEMENT CUTIPICATE A. Til. J liA  Y 81 1UU1D 
1.  "' -- certilicole  "'· TR. 1  _, be  iooued  Oftlr  lor  goodo  ........ 
.,.  1IMo ._m,. Stât, lall  WttNo  - ol the  follewo"tt  ..._...,.. 
(a)·=:':.,'\1,  ~~,";.,~~C~': =·-~,..:;'~~  -=~ 
cvltOIN  dutiM  or  chargH  Mvtng  et~~- 'l'lient  •ffeet  have  bNn  le-
. wied  -"d  w+t1dt  have  not  beftefited  from  a  tot&J  or  ,..r1taf  drawiMG 
ofeucftclutiNorcftargM, 
(b) =-,,! ~i,:~r:=.;: .~" ,.'!:.c~·!f~en 
5.'::ort(=..:: 
he~ ~  ,.llllplied ••th  a~td .,., cw•totnt  dutiM or  cb&rgM  he't•IIIJ 
eqytvalent  effect  halll'e  boen  1.,1ed,  •nd  wft1ch  haYft  not  b .....  tt.d 
'""" a  folal  or !*Irai  drawback  of  oudl  dutou  or dlalveol; 
(c)  :::,,acO:.::":' :h,C:~ttd  ~th~~~"-P:f:c':1n  s!::~dt ~  i;_~ 
cabla  eu ..  o•• dutan  or  cft&rges  hi'VIn~  equtvalaat  aHect  ,_.,.  not 
bMn l...,iecl  or wtud\  have benahted from a total or part•al drawbed&  of 
"'"' <Mraa ., dlarvot. oubt.cf to  the  coll.ctiCMI,  ...,.,. -ropriale. 
ol  the c_.,aalory """ proacrobed  lo• -; 
HeM:  The  atatement  •Cotnl*'aat.Ory  Levy  Tur*.ey•  IINI1  .,.... .,. 
ali -t  cortof•c- "'· TR. 3  loo  goodo  oblaooed  "' po-.:od 
Il. SCOPE OF THE USI OF IIOYEIIINT CIRTIFICATE A. Til. J 
A movetMM  ct~rttfic.te A. TR.I -Y be YMCI  in  ali eues where a ft'IOV'eme'd 
::t~~~ëd~i~...::! ::  :-.=n~'1  ..  ~~ :-..:_~  ... =ir!;  ... sc:." .,. 
The  followtnv  ahall  be cooooclar.d  aa ,..,..portod direct  - the -rti"' 
St&te to the  1mportu~g Staw· 
(a) .c-01t~=·~:!:~'"~;;":'r:,:::ne  through  tenitofin  other  tMn 
Ill. RULES FOR COMPlmNG MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A. Til. :Il 
1.  The movomerrt  cariificate A.  TR. 3  •nuit be  compl.wd  in  01\e of tht lan. 
1JU•v••  on  ""ich  ll!o "'greoment  is d,..,  up  lftd  shall  co...,ly  will!  111ot 
•nt.m.t  laww  of  the  •PGrtil'l\1  Stata.  When  the  ~arhfle&te tl  COfWPf•ted 
în  T  ..  rki.tl,  1t  •hall  al1o  be  compiatad  '"  one  of tM oHtctal  IAft9u..,_ 
of the  Communtty. 
2  The  11\0'4'.-nent  ocart•fieata  A.  TR  3  mutt  be  tvped  or  handwntten;  if  th. 
lanar  it  muet  be comoletad  tn  lnk  U\  blodl  l.ttar1.  lt  must  not  C0'1tain 
81\J  etuuN  ar  autMtunpo~ed conectton.  Aff~/  altar~~tiOft  muet  M  m.-
br  dcl•ting  the  lnctt"Kt  particulare  and  Mding  any  neceaary  oorNC· 
tiOM.  Any  audll  aner•tion  MUit  ~  lntti•lled  by  tne  penon  .ho co.· 
plata4 the cartificato.  and  be ....aorNd  by  the cu.etoma  .uthorita  ... 
1  The  movement  cert,ftcato  A.  TR_  3  muat  be  eomçletN  in:  f~~tll  ln  partlcv--
lar,  liNo  placo  ol  loodlng,  liNo  date  of diop•ldl  and  the  country  of  do-
atinabon  at tt.. time of uport muet  be  atated. 
IV. EFF'ECT OF THE MOYEMI!NT CERTIFICATE A. TR.:II 
CEE-TR  116/79 
Y. TIME  L.IMIT FOR SUIMISSION OF MOYEIIENT CERTIFICATE A. TR.' 
of  loouo  1t  ohall  be ..  lod  only  for  !loo  quantitloo  o1  goodo  prao.....,.  ift 
that  State  cluring  thou •'•  MOttthe. - 68  -
COUNCIL  ·ap  ASSOCIATION  DECISION  No  2/78 
relating to proor ot origin 
tor certain textile products 
eXported  by  Turkey 
THE  èOUNCIL  OP  ASSOCIATION, 
Having  regard to the Association Agreement,  and  the additional 
Protocol thereto, -'9-
Whereu detlectione of trade m4 abusee in respect. ot the textile 
products f'alling within Chapter 51  IIDd  Chapters 53  to 62  of the 
Common  Customs  Tariff' ehould be  prevented by appropriate verification 
measures;  whereas  the in-troduction,  to that end,  of a  system of 
verification of origin under the Agreement·appears necessary for a 
limited period; 
Whereas,  moreover,  the establishment and  application of such a 
system will not constitute a  measure  equi~ent to a  quantitative 
restriction forbidden by  the Association Agreoment  as regards the 
importation of Turkish textile producte tnto the Community; 
Whereas  i t  is necess&ey'  to have  the power  to apJÜ7 .the import  arrange-
ments  applicable to the  c~tr.r of origin, if this is not Turkey, 
HAS  DECIDED  A:3  P'OLIOWS: 
Article 1 
On  entering· the Collllllmi ty,  textile produota listed in the 
Annex  ....  and  originating in Turkey  or in free circulation in ~key 
must  be  accompanied  by evidence of their origin according to the 
following rules: - 70 -
1.  For  products originating in TurkeJ,  movement  certificates 
A.TR.1  or A.TR.),  issued in TurkeJ,  shall contain a  certification 
of origin.  Thi~  grtification shall consist of the words 
"Turkiiih origin" in the  "Remarks"  box on  these certificates, 
validated by the stamp and  signature of the  competent authority. 
The  origin thus certitied lllWit  compl.y  wi  th the criteria 
for the determination of origin laid down ·b.r  the Community. 
2.  As  regards the import of textile products in tree circulation 
in Turkey not originating in Turkey,  evidence of origin shall be 
subject to the rules in force in the.Community. 
Article  2 
The· Communi ty may  submi t  the prod.ucta  referred to in Article  1 ( 2) 
to the import arrangements applicable in respect of their country  of 
origin,  wi thout prejudice to the application of the tariff 
~ements  of the Association Agreement. 
Article 3 
The  verification procedure laid dawn  in Article  11  of 
Decision No  5/72 of the Council of Association shall apply to the 
certification mentioned in Article 1(1). 
Article 4 
This Decision shall enter into force on  1 lov.aber 1978. - 71  -
Textile producta exported :tnm !urkç betore that date ûall 
not be  affected b.J  the provisions ot this Decision. 
This Decision ahall be  applicable tor a  period ot one 7ear. 
It shall be  renewed  b,r tacit agreement  tor periode ot ane 
year unless this is opposed  b.J  ei  thar party' one  month  bef'ore  i ts 
expiry. 
The  Secretaries 
G.L.  GIOLA  N.  UTlCAN 
Don.e  at Brussels,  30  October" 1978 
Por the COUDCil  ot Association 
The  President 
H.  SIGRIST - 72  -
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II. 
Acte relating to the EEC-Œurkey  Association 
adopted by the Council and  the Commission  of 
the European  Communities  respectivgly - 74-
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 1132/78 
of 22 May 1978 
opeuing, allocating and  providing for  the administration of a Community tariff quota for 
apricot  pulp  falling  wirhin  ~uhhc:~ding ex  20.06  B D c)  1 aa)  of the  Common Customs 
Tariff, originating in Turkey 
(OJEC  No  L 142,  30.5.1978) 
TI-lE COUNCIL OF THF.  EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard  to  the  Treary cstablishing the  European 
Economie Community, and m particular Articles 43 and 
113 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposai from the Commission, 
Having regard  to the opinion of the  European Parlia-
ment (1), 
Whereas  Article  13  of Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1180/77 of 17 May 1977 on imports into the Commun-
ity of certain agriculrural productS onginating in Turkey 
(2)  providcs  for  the  opening by the  Community, with 
effect from  1 July 1977, of an annual Community tariff 
quota of 90 tonnes for .1pricot pulp falting wuhin sub-
heading ex 20.06 B Il  c)  1 aa) of the Common Customs 
Tariff,  originating  m  Turkey;  whereas  the  customs 
duties  applicable  wuhin the  limtts  of thar  tariff quma 
correspond to 70 %  of the cusroms dutics actually ap-
plied  in  respect of non-member counmes; whereas  the 
tariff quota in  question should therefore be opened for 
the abovemenrioned volume for the period 1 July 1978 
to 30 June 1979; 
Whereas  it is  in  particular  necessary  to guarantee  ali 
importees of the Community equal  and  uninterrupted 
access to the quota and uninrerrupted application of the 
rates  laid  down  for  thar  quota  to  ali  imports  of the 
product in question  into the  Membcr States  until  the 
quota bas becn used  up; whereas having regard to the 
above  principles  the  Community  nature of the  quota 
can be  respected  by  allocating the  tariff quota  among 
the Member States; whereas,  to reflect most accurately 
the actual development of the market in the productS in 
question, such allocation should he in proportion to the 
requirements of the Member States,  assessed  by  refer-
ence  both  to  the  statistics  relaring  to  imports  from 
(')  OJ No C 108, 8. 5. 1978, p. 57. 
(')  OJ Nol 142, 9. 6.  1977, p.  10. 
Turkey over a representative reference period and to the 
economie oudook for the quota period concerned; 
Whereas, during the last three years for which statistics 
are  avadable,  the  corresponding  importS  of  each 
Member  State  from  Turkey  have  hcen  neghgible  or 
non-existent;  whereas  those  data  cannot  therdore  be 
considereà as  represemanv'! ro serve as  a ba;ts for  allo-
cation of the quota volume among the Membcr St.ltes; 
whereas  it  is  difficult to estimate  imporrs  by  Member 
States  because  of the  absence  of truly  represenutive 
figures  for  previous  years;  whereas,  conseq11ently,  the 
only solution secms  to be  to allocate part of the quota 
volume to the Community reserve  and  to allocate one 
sevc:nth  of the  balance  to the  Benelux  countnes,  Den-
mark, Germany,  France,  lreland,  ltaly  and  the  Umted 
Kingdom; 
Whereas the initial shares may be used up fairly  quick-
ly;  whereas,  therefore,  to  av01d  disruption of supplies 
any Member State  whtch  has  ahnost used up  its  ininal 
sharc:  shall  dr.1w  a  supplementary  share  from  the 
Communiry reserve;  whereas thts must be done by  each 
Member State as each one of its supplementary shares  lS 
almost used  up,  and  as  many  times  as  the  reserve  al-
lows; whereas the mitial and supplementary sh.1res must 
be valid unnl the end of the quota penod; wherea; thts 
form  of  administranon  requires  close  collaboration 
between the Member States  and  the Commission, and 
the  Commission  must  be  in  a  position  to follow  the 
extent to which the tariff quota has been used up and 
inform the Member States thereof; 
Whereas if  at a  gtven  date in  the quota period  a con-
siderable  quantity of a  share  remains  in  any  Mcmbcr 
State, it  is  essential  that thar Srate should rerurn a sig-
nificant proportion to t~e reserve in order to av01d  part 
of the  Community  quota  remaimng  unused  in  one 
Member State when ir could be used in others; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom  of Belgium,  the Kingdom 
of the  Netherlands  and  the  Grand  Duchy  of Luxem-
bourg are  united wirhin and joindy represented  by  the 
Benelux  Economie Union, any measure concerning the 
admmistration of the shares allocared to that economie 
union may be carried out by any one of its  members, - 75-
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article  1 
1.  From 1 July 1978 until30 June 1979, a Communiry 
tarif{ quota of 90 tonnes  shaH  be  opened in  the Com-
munity  for  aprt<'Ot  pulp  falltng  within  subheading  ex 
20.06  B JI  c)  1  a.1)  of the  Common Customs Tariff, 
originating in Turl..ey. 
2.  Within the limits of this  tarif{ quota, the Common 
Customs Tanff dury  applic:tble  to these products shall 
be partially suspcnded at a rate of 11·9 %. 
Article  2 
1.  A  first  instalment of 70 tonnes  shall  be  allocated 
among the Member States;  the  respective shares of the 
Member St.ues which, sub)ect to Arnde 5, shall be valid 
from 1 July 1978· to 30 June 1979, shall be as follows: 
Benelux 
Den mark 
German  y 
France 
lreland 
Ital y 
United Kingdom 
(in tonnes) 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
2.  The second in,talment of 20 tonnes shall be held as 
the Community reserve. 
Article  3 
1.  If  90% or more of a Member State's initial share as 
specified  in  Article  2 (1),  or of thar  share  minus  the 
portion returned  to the  reserve wherc  Article  5  is  ap-
plied, has been used up, that Member State shall with-
out delay, by notifying the Commission, draw a second 
share equal  to  15% of  1ts  mitial  share,  rounded  up 
whcre necessary to the next unit, to the extent permirted 
by the amount of the reserve. 
2.  If, after its  initial share has been used up, 90 %  or 
more of the second share drawn by a Member State has 
been  used  up, that Member State shall,  in  accordance 
with the conditions imposcd  by  paragraph  1,  draw a 
third  share equ.1l  ro 7·5 %  of its  iniual share, rounded 
up where nccessary to the next unit. 
3.  If, after its second sharc has been used up, 90% Qr 
more of the third share drawn by  a Member State has 
been  uscd  up.  thar Member State shall,  in  accordance 
with the same conditions, draw a iourrh share equal tu 
the third. 
This process shall continue to apply unul the  reserve is 
used up. 
4.  By  way of derogation  from  paragr.1phs  1 to 3,  a 
Member State may draw shares sm.tllcr 1han those fi>. cd 
in  dtose paragraphs if there are grounds for  belie,·ing 
that those fixed may not be used up. Ir shall mform rh.: 
Commission of its re.1sons  for applpng th1s  paragraph. 
Article  4 
Supplcmentary shares drawn pursuant to Article 3 shall 
be valid unul 30 June 1979. 
Article  5 
The Member States shall rerurn to the  rc~crve, not later 
than  1  April  1979, the unused  portion  of thcir initial 
share which, on 15 March l9ï9, is  m excess of 20% of 
the initial amount. They may return a l.J.rger quantity if 
there are reasons to belie,·e rhat such quantity might not 
be used. 
Member States shall, not late• th:m 1 April 1979, notify 
the Commission of the total quo~nrities of the said goods 
imported  up  to  and  including  15  Mar.:h  1979  and 
charged against  the  Communiry  tariff quot:1  and any 
quantities of the iniual shares rerurned to the reserve. 
Article  6 
The Commission  shall  keep  an account of the shares 
opened by the Member States pursuant to Articles 2 and 
3 and shall, as soon as  it bas been notified, inform each 
State of the extent to which the reserve bas  been used 
up. 
lt shall•inform the Member States not later tban 5 April 
1979 of the amount still in reserve after amounts have 
been returned thereto pursuant to Article 5. 
lt shall ensure that the drawing which uses up the  re-
serve is  limited to the balance available and to this end 
shall  specify  the amount thereof to the Member State 
making the last drawmg. 
Article  7 
1.  Member States shall take ali mcasures necessary to 
ensure  that  supplementary  shares  ~rawn pursuant  to -76-
Article 3 arc opcned in such a way that impons may ISe 
chargcd without interruption against tlaeir accumuiatcd 
sbarcs in the Comrnunity tarifE quota. 
2.  Member States  shaH  cnsure  mat importcrs of the 
said goods establishcd in meir œrritory have frec aa:cll 
to the sharcs allocatcd to them. 
3.  Mcmber States  shall  charge  imports  of the  said 
goods against meir sbarcs as and whcn such goods are 
cntcrcd for home use . 
.  4.  The CXSMr to which a Mc:mber Ssatc bas uscd ap ica 
sbare  shll lw  detcrmincd  on  me  buis  of impons 
chargcd ia .-aiancc  with paragraph 3. 
At1ide B 
At the rcqucst of the Commission, Mcmber States shaH 
inform it of imports of the products conccmed actually 
c:hatged apiDSt thcir sharcs. 
Article  9 
Member  States  and  the  Commission  shaH  cooperatc 
dosely  in ordcr to ensure that tJùs  Regulation  is  ob-
served. 
Artiek 10 
This R.qulation shall enter into force on 1 July 1978. 
This Regulation shall be biading in ita CJdimy and clka:dy applicable in al Membcr States. 
Donc at Brussels, 22 May 1978. ...;  77  -
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 2152/71 
of 11  July 1971 
on the application of Decision No 1/71 of the EEC-Turkey Association Council 
amending  Decision  No  S/72  on  methods  of  administrative  cooperation  for 
implementation of Articles  2 and 3 of the Additional Protocol to  the  Ankara 
Agreement 
(OJEC  No  L 253,  15.9.1978  ) 
THE COUNCIL Of THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to  the Treaty establishing the European 
Econome  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposai  from  the  Commission, 
Whereas  Council  Regulation  (EEq No  428/73  of  S 
February  1973  on  the  application  of  Decisions  No 
S/72 and  No 4/72 of  the  Association  Council  set  up 
under  the  Agreement  establishing  an  Association 
between  the  European  Economie  Community  and 
Turkey (1).  as  last  amended  by  Regulation  (EEq No 
2340/76 (2),  implemented  in  the  Community  the 
methods  of  administrative  cooperation  laid  down  by 
Decision  No  5172  for  methods  of  admmistrative 
cooperation  for  implementation of Articles  2 and  3 of 
the Additional Protocol to  the abovementioned Agree-
ment; 
Whereas these  methods have  been amended by  Deci-
sion No  1/78 of the EEC-Turkey Association  Council 
and it is tl'lerefore necessary to ensure the implementa-
tion  of this  Decision  in  the  Community, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION: 
Article 1 
Decision  No  1/78  of  the  EEC-Turkey  Association 
Council of  18 July  1978  amending Decision  No  5/72 
on  methods  of  administrative  cooperation  for  imple-
mentation  of  Articles  2  and  3  of  the  Additional 
Protocol  to  the  Ankara  Agreement shall  apply  in  the 
Community. 
The  text  of  the  Decision  is  annexed  to  this  Regula-
tion. 
Article 2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter into  force  on  1 October 
1978. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  ali  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  18  July  1978. 
(1)  OJ No  L 59,  5.  3.  1973,  p.  73. 
(l) OJ  No  L 265,  29.  9.  1976,  p.  3. 
For tht Counâl-
Tbt President 
K. von  DOHNANYI - 78  -
COMMISSION JtEGULATION (EEC)  No 2157/71 
ol Il September 1978 
making che importaâoa of certain textile produca~ on,mating in Turkey s.ubject 
to quantitative limitadoa 
(OJEC  No  L 253,  15.9.1978) 
THE  COMMISSION  Of nŒ EUROPI!AN 
COMMUN mES, 
Having regard to rhe Treaty establisbing the European 
EcollOIDic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1842171  of li June 197-1 (1). and in  panicular Article 
1 lhereof, 
Ha:ving  regard  to  the forma!  request submitted by the 
United  Kingdom  alter  consultation  within  the  Advi-
sory Comminee established by A«icle 3 of thar Regu-
lation, 
Wbereas  there  bas  been  a  substantial  jncrea~  in 
imports from  the supplier countries on the Commu-
""  ''" 
)9il 
CJcwnmon&hs) 
3 240 -lOnnes  2 232 connes  3 n2 connes 
Whereas the volume of this increase  makes  it neces-
581}'  to  take  immediate  ution  aimed  at  avoiding 
irreparable damage 10 United Kingdom producers and 
a serious  deterioration  in  the  economie  situation  of 
thal region  of  the  Community ;  whereas  it  therefore 
justifies  the  adoption,  pursuanl  to  Article  60  of the 
Additional  Protocol  to  the  Association  Agreement 
between  the  European  Economie  Community  and 
Turkey, of  the  protective  measures  needed  to  over-
come these difficulties, 
HAS  AOOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Artick 1 
1.  The  importation  into  the  United  Kinstfoin  of 
the Category  1  textile  products  listed  in  the Annex, 
originating  in  Turkey,  shall  be  suspended  until  JI 
December  1978. 
(') OJ  ~o L 192,  26.  8.  197'1,  p.  14. 
nity market ; whereas these  imports have given rise  to 
market  di.sturbance and JJe causing seriow damage to 
Community  producers  rcsulting  in  the  d1,15ure  of 
nillls and consideraWe  loss  of ernployment; 
Whcleas in consequence of  this situation  imports of 
œrtain textile  products originating in lhe majority of 
tow-cost supplier .countries are at present subject to a 
Community system  of authorization  and quantitative 
limitation  under either  bilateral  agreement~ or auto-
.nomous •!rangements ; 
Whereas  rhe  extremc;ly  rapid  increase  in  recent 
months  of  imports  into  lhe  United  Kingdom  Q,f 
conon  pms orisinating  ia  Tudtey  have  belpcd  to 
exacetbate the cumulative disturbance of that market ; 
Growth  ol  imporu 
+ 209 ov. 
sa monW  1971/ 
si•  mondu.  1976 
2.  The provisions of the  preceding paragraph shall 
not  apply  to  products  which  have  been  placed  on 
board  and  are  in  the  course  of  shipment  to  dte 
Communi~  before the entty into force  of this  Regul,lt-
tion. 
3.  The  entty  into  frole  circulation  in  the  otber 
Member States  of the  textile  products  referred  to  in 
paragraph 1 remains subject to the presentation of the 
import document provided for in Commission Regula· 
lion (EEC)  No 1251/78 (2~ 
Artièlt 1 
Th!s Regulation shall enter into force on the day of its 
publication in  the  Official jouT71al of tht European 
CommuTJitits. 
lt shall be  applicable  until  31  December 1978. 
(') OJ No  L ISS,  13.  6.  1978,  p.  12. - 79  -
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  ali  Mcmber 
States. 
Done at  Brussels,  13  September  1978. 
ÛII<IO'Y 
No 
ccr 
h<odina 
No 
55.05 
ANNEX 
NIMEXE  codo 
(1971) 
55.05-13;  19; 21  ; 25; 27  29 
JJ ;  35; 37; 41  ;  45 ;  46  48 
52;  58 ;  61  ;  65; 67; 69  72 
78; 92; 98  . 
For the  Commission 
The  President 
Roy  JENKINS 
Cotton  yarn,  not 
put  up  for  rrtail 
sale 
t.kmbcr 
St:ue 
UK - 80  -
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 2573/78 
of 30  October 1978 
on the application of Decision No 2/78  of the EEC-Turkey Council of Associa-
tion relating to proof of origin for certain textile products exporte-d by Turkey 
{OJEC  No  L 309,  1.11.1978) 
niE COUNCIL  OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard  to the Treaty e$tablishing the European 
Economie  Community, and  in panicul..- Article  113 
thereof, 
Having regud to  the proposai  from  the Commission, 
Whereas the Association Agreement between the Eui'O· 
pean  Economie  Community  and  Turkey was  signed 
on  Il September  1963  and  entered  into  force  on  1 
Deœmber 1964 ; 
Whereas, having regard to the need to prevent defiee-
lions of  trade  and abuse$  in  re$pect  of certain  textile 
products, the EEC-Turkey Council of Association  bas 
adopted  Decision  No 2/78 ; 
Whereas  the  Decision  should  be  made  operative in 
the Community, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
For  the  purpose  of  implementing  the  Association 
Agreement between the European Economie Commu-
aity and Turkey, Decision  No l/78 of the Council of 
Association sball be applicable in the Community. 
The text  of  the  Decis.ion  is  annexed  to  this  Regula-
tion. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force  on 1 November 
1978. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in its entirety and ·  directly  applicable  in  ali  Member 
States. 
Done at  Luxembourg. 30  October 1978. 
For  the Council 
Tht  President 
J.  ERU - 81  -
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 2765/78 
of 23  November 1978 
on  the  conclusion "of  the  Agreement  in  the  form  of  an  exchange  of  lctters 
between the European Economie Community and Turkey fixing  the adJitional 
amount to bt:  deducted from the levy on imports into the Community of un-
treated olive oil, originating in Turkey, for the period  1  November  1978  to  31 
October 1979 
(OJEC  No  L 332,  29.11.1978) 
THE COUNCJL Of THE  EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITJES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economie  Community, and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  Decision  No  1/77  of  the  EEC-
Turkey Association  Council  of  17  May  1977  on  new 
concessions  for  imports  of  Turkish  agricuhural 
products  into  the  Community,  and  in  particular 
Annex  IV  thereto, 
Whereas  it  is  necessary  to  approve  the Agreement in 
the form  of an  exchange of lettcrs bctween  the  Euro-
pean  Economie  Community  and  Turkey  fixing  the 
additional  amount  to  be  deducted  from  the  levy  on 
imports  into  the  Community of  untreated  olive  oil, 
falling  within  subheading  15.07  A  1 of  the common 
Customs  Tariff  and  originating  in  Turkey,  for  the 
period  1  Novt·mber  1978  to  31  October 1979, 
HAS  ADOPïf:D THIS  REGUL'\TION : 
Article  1 
The Agreement in  the form  of an  exchange of  letters 
between  the  European  Economie  Community  and 
Turkey fixing  the add1tional  amount  to  be  d.:duLted 
from  the  levx  on  imports  into  the  Community  of 
untreated olive oil,  falling  within  subheading  15.07  A 
1 of the  Common  Customs Tariff  and originating  in 
Turkey,  for  the  pcriod  1  November  1978  to  31 
October  1979,  is  hereby  approved  on  behalf  of  the 
Community. 
The texr of  the Agreement is  annexcd to  this  Regula· 
tion. 
Article 1 
The President of the  Council  is  hereby  authorized  to 
designate  the  person  empowered  to  sign  the  Agree-
ment for  the  purpose  of  binding the  Community. 
Article 3 
This  ltegubtiOft  5hall  enter  into  force  on  the  day 
following  its  publication  in  !he  Offici,d ]QU~!  of 
the European  Communïties. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and directly  applicable  in  ali  Member 
States.  · 
Done at Brussels,  23  November  1978. 
For the  Counci/ 
The  President 
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AGREEMENT 
in the form of an exchange of letters between the European Economie Commu-
nity and Turkey fixing  the additional amount to be deducted from  the levy  on 
imports into the Community of untreated olive oil, originating in Turkey, for 
the period 1 November 1971  to 31  October 1979 
utttr No  1 
Sir, 
Annex  IV  to  Decision  No 1/77 of the EEC-Turkey Association  Council of  17 May  1977 
on new concessions for imports of Turkish agricultural products into the Community stip-
ulates  that for  untreated  olive  oit,  falling  within subheading  15.07  A 1 of  the  Common 
Customs Tariff, the amount to be  deducted  from  the amount of  the  levy  in  accordance 
with Article 2 of that Decision is  increased, in order to take account of certain factors and 
of the situation on  the olive  oil  market, by  an additional amount under the same condi-
tions  and  arrangements  as  laid  down  for  the application  of  the  said  Article. 
1 have  the honour to  inform you  that, having regard to the criteria specified in  the afore-
mentioned Annex IV, the Community will  take the necessary steps to maintain the addi-
tional  amount at  nine  units  of  account  per  100  kilograms  for  the  period  1  November 
1978  to  31  October  1979. 
1 should  be  grateful  if  you  would  acknowledge  receipl  of  this  letter and  confirm  your 
Government's agreement to  its  contenL 
Please  accept, Sir,  the  assurance  of my  highest consideration. 
On  behalf of the  Council of 
the European  Communitits - 83  -
Lttt~r No  2 
Sir, 
1 have  the  honour to acknowledge  receipt of your letter of today's  date, which  rcads  as 
follows: 
'Annex IV  to  Decision  No 1/77 of the EEC-Turkey Association  Council  of  17  May 
!977  on  new  concessjons  for  imports  of  Turkish  agricultural  products  into  the 
Community st1pulates thal for untreated olive oil, falling within subheading 15.07 A 1 
of the Common Customs Tariff, the amount to be deducted from  the amount of th<> 
levy  in  accordance  wuh  Article  2  of  that  Decision  is  increased,  in  order  to  take 
account of certain factors and of the situation on the olive oil market, by an additional 
amount under the same conditions and arrangements as laid down for  the application 
of the said  Article. 
1 have  the honour to  inform you  thal, having  regard  to  the criteria specilied  in  the 
eforementioncd Annex IV, the Community will  take  the necessary steps to  maintain 
the additional  amount at  nine units of account per 100  kilograms  for  the  period  1 
November  1978  to  JI  October  1979. 
lt should be grateful if you would acknowledge receipr of this letter and confirm your 
Govemment's agr_eement  to its  content.' 
1 confirm the agreement of  my Government to  the  foregoing. 
Please  accept, Sir,  the assurance  of my  highest consideration. 
For tiN Pmidtnt of 
tiN  Rtpublic of Turkty - 84-
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 2766/71 
of 23  Nowmber 1971 
am~nding Regulation  (EEC)  No  1110/77  on impom. into  th~ Community of 
c~rtain agricuhural products originating in Turkey (1978/79) 
(OJEC  No  L 332,  29.11.1978) 
llfE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard  to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economie Commvnity, and  in  particular  Articl~ 43 
and  t 13  themll, 
Having  regard  to  the- proposai  from  the  Commis-
sion('~ 
Having regard  to the opinion of the  Euro~n Parlia-
lllfllt(l~ 
Whereas Annex  IV  to Decision  No 1/77 of the EEC 
Turtey  Association  Council  on  n~• conces&ions  for 
imports  of  Turkish  agricultural  products  iAfD  du! 
Community stipulatn thal:  the  additional  amount,  If 
any, to be deductrd from  the kvy on imports into the 
Community  of  untrcated  olive  oil,  falling  within 
subheadinJ 15.07 A 1 of the Common Customs Tariff 
and originatinJ in Turkey, is  to  be fied for eacb year 
of application  by an  exchange of  l~tters between  the 
Community and Turkey ; 
Wbcreas  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1180/77 (l~  as  last 
amended by  Regulation {EEC)  No 2387/77 (
4~ impie-
mented the abovementioned Decision, in  particular as 
reprds oliw oïl ; 
Wbereas  the  Contracting  Parties  have  agreed,  by  an 
achanae of  letters,  to  fix  the  additional  amount  in 
question  at nine units of account  per  100  kilograms 
for the period  1 November 1978  to 31  October 1979; 
Whereaa  Article  9  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1180/77 
should accordinafy be amended, 
HAS  AOOPTEO THIS REGULATION: 
Ârlide 1 
ln Article  9 (1)  (b)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1180/77, 
tM dale '31  October 1978' is  hereby replaced  by '31 
October 1979'. 
Article 1 
This  Regulation  sball  enter  into  force  on  the  day 
followina  its  publication  in  the  Official journal of 
the  European  Communitits. 
This  lleJUiation  sball  be binding in  its  entirety and direcdy applicable  in  ali  Member 
States. 
Ddne at Brussels,  23  November 1978. 
( 1)  OJ No  C 253,  25.  JO.  1978,  p.  4. 
(') Opinion  dehvered  on  17  November  1978  (not  yet 
b'blished in  the  Official  journal). 
~~ o1  ~~ t  ~~  ~;.'·,J_9~7!,· ~.
0 .13. 
For  tht Council 
ne Presithnt 
J.ERn - 85  ~ 
COUNOL REGULATION (EEC) No 2857/78 
of 23 Novembcr 1978 
opening, allocaring and  pro~iding for the administration of a Community tariff quota for 
fresh or dried hazdnub, shelled or otherwisc, falling within subheading ex 08.05 G of the 
Common Customs Tariff and originating in Turkey (1979) 
(OJEC  No  L 343,  8.12.1978) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economie  Community,  and  in  particular  Anide  113 
thcreof, 
Having regard to the proposai from the Commission, 
Whcreas,  undcr  Article  5  (1)  of Council  Regulation 
{BiC) No 1180/n of 17 May 1977 on the importa  rion 
into  the  Community  of certain  agricukural  products 
originating  in  Turkey (17,  fresh  or  drieg  hazelnuts, 
shclled or otherwise, falling within subheading ex 08.05 
G  of the Common Customs Tariff and originating in 
Turkcy,  are  admitted  on  importation  into  the 
Community at a  duty of 2·5%, \\ithin the limit of a 
Community tanff quota of 25 000 tonnes; whereas the 
Community tariff quota concemed should therefore be 
opened for 1979; 
1975 
Manl>crSmn  -
Cermany  35154 
Benc:lux  S284 
France  6084 
ltaly  16SH 
Denmark  899 
lrdand  30 
United KiDJdom  4590 
Tor4  53 694-S 
(')  OJ No L 142, 9. 6. 1977, p. 10. 
.. 
65-47 
9·84 
11·33 
3-08 
1·67 
0·06 
B·SS 
Whereas  it  is  in  particular necessary  to cnsure for  ali 
Community imporrers equal  and  uninterrupted  access 
to  the  abovementioned  quota  and  uninterruptcd 
application of the rate laid down for  thar quota to ali 
imports  of the  products  concem~d inro  ali  Mcmber 
States until the quota has been used up; whereas, having 
regard to the above principles,  the Community nature 
of  the  quota  can  be  respecte-:!  by  allocating  the 
Community  tariff  quota  among  the  Member  States; 
whereas, iR order to refle~"t as accurately as possible the 
truc  trend of the  mark~:t in  the  proJucts m question, 
such  allocation  should  be  in  proportion  to  the 
requirements  of  the  Member  States,  cakularcd  by 
reference to the statisti..:s for tmports from Turkey over 
a  representative  reference  period  and  also  to  the 
economie outlook for the quota period in question; 
Whereas,  on  the  basis  of  the  Hansncs  at  present 
available,  imports  into  the  Member  States  in  1975, 
1976 and 1977 of the product con.::erncd originaring in 
Turkey  have  developed  as  follows  and  represent  the 
following  percentages  of  total  imports  inro  the 
Community: 
197, 
1 
1977 
1  1  -- ,  ........  '!o 
43 936  64-IS  54 568  63.97 
s  662  's·27  6618  7·76 
9543  13-93  10 903  12·78 
2065  3·02  5470  6·41 
1161  J.70  1274.  1-49 
140  0.20 
1 
147  0·17 
5978  8·73  6320  7-42 
68 485 
1 
as 300 Whereas,  t.tking  into  account  thesc  figures  and  the 
forcsccahle dcvelopment of thl· produl1 conccrncd du  ring 
1978  and,  in  p.trticular,  the  fore.:a•ts  made  by  som~ 
Member  Sures,  the  initi.1l  sharcs  may  be  fixed 
approximatcly at the following pcrcemagcs: 
Benelux  10·14% 
Denmark  2·67% 
Gennany  65·93% 
France  8·20% 
lrdand  1-66% 
Ital y  0·25% 
United Kingdom  11·15% 
\li:'hereas,  m order to  take  into account  import trends 
for  the  products  concerned  in  the  various  Member 
States,  the  quota  amount should  be  div1ded  into  IWO 
mst.tlmcnts,  the  first  being shared among the  Member 
States .md the second constnunng a reserve to cover at a 
later date the  requircments of the Member States which 
have used up their initial quota share; whereas, in order 
to give importees in each Member State a cenain degree 
of security, the first instalment of the Community quota 
might  undcr  the  circumstances  be  fixcd  at  approxJ-
mately  80~~ of the quota volume; 
vt'here"' the Member States' initial sharcs mav  be  used 
up at different times; whereas, m ordrr to  tak~ th" fa<."t 
into account and  avoid  any  break  m  .:ontinuity.  any 
Member Statc which has almn~t  u~cd up its initi.tl quota 
share  should  draw  .tn  addmon.tl  ,barc  from  the 
corresponding  reserve;  where.1s  this  mu~t be  done by 
rach Member State as  and when each of its  additional 
shares is  al most used up, and repcated as many nmes as 
the  resen·e  allows;  whereo~s the  initial  and  :tdditional 
shares must be valid unril  the end of the quota period; 
whereas  this  method  of administration  requires  dose 
cooperation  beiWeen  the  Member  States  and  the 
Commission,  and  the latter must be  in  a  position  to 
monitor the extent to which the quota volume has been.. 
used up and to inform the Member States thereof; 
Whereas  if,  at  a  given  date  in  the  quota  period,  a 
substantial quantity remains unused, it is essential that 
thar  Membcr  State  should  return  a  significant 
proportion  to  the corresponding  reserve  to prevent a 
pan of any  tariff quota from  rcmaining unused in  one 
Member State when it could be used in others; whereas, 
taking  into account  the seasonal  nature of imports,  it 
seems appropriate to fix the transfer hmit of 40% of the 
initial share; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium,  the Kingdom 
of  the  Netherlands  and  the  Grand  Duchy  of 
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Luxembourg  arc  united  m  and  rcpresented  by  the 
Benelux Economie Union, any operation rclating to the 
administration  of the  quota  shares  allocatl·d  in  thar 
economie  union  may  be  carried  out  by  any  of  ats 
membets, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article  1 
1.  From  1  January  until  31  December  1979,  a 
Community  tariff  quota  of  25 000  tonnes  shall  be 
opened in  the Commumty for  fresh  or dried ha1elnurs, 
shelled or otherwise, ialling withm subheadmg ex 08.05 
G  of the  Common  Customs Tariff and orlginatmg in 
Turkey. 
2.  Within thç hmits of this  tanff quota, the Common 
Customs Tariff dury  applicable to these  products shall 
be suspended ar a rate of 2·5%. 
3.  This tariff quota shall be allocated and adrninistcrcd 
in aecordance w1th  the followmg provisions. 
Article  2 
1.  The tariff quotd referred to in Anicle 1 (1)  shall be 
divided into IWO instalments. 
2.  A first instalment amounring to 20 000 tonnes shall 
be shared among the Mcmber States; the shares, which 
subject  to Anide 5  sh.lll  be  valid  until  31  December 
1979, shall be as follows: 
(tonnes) 
Benelux  2 028 
Denmark  534 
German  y  13 186 
France  1640 
lrdand  .332 
ltaly  50 
United Kingdom  2230 
3.  The second  instalment  amounting to  5 000  tonnes 
shall consritute the reserve. 
Article  3 
].  If 90% or more of any Member State's initial sharc 
as specified in Article 2 (2), or 90% of that share minus 
the portion returned to the reserve  whc:re  Article 5  has 
bcen  applied,  has  bcen  used  up,  then,  to  the  extenr· 
permitted  by  the amount of the  reserve,  that Mcmber 
State  shall  forthwith,  by  notifying  the  C.ornml>sion, 
draw a second share equal  to 15% of its  initial share, 
rounded up where necessary to the next unit. 2.  If,  afrer  its  initial  sh.1rç  has  bccn  uscd  up,  90%  or 
mqre of the second >hare drawn by a Member Sr.are has 
b«n used  up,  then,  to  the  exrc:nr  pcrmitted  by  the 
amount  of  the  reserve,  thar  Mcml'ler  State,  shall,  in 
accordance with  rhc conditions laid dow!"  in  paragrarh 
1, draw a third sh.ue equal to 7·5% of its initial share. 
3.  If,  alter one of its  second shares has been used  up, 
90% or more of the  third  share drawn  by  a Member 
Srate  has  bcen  used  up,  thar  Mcmber  State  shall,  in 
accordance wirh the conditions laid down in paragraph 
1, draw a fourth sharc equal to the third. 
This process shall condnue unnl the reserve is used up. 
4.  By way of derogation from paragraphs 1, 2 and 3, a 
Member Srare  ma~· draw shares smaller than those flXed 
in  those  paragraphs  if  thcre  ts  reason  ro  believe  thar 
they  mighr  nor"  be  llo;cd  up.  lt  shall  inform  the 
Commission of it>  rcasons for applying this paragraph. 
Article 4 
Theitdditional shares drawn pursuant to Anic:le 3 shall 
be valid until31 December 1979. 
Article  5 
The Member States shall renun to the reserve, nor later 
than  1  October  1979,  such  unused  portion  of  rheir 
initial  shar~ as, on 15 Seprember  1979, is  in  ex  cess of 
40% of the  initial  volume.  They  may  rerurn  a  larger 
quantity  if there  are  &rounds  for  believing  thar  this 
quantity may not be used. 
The  Mcmber States  shall  notify  the  Commission,  not 
larcr than 1 October 1979, of the total quantiries of the 
products in question imJxmed up ro 15 Scprember 1979 
and  charged  against  the  tariff  quotas  and  of  any 
quantity of the miual  ;!rares rerumed to the reserve. 
Article 6 
The Commission  shall  keep  an account of the shares 
opened by the Member States pursuant to Artic:les 2 and 
3 and, as soon as ir is  notified, shall inform each State 
of the exrent ro which the reserves have been used up. 
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lt  shall  inform  the  M~mbcr States,  not  l.uer  th.tn 
5 Octobcr  1979,  of the  amounr  in  each  reserve  after 
quantitin  have  been  rcturncd  thercro  pursuanr  to 
Artide5. 
lt shall  ensure  thar  the  dr.nving  which  cxhau~ts any 
reserve  does  not exceed  the  bahtnce  av ail.tblc  and,  to 
this  end,  norify  the  amount  of  thar  balance  to  the 
Member Stare making the lasr drawing. 
Article  7 
1.  The Member States shall rakc ali measures  n«ess~ry 
to  ensure  thar  additional  sh.ues  drawn  pursuant  to 
Article 3 are opened in su do a way that imports  m;~y be 
charged wirhour interruption against rheir a.cumulated 
shares of the ta ri ff quota. 
2.  The Member States  shall  ensure  rh.lt  importees  of 
the  producrs  in  question  cstablished  in  the•r  tcrriroty 
have free  access to the sharcs allocared ro  them. 
j.  The Mcmbcr States shall charge the imports of the 
products concemed agamsr their shares as and when the 
products are entered with custorns .turhoritics for holtle 
use. 
4.  The exrent ro which a Member Stare has useJ up lts 
shares shall  be determined on  the basis of the imports 
charged under the conditions set in paragraph 3. 
Article 8 
At the Commission's rcquesr,  the Membcr States shall 
infonn  it  of  imporrs  acrually  charged  againsr  their 
shares. 
Article 9 
The Member States and the Commission shall cooper:lte 
closely to ensure thar this Regulation is complied with. 
Article 10 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  1 January 
1979. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its enrirety and direcrly applicable in ali Member States. 
Done ar Brussels, 23 November 1978. 
For the Council 
The President 
J.  ERTI. - 88  -
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3146171 
of 21  December 1978 
ope11ing,  allocating and providing  for  the administration of Community tariff 
qnotas  for certain  textile produets falling  within  heading  Nos  SS.OS  and  55.09 
and  subhcading  ex  58.01  A  of  the  Common  Customs  Tariff,  coming  from 
Turkey (1979) 
(OJEC  NoL 373,  30.12.1978) 
l'HE COliN<.'II.  OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMNUNITIES. 
Having regard  to  the Treaty cstablishing the European 
Economie  Commumry, and  in  particuiJr Article  IIJ 
rhereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  propoul from  the Commission, 
Wh  ... reas,  pcndi.!'8  the cntry  into force  of the Supplc-
mentary  Prorocol·s,,ncd in  Ankara  on  .10  June  1973 
containing the  adju,rments ro  b4.'  made  to  the Agree-
ment  estabhshing  an  Association  b~tween the  Euro-
pean  Economie  Communiry  and  Turkey  and  to  the 
Additional  Protocol (1 ) consequent on the accession of 
new  Membcr States,  the  Community has undcrtakcn, 
in  an  Interim  .-\greement (l')  which  runs only  for  the 
period prior to  th~ enrry into force of this Supplemen· 
tary  Prorocol  wh1ch  1s  apphcable  unril  31  Decembcr 
1'174  but whidt has  be~n cxtcndcd for  1'179  in  accor-
dance with  the terniS  laid  down  in  Anide  13  rhereof, 
to  implenwnt certain  provisions  oflhe Supplementary 
Protocol  n:lating  to  trade  in  goods ;  whercas,  under 
Article 6 of this  lntcnm. Agrecn1~nt anu:ndms Article 
1 of Anncx 2 to the Additional Protocol, the Commu-
nity  must  rcduce  by  7.S  "lo  th~  cu;roms  duties  on 
imports from  Turkey of certain  tntil~ products falling 
within  heading  Nos  H.CU  and  U.O'I  of the Commoo 
Customs  Tariff,  within  rh~ limit  of  annual  Commu-
nity  tariff  quotas  of  .l'JO  tonnes  for  cotton  yam  and 
1 3'10  tonnes for  woven  !abries of cotton, whcrcas the 
abovementioncd  Arucle  6 allocates  these  Community 
tariff quotas as  follows : 
- for  cotton  yam : 
300 tonnes to  the Community as  originally consti· 
tuted, 40 tonnes to Denmark, 10 tonnes ro  lreland 
and  40  tonnes to  the  United  Kingdom ; 
- for  wovcn  !abries of  cotton : 
1 000  tonnes  ro  the  Community  as  originally 
constitutcd,  20  tonnes  ro  Denmark,  10  tonnes to 
lrcland  and  .160  tonnes  to  the  United  Kingdom; 
Whcreas  Ar11clc  14  of  the  said ·  Supplementary 
Protocol  only  provides  for  such an  allocation  of  tariff 
quotas  bctween  thc  Community as  originally consri-
tuted  and  the  thre~ new  Member States  until  1 July 
1977 ;  whereas,  morcover,  following  the  end  of  the 
transitional  period  laid down  in  Artide 39 of the Act 
of  Accession,  ir  is  neccssary  to  crcate  a  common 
sy.tem  of  admini~tmtion  of  the  tarif!  quotas 
concerned, consisting in  cach case of the opcning of a 
single  quota  dividnl  betwel'n  ali  the  Membcr  States 
( 1)  OJ No  l  2'1.\,  2Y.  12.  11172,  p.  4. 
f) OJ  No l  277, l  10.  1117.\,p. l. 
according  to  the  usual  criteria  and  the  cr~ation of  a 
single Community reserve, open to  ali  Member States. 
Whercas  ir  is  desirable  to  provide  for  a  provisional 
adjustment  of  the  tarifr  advantages  for  these  goods 
consisting of a total suspension of  the customs duties 
of the Common Customs Tarifr and an  increase in  the 
quotas;  whereas  the  volumes  of  the  quotas  ro  be 
opened for  1979 arc  rherefore  1 077 tonnes for  cotton 
yam  and  2 536  ton~s for  other  woven  !abries  of 
cotton; 
Whereas pursuant ro Article 1 of Annex 2 to the Addi-
tiond Prorocol  togethcr wim  Article  2 of the  Interim 
Agreement. for  the duration  of  1979 in  pJrticular, the 
Community  must  partially  reduce  the  dutics  appli-
cable in  respect of  rhird countries to carpets, carpeting 
and rugs,  knotted (made  up or not)  of  wool  or of fine 
animal  hair,  (cxcluding  hand-made  carpets,  carpeting 
and  rugs)  imported  from  Turkey,  whereas  it  also 
appears advisable to improve this tarif! advantage  pro-
Yisionally  by  me.ms of a total suspension of the duties 
applicable  to  the  products  in  qustion  within  a 
Community tariff quota  fixed  ar  a provisional  lcvel  of 
194  tonne~ for  1979 and allocated in  accordance with 
the same  percentages  as  tho~e adopted  for  1978 ; 
Whereas,  ir  is  necessary  to  guarantee  to  ali  Commu-
nity  imponers equai  and  uninterrupred  access  ro  the 
abovemcntioncd quotas  and uninterrupted application 
of the rate laid down  for  those quotas ro ali  imports of 
the  product  concemed  into  ali  Member  States  until 
· the quota  has  bcen  used  up ; whereas  in  the light of 
the  principles  mentioned  above,  the  Communiry 
nature  of  the  quotas  can  best  be  respected  by  allo-
cating  the  Community  tarif!  quotas  among  the 
Member States ; whereas, in  order to  reflet  most accu-
rately  the  actual  developmcnt  of  the  market  1n  the 
producr concerncd, such allocation shall be  in  propor· 
tion  to  the  needs  of  the  Member States,  assessed  by 
reference  both to  the statistics of each Srare's  imports 
from  Turkey  over  a  representative  period  and  to  the 
economie  outlook  for  the .quota  period  concerned; 
whereas, in spire of the limited necd for  imports from 
Turkey  of  the  products  concerned,  as  shown  by  the 
statistics  for  the  majoriry  of  the  Membcr  States  the 
Community character  of  the  tariff  quotas  concerned 
should be  safcguardcd  by  making  provisions to  cover 
needs which  might arise  in  chese  Memb...r  States. 
Whereas imports inro the various Member States from 
Turkcy were  as  follows  during the last  thrce  years  for 
which  complete statistics are  availablc : - 89  -
19'7j 
lonnes 
Collon .l""' 
Benelux  4255 
Den mark  127 
G<rmany  14 196 
France  1 044 
Ire land  0 
Ital y  7 999 
United  Kingdom  2485 
30 106 
OtiJtr  ll'Ol tJI  f~tbno oj tolloll 
Benelux  948 
Den mark  Il 
German  y  151 
France  95 
Ire land  0·5 
Ital y  244 
United  Kingdom  24 
1473-5 
Whereas  in  view  of  these  figures  and  foreseeable 
market  trends  for  the  products  concerned  dunng 
1979, the initial shares may  be  fixed  approximately at 
the  folio• ;ng  percentages : 
Benelux 
Den  mark 
German  y 
France 
Ire land 
Ital y 
United  Kingdom 
Co11o11  Jûnl 
16·16 
8·71 
35·86 
4-29 
2-27 
23-99 
8·72 
Other  woo·m 
fitbrics  of col/on 
20·08 
1·80 
15-()5 
22-55 
0·92 
7·50 
32·10; 
Whereas in  order to take into account the uncertainty 
of the import trends for  the products concerned in the 
Member States,  the  quota volumes should be divided 
into  two  instalments,  the  first  instalment being allo-
cated to the Member States, and the second held as  a 
reserve  intended ultimately to cover the requirements 
of  those  Member  States  which  have  used  up  their 
initial  shares ;  whereas,  in  order  to  ensure  a  certain 
degree  of  security  to  importers,  the  first  instalment 
should be determined at a relatively high leve!, which, 
under  present  circumstances,  may  be  about  80 %  of 
each  quota  volume ; 
Whereas the initial quota shares of the Member States 
may be  used  up at different times ; whereas,  in  order 
1976  197"' 
%  !onn~s  o/o  tonnc.s  % 
14·13  13 648  18-31  9427  18·40 
o-42  13  0-lll  5  O-ll1 
4715  25000  33-54  17 265  33-69 
3-47  2389  321  1 140  2-'22 
0  145  019  175  0·34 
2657  30019  40·28  21  004  40 99 
8·26  3 319  445  2 231  4·35 
74 533  51  247 
64·33  535  17·38  913  37-46 
0·75  36  117  8·5  0·35 
10·25  1 100  35-74  599  24-58 
6·45  481  15-63  406  16·66 
O-ll3  1  0·03  23  0·94 
16·56  835  27·13  363 5  14·92 
- 1-63  90  2-92  124  5-ll9 
3 078  2437 
to take  this  (act  into account and avoid  any break  in 
continuity,  tt  is  important  that  any  Member  State 
having  used  up almost the whole of  one of its  initial 
quota  shares  should  draw  an  additional  quota  shore 
from  the corrcsponding reserve ; whereas, this must be 
donc  by each  Member State as  and  when  each of its 
additional quota shares is  almost enttrdy used up, and 
repeated as  many times as  each of the reserves allows ; 
whercas each of the imtial and addition.al quota shares 
must  be  available  for  use  until  the end of the quota 
period ;  whereas  this  method  of  administration  calls 
for  close cooperation  between  Member States and the 
Commission,  which  must,  in  particular,  be  able  to 
observe the extent to wl)ich the quota amount is  used 
and  inform  Member States  thereof ; 
Whcreas,  at  a  spccified  date  m  the  quota  period,  a 
considerable balance remains in one or other Memher 
State  it  is  essential  that  that  Membcr  State  pays  a 
percentage  of it back  into the  corresponding  reserve, 
in  order  to  prevent  a  part  of  one  or  other  of  the 
Community  quotas  from  remaming  unused  in  one 
Member State  when  it  could  be  used  in  others; 
Whercas  since  the  Kingdom  of  Belgium,  the 
Kingdom of the  Neth~rlands and the Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg arc unitt•d  within and jointly represented 
by  the  Benelux  Econom1c  Union,  ali  transactions 
concerning the administration of shares granu:d to the 
abo•ementioned economie union  may  be carried  out 
by  any  one of its  members, HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
Artidt 1 
1.  From  1 January to 31  Dccembcr 1979, Commu-
nity  tariff  quotas  shall  be  opened  for  the  following 
products coming from  Turkey, as  shown  below : 
55.05  Conon  yarn,  not  put  up  for  retaal 
sale  1 077 
55.09  Other  wo~n fabncs  of  conon  2 536 
58.01  Carpets,  carpetin&  and  rugs  (made 
up  or  not) 
ex  A.  Of  wool  or  of  fine  anamal 
hair  excluding  ·handmade 
carpeiS, carpetin& and rugs  194 
2.  The duties  of  the  Common  Customs Tariff  are 
totally  suspended  for  these  tariff  quotas. 
Articü 1 
1.  A  first  instalment of each of the quotas referred 
10 in  Article  1,  which shall  be  832 tonnes for  conon 
yam not put up for  retail  sale, 2 044  tonnes for  other 
woven  fabrics  of  cotton  and  159  tonnes  for  carpets, 
carpeting and rugs of wool or of fine animal haïr, shall 
be  shared  among  the  Member. States;  the  shares 
which,  subject  to  Article  5  shall  be  valid  until  31 
Decembtr 1979, shall  be as  follows: 
CCT hcodmc  No 
N~mbcr Sblct 
!toi  ~f.O'I  Cil  ti.OI  A 
&oelux  134  410  15 
O.,omark  72  37  15 
German y  298  308  38 
France  36  461  27 
Ire land  19  19  2 
hal y  200  153  19 
United  Kinsdom  73  656  43 
832  2044  IS\1 
2.  The second instalment of each quota, amounting 
to 245, 492 and 35 tonnes respectively, shall  make up 
the corresponding reserve. 
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Article 3 
1.  If 90% or more of  one of  any  Mcmber  Statc's 
initial shares, as  laid  down  in Article 2 (1) or 90% of 
that share  Jess  the  amount  returned  into  the  corrc:s-
ponding reserve, whcre  Articl~ 5 has  bcen applied, has 
been  used  up,  thal Member State  shall  without  delay, 
by  notifying the Commission, draw  a >econd sharc:  1n 
the quota equal  10  15% of  its  initial  sharc,  rounded 
up to  the  nnt unit where  appropriatc, to  the  cxtent 
thal  the amount in  the  reserve  allows. 
2.  If, alter one or ether of its  initial shares has been 
used  up, 90 %  ~r more of the second share drawn  by 
one  of  the  Member  States  has  bcen  used  up.  thal 
Member  State  shall,  in  the  manner  provided  for  1n 
paragraph  1, draw  a  third share equal  to  7·5 %  of  its 
initial  shan~. 
3.  If, auer  one  or  ether  of  its  second  shares  has 
been  used  up, 90% or more of the third share  drawn 
by  a Member State  has  been  used  up, the (auer shall, 
in the same manner, dnw a fourth  share equal to  the 
third. 
This procedure shall be  followed  until the reserve  has 
been nhausted. 
4.  Notwithstanding paragraphs  1,  2 and 3,  Member 
States  may  draw  smallcr  shares  than  those  fixed  in 
those  paragraphs  if  there  is  reason  to  believe  thal 
those shares might not be used  up. They shall inform 
the  Commission  of  their  reasons  for  applying  this 
paragraph. 
Article 4 
Each  of  the  additional  shares  drawn  pursuant  to 
Article  3 shall  be valid  until  31  December 1979. 
Article  j 
The  Member  States  shall  return  to  the  reserve,  not 
later than 1 October 1979, the unused portion of their 
initial  share  which,  on  15  September  1979,  is  in 
excess of 20 % of the initial.amount. They may return 
a greater  portion  if  there  are  grounds  for  believing 
thal such portion  may  not be  used  in  full. 
Member  States  shall,  not  later  than  1  October  1979, 
notify  the  Commissaon  of  the  total  imports  of  the 
products  concerned  effected  under  the  Community 
quotas up to and including  15  Septemher 1979, and, 
where  appropriate  the  proportion  of  each  of  their 
initial  shares  thal  they  are  returning  to  each  of  the 
reserves. - 91  -
Artidt 6 
fhl'  (omm1ss1on  shaH  kccp  account  of  the  sharc:s 
opt!ncd h'  Member States in  accordance with  Articles 
2 and  ~  and  >hall  inform each of them of the extcnt 
to  whoch  the  reserves  have  bccn  used  as  soon  as  it 
re'  p;vc~ the  notifications. 
ft  •hall.  not  later  than  5  Octobcr  1979,  notify  the 
Mc1T1 hcr St.ltcs  of  the state of each of the reserves alter 
: ht  •  t·turn  of  ,h,1res  pursuant to  Article  S. 
it  shall  ensun·  that  any  drawing  whtch  uses  up  a 
reserve  •~ lunated  to  the ba!Jnce Jvailable and, for  this 
purpose.  shall  spec1fy  the  amount  thereof  to  the 
Member  State  which  makes  the  final  drawing. 
Artide 7 
Member States shall  takc  ali  measures  necessary 
to  ensure  that.  when  addttional  shares  are  drawn 
pursua11t  to  Art1clc  3,  it  tS  poss1ble  for  imports to be 
counted  wothout  onterruption  against  their  accumu-
lated  shart·~ of  the  Communuy tarif!  quotas. 
2.  Member States  shall  ensure  for  importers of the 
products  concerned estabhshed  in  the1r  territory  free 
accc:ss  to  the  shares  allocated  to  them. 
3.  Member States  shall  charge  imports  of  the said 
goods against  thcir shares as  and whcn  the goods arc 
entered  with  cw;toms  authorities  for  home use. 
4.  The extent  to  which  the  Mcmber States'  sh:.res 
have been used up >hall  be cstabhshed on the basis of 
imports counted  in  accordance  with  paragraph  3. 
Article 8 
On  receipt  of  a  request  from  rh.e  Commission, 
Member  States  shall  1nform  it  of  tmports  of  the 
products  concerned  actually  chargcd  against  their 
shares. 
Arlicle  9 
The Member States  and the Commission  shall  coop· 
erate dosely in order to ensure that thts  Regulation  tS 
respected. 
Article  10 
This  Regulation  shaH  enter  into  force  on  1 January 
1979. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  ali  Member 
States. 
Donc at  Brussels,  21  December  1978. 
For  the  Cou11âl 
Tht  Pre.<idtnl 
Ouo Graf  LAMBSDORFF - 92-
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 3147/78 
of 21  December  1978 
on the total or partial suspension of Commou Customs TariH duties on certain 
aftricultural  products oriB,inatin&. in TurkeY. {!97.9) 
{O.J.E.C.  No  L J73,  J0.12.1978J 
THE COUNCJL OF  THE  EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having reprd to  the Treaty establishing the European 
Economie  Community, and  in  pantcular Articles  43 
and  1  1  3  thereof, 
Having  reprd  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1059/69 of 28  May  1969  laying down  the !rade arran-
aements applicable to certain goods resuhing from  the 
processing of agricultural  products (1), as  last amended 
by Cou neil  Regulation  (EEC)  No 3058/75  (l~ and  in 
particular Article  1  2  rhcreof, 
Having regard  10  the proposai  from  the Commission, 
Having regard  to the opinion of  the European  Parlia-
ment(>~ 
Whereas,  under  Annex  6  of  the  Addttional  Protocol 
laying down the conditions, procedures and timetables 
for  implementing  the  transitional  phase  pursuant  to 
Article 4 of the Agreement establishing an association 
between  the  European  Economie  Community  and 
Turkey, and under Article  1 of the Interim Agreement 
berween  the  European  Economie  Community  and 
Turkey consequent on the Accession  of new  Mcmber 
States  10  the  Commumty,  the  Community  must 
totally  or  partially  suspend  the  Common  Customs 
T.ariff  or  duties  applicable  to  certain  products ; 
whereas  ir  also  appears  necessary  on  a  provisional 
basis  to  adjust  or  supplement  some  of  these  tariff 
advantages  provtded  for  in  the  abovementioned 
Annex 6; whereas the Community should with  regard 
to the products originating in Turkey contained in the 
list  annexed  to  this  Regulation,  suspend  until  31 
December  1979  either  the  fixed  componcnt  of  the 
charge applicable to  the goods coming under Regula-
tion (EEC) No 1059/69 of the customs duty applicable 
to the other products, at  the h:vels  indicated  for  each 
of them, 
HAS  AOOPTED THIS REGULATION. 
Art1dt 1 
1.  From  1  January  until  31  December  1979  the 
products originating in Turkey listed in Annex A shall 
be  admitted  for  import  into  the  Community at  the 
customs duties  indicated  for  each  of  them. 
2.  For  the purposes  of application  of  thts  Rcgula-
tioa, 'originating products' shall  mean  those  products 
which  fulfil  the conditiOns  laid  down  in  Association 
Council  Decision  No  4/72  of  29  December  1972 
annexed  to  Regulation  (EEC)  No  428/73 (').  as 
amcnded  by  Decision  No  1/75  of  26  May  1975 
annext•d  to  Regulation  (F.EC)  No  1431/75 (!). 
The  methods  of  administrative  cooperation  which 
ensure that  the products listed  m  the annexes benefit 
from  the total  or partial suspen>ion shall be those latd 
down  in  Association  Counetl  Decision  No 5/72 of 29 
Dc:cember  1972 annexed  to  Regulation  (F.EC)  No 
428/73, as  last  amendcd  by  Decision  No  1/76  of  20 
December  1976  annexcd  to  Regulatton  (EEC)  No 
2340/76 ('). 
Arlidt 1 
When  the  imports  of  products  benefitmg  from  the 
arrangcmcitts  provided  for  in  Article  1 come into the 
Community in  quant1tics  or at  priees whtch  cause or 
threaten  to  cause  senous  Joss  to  the  Community 
producers  of  similar produl·ts  or directly  competitive 
products, the Common Customs Tariff duties  may be 
panially  or  wholly  reintroduced  for  the  products  in 
questton.  Thcse  measures  may  also  be  taken  in  the 
event  of  serious  Joss  or  the  threat  of  sericus  Joss 
limited  to  a  single  region  of  the  Community. 
Article J 
1.  ln  order  to  ensure  the  application  of  Article  2, 
the  Commission  may  decide  by  means cf a  Rc;gula-
tion  to  reintroduce  Common  Customs  Tariff  duties 
for  a  limited  period. 
2.  Where the Commission has  been requested by a 
Member  State  to  take  action  it  shall  take  a  decision 
within  a  maximum  pcriod  of  10  working days  from 
receipt  of the  request  and  shall  inform  the  Member 
States of the  action  takcn. 
3.  Any  Member State  may  refer  the Commission's 
action  to  the Council  within  a  period  of  10  working 
days following the day ol its notification. The interven-
tion of the Council shall  not have a suspensory effect. 
The  Council  shall  mcet  without  delay.  lt may  by  a 
qualified  majority amend or annul the measure taken. 
Article 4 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  1 January 
1979. 
Thts  Rrgulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  ilr ali  Mcmbcr 
States. 
Donc:  a.  Brussels,  21  Decembcr 1978. 
(1)  OJ  No  L  14t,  t2.  6.  1969,  p.  1. 
(') OJ  No  l  306,  26.  Il.  197~. p.  3. 
(') OJ  No C  296,  11.  12.  1978,  p.  58. 
For  the Council 
TIN  Presidt11t 
Otto Graf  LAMBSOORFF 
. (') OJ  No  L  ~9  •.  ~ ..  l.  1973,  p.  73. 
(') OJ  No  L  142,  4.  6.  197~. p.  1. 
(') OJ  No  L 265.  29.  9.  t976, p.  3. - 93-
ANNEX 
List of products falling within Chapters 1 to 24 originating in Turkey for which there are 
grounds for  total or·partial suspension of the duties of the Common Customs Tariff 
CCT 
h<adona 
No 
03.01  f•sh,  fresh  (hve  or dead).  chilled or  frozen: 
B.  Saltwater  fish : 
1.  Whole,  headless  or in  pieces : 
ex  q)  Other: 
- Aquarium  fish 
II.  Fillets: 
b)  Frozen: 
ex  7.  Other: 
- Of sharks and  of halibut 
C  L1vers  and  rocs 
03.03  Crustaceans  and  molluscs,  whcther  in  shell  or  nol,  fresh  (live  or 
dcad). chilled, frozcn, saltcd, in brinc or dried ; crustaceans, in shell, 
sim ply  boiled  in  water: 
04.06 
A.  Crustaceans : 
ex  V.  Other (for example, Norway  lobstcrs) 
- Peurullus  spp 
B.  Molluscs: 
Il.  Mussels 
Narural  honcy 
06.03  Cut  flow~rs and flowcr  buds of a klnd suitable for  bouquets or for 
omamental  purposes,  fresh,  dricd,  dycd,  bleached,  impregnatcd  or 
othcrwise  prcpared : 
A.  fresh: 
ex  1.  From  1 June to  JI  Octobcr: 
- Orch1ds  (family  Orchidaceae) and Anthurium 
ex  Il.  from  1  Novcmbcr 10  JI  May : 
- Orchids (family Orchidaccae) and Anthurium 
07.01  Vegetables,  fresh  or chilled : 
ex  T.  Other: 
- Okra  (Hibiscu•  esculcntus  L.  or  Abclmoschus  csculentus 
Raie 
of ducy 
Pree 
10% 
7 '!. 
25% 
IS% 
IS% 
(L.)  Moench); Monnga oleifera  (Drumsticks)  free 
CEE-TR  116/79  ...  / ... 
E CCT 
hoadina 
No 
07.01 
(con t'tl) 
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- Aubergines,  from  1 to  14  January 
- Other,  excluding  celery  sticks,  marrows  and  pumpkins 
and  parsley,  from  1 January  to JI  March 
07.03  Vegetablcs  provisionally  preserved  in  brine,  in  sulphur water  or in 
other preservative  solutions,  but  not  s~cially prepared  for  immed-
iate consumption : 
ex  E.  Other vegetables : 
- Okra (Hibiscus esculentus  L. or Abelmoschus esculentus 
a  ... 
ol  duty 
9% 
9% 
(L.)  Moench)  Pree 
07.04  Dried,  dehydrated  or  evaporated  vegetables,  whole,  eut,  sliced, 
broken or in  powder  but not  further  prcpared : 
4!lt  B.  Other: 
- Mushrooms, cxcluding cultiwted  mushrooms 
- Horse-radish  (Cochlearia  armoracia) 
07.G6  Manioc,  arrowroot,  saltp, Jerusalcm  anichokcs, sweet  potatoes  and 
other similar  roots  and  tubcrs with  high  starch  or inulin  content, 
fresh  or dried,  whole or  sliced ; saso  pitb : 
B.  Other 
08.01  Dates,  bananas,  coconuts,  Brazil  nuts,  cashcw  nuts,  pineapples, 
awc:ados,  manps, guavcs and mangostttns, fresh  or dried, shelled 
or  not: 
ex  B.  Bananas : 
- Dried 
08.02  Citrus  fruit,  fresh  or dried : 
Clt  E.  Other: 
- Limes and limettes (citrus aurantifolia, var Lumio and var 
8% 
Pree 
Pree 
10% 
Limetta)  9-6% 
08.05  Nuts  othcr  than  those  tallin&  within  heading  No  08.01,  fresh  or 
dried,  shelled  or not : 
O.  Pistachios 
E.  Pecans 
ex  G.  Other (cxcluding  hazelnuts) 
08.07  Stone fruit,  fresh : 
E.  Other 
08.08  Berries,  frcsh : 
P.  Other 
Pree 
Pree 
Pree 
7% 
6% CCT 
hnchnr 
No 
ex  08.09  Other fruit  f<esh : 
- Rosc-hops  fruit 
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DetcripbOft 
- Watrrmelons, from  1  November to JI  March 
- Othrr, excluding  melons  and  watermelons 
08.10  Fruot (wh<'ther or not cooked), preserved by  freezing,  not containing 
addcd  sug.u : 
ex  A.  Bilbc.-rries  (frutt  of  the  Vaccinium  myrtillus)  blackberries 
.... 
of  d•'Y 
Fr« 
6·S  "lo 
6% 
(bran•blebernes),  mulberries  and  cloudberries  9 'lo 
ex  B.  Other: 
- Quinces  Il "lo 
- FNn falling within heading Nos 08.01, 08.02  D, 08.08  8, 
E;  and  F  and  08.09,  excluding  pincapples,  melons  and 
warermelons  8 "lo 
08.11  FNit provos•onally  preserved (for n:nnple, by sulphus dioxide gas, in 
brinc, on  sulphur water or in  other preservative solutions}, but unsui-
table  in  thJt  state  for  &mmed•ate  consomption): 
C.  Papaws 
D.  Billxrries (fruit  of  the  Vaccinium  myrttllus) 
ex.  E.  Other : 
Fr« 
4"/o 
- Quinces  4"/o 
- Fruit falling  wtthin heading Nos 08.01, 08.02 D, 08.08  B 
and F and 08.09, excluding pineapples, melons and ..-ater-
mclons  free 
08.12  Frun, dried, other than thal tallin&  within  headin&  No 08,01, 08.02, 
08.03,  08.04  or 08.0S : 
08.Jl 
E.  Papaws 
ex  G.  Othcr: 
- Tamarind (pods.  pulp) 
Peel  of melons and citrus  fruit,  fresh,  frozen,  dried or provisionally 
preserved  in  brine,  in  sulphur water  or in  other preservative  solu-
tions 
09.01  Collee, whether or  not roasted or free  of caffeine; collee husks and 
skins ; collee  substitutes  containing collee  in  any  proportion : 
A.  Collee: 
1.  Unroasted : 
b)  Fr« of  caffeine 
11.  Roasted: 
a)  N,ot  free  of caffeine 
b)  Frec  of  caffeine 
D.  Husks  and  skins 
C.  Coffee  substitutes  containing coffee  in  any proportion 
Free 
Fru 
Frec 
10 °/o 
12 "lo 
IS "lo 
IO"Io 
IS"Io ccr 
hf'achn~ 
No 
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13.03  V~g~toble  ••P'  and  ex tracts;  pectic  substances,  ~ctinat~s  and 
pectates ;  agar-agar  and  other  mucila~ and  th~ekencrs,  derived 
from  vegetablc  products : 
B.  Pectic  substances, pectinates and  JXctales : 
a... 
of dury 
ex.  1.  Ory,  excluding apple, JXU  and  quinl~ ~cuc substances  12 Ofo 
ex  Il.  Other, excluding apple, JXar and quinze pectic substances  7 o/o 
15.04  Fats  and  ools,  of  fish  and marine mammals, whether or not relined: 
A.  Fish-hver  011  : 
Of  a  vitam in  A content  not  exceeding  2 SOO  international 
units  ~r  gram  f<H 
15.07  ftxed  vegetable  oils,  fluid  or solid, crude,  refined  or purified : 
B.  China-wood  and oiticica oils; myrtle wu and  japan wax  Pree 
C.  Castor ool : 
JI.  Othu 
O.  Other oils : 
1.  For technical or industrial uses other than the manufacture of 
foodstufls  lor  human consumption (a): 
a)  Crudc: 
1.  Palm  oil 
ex  3.  Other,  excluding  linseed  oit,  groundnut  otl, 
6% 
l·S •t. 
sunflower seed oil  and colza  oit  2·S o/o 
b)  Other: 
ex  2.  Oth~r: 
- Palm  ltemel and coconut oit 
JI.  Other: 
a)  Palm  oil: 
1.  Crude 
2.  Other 
b)  Othcr: 
1.  Solid, in immediate packings of a net capacity of  1 kg 
6·S "lo 
40fo 
12 'lo 
or  lcss  18% 
2.  Sohd,  othcr; fluid : 
ex  aa)  Crudc : 
- Palm  kcmcl  and  co.:onut  oil 
ex  bb)  Othcr : 
- Palm  lternd and coconut o1l 
(1)  Entry  undrr  1his  subhtl<hng  ~ subtc'c..l  10  ~ond1bons to  M  dcot~rm•nt:d by  theo  1.0mp:t~nt  authonn~s 
7% 
13% CCT  .......... 
No 
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15.12  Ammal or vcgctable oils and  faiS,  "'holly or panly hydrogenated, or 
solid•hed or hardened by  any other procns, whether or not refined, 
but not  funher  prepared : 
Rat< 
ol dul)' 
A.  ln imm<dtate  packings of a net capacity of  1 ltg  or lns  16% 
B.  Other  Il% 
15.17  Degras ; rtsiducs resulung from  the trtatmenl of fatty  substances or 
antmal or  v~getable waxcs : 
B.  Restdue•  rnulung  from  the  ~ent  of  fatty  substances  or 
antntal or vegerable  "'axes : 
11.  Othcr 
a)  Otl  foots  and  dregs; soapsroclts 
b)  Othcr 
16.02  Other prepar.-d  or  preserved meat or  mnl offJI: 
A.  LMr: 
1.  Goose  or duclc  liver 
B.  Other: 
Il  Gam~ or  rabbit meat or offal : 
- Game 
- Rabbit 
m.  Oth<r: 
b)  Other: 
1.  Containing bovine meal or.  offal : 
u  bb) Other: 
Pree 
free 
14% 
'% 
t4% 
- Prcpared or preservee!  bovine  ton  gue  17 % 
2.  Other: 
aa)  Ovine  meat or offal  18% 
bb)  0\her  16% 
16.04  Prepared  or  preserved  fish,  including caviar and caviar  subsututcs : 
A.  Cavtar  and caviar substitutes : 
1:  Caviar (>turgeon  roe) 
Il.  Othcr 
B.  Salmonidae 
ex  F.  Uonito (Sarda  spp.) and  mackcrel 
G. Other: 
1.  fillet~.  raw,  coated  with  .>au"  or  breadcrumbs,  decp 
12 .,. 
lfi% 
... .,.. 
19% 
frozcn  10 •t. 
Il.  Other  10% CCl 
bndma 
No 
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16.05  Crustaaans and  molluscs,  pnparcd or prescrvcd : 
a  ... 
olducy 
Cl!  B.  OtMr, cxcludina shrimps of lM Cranaon spp type and snails  6 •t. 
18.06  Chocolate and othcr food  preparations containina cocoo: 
•• 19.D4 
A.  Cocoa powder, not otherwise swectcned !han by  the addition of 
C.  Chocolate  and  chocolate  aoods.  whethcr  or  not  filled ,  suaar 
confecuonary and substitutes therefor made from  sua., sub$titu-
tion  products, contaimna cocoa 
Tapioca  and  saao.  cxcludina  tapioca  and  saao  subStliUtCS  obtaincd 
3% + YC 
IO'Io + YC 
with  a  max. 
of 27% 
+ads 
from  potato or other srarçhcs  4 % + vc 
20.02  Vcaetablcs prcparcd or prescrvcd orhcrwise than by vincpr or acctîc 
acid: 
B.  Trufftcs 
E.  Saucrkraut 
ex.  H.  Othcr, indudina mixrum : 
- Morinp olcifera  (Orumsticks) 
20.03  Fruit  preservcd  by  lrcczina. contoinina odded  supr : 
ex  A.  With a supr content excecdina  13 %  by  weiaht : 
- Fruitlallins within headina Nos OS.OI, 08.02 0, 08.08 B, 
1!  and  f  and  08.0!1,  excludins  pineapples,  melons  tnd 
14% 
16% 
Pree 
watermelons  12 'lo  + (L) 
ex  B.  Other: 
- Fruit fallina within hcadina Nos 08.01, 08.02 0, 08.08 B, 
E  and  F  and  08.09,  ncludin&  pincapplcs,  melons  and 
watermelons  12 % 
20.04  Fruit,  fruit-peel  and  pans  of  plants,  preserved  by  supr (drained, 
sJacé or crystallizcd) : 
B.  Other: 
ex  1.  With a  sugar  content exceeding  13 o/o  by  weiaht : 
- Fruil  fallina  within  headina  Nos  08.01,  08.02  0, 
08.08  B,  E  and  F  and  08.09,  cxcludina  pineapplcs, 
melons and watermelons  8 % + (L) 20.04 
(cont'd) 
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n  Il.  Other: 
- Frou  falling  within  ho3ding  Nos  08.01,  08.02  D, 
0&.08  8,  E  and  F  and  08.09,  ncluding  pinoapples 
melons and watermelons 
.... 
ol ducy 
8% 
20.05  j.lm>.  fruu  , .Il,, .•  marmalades,  frutt  purée  and  fruit  p.o•tes,  bcmg 
cookod  prep>rat• 'ns.  wh~ther or not containing added sugor: 
8.  Jams and m.rmalades of citrus  fruil : 
1.  Wtlh  a  sugar  content  ncttding  JO 'lo  by  weight, 
ncht<ling onnge jam  and marma!W  19% + (L) 
Il.  With •  sugar content exceeding 13 'lo  but nor cxceeding 
30%  by  we1ght.  oxcluding  orango  pm and  marmalado  19 'le + (L) 
ex  Ill.  Other, excluding orango  jam and marmaladt  19 % 
C.  Other: 
L  With a  sugar contont excoeding  30 °/1  by  W<•ght: 
ex  b)  Other: 
- Fruit  falling  within  bnding Nos 08.01, 08.08 
B,  E and f  and 08.09,  excluding  pineapples, 
melons and watermelons  12 % + (L) 
Il. With a sugar content nceeding 13 %  but nor nceedinB 
30 %  by  weighr :  ' 
-·Fnrit fallinB  wilhin  heading  Nos  08.01,  08.08  8,  E 
and  F and OI.D9,  ncluding pincapples,  melons and 
watcrmdons  12 'lo + (L) 
n  Ill. Othor: 
- fruit  fallinB  w11hin  beadinJ  Nos  08.01,  08.08  8,  E 
and f  and 08.09,  excluding  pincapplcs.  melons and 
watermelons  12 'lo 
20.06  fnut, ocherwise  prepared or preserved,  whctber or  not conraininJ 
added sugar or  spirit : 
B.  Other: 
1.  ContaininJ added  spirit : 
a)  GinJer 
b)  Pineapples,  in  immediate  packinBS  of a  net capaciry : 
1.  Of moro  than  1 kJ: 
10 'lo 
aa)  With a  supr conrrnt el<eoeding  17 %  by  wdJht  10 % + (l) 
bb)  Other  JO •t. 
2.0flkJorlm: 
aa)  With  a supr contrnt exceeding  19% by  wciJhl  10% + (l) 
bb)  Other  10% 
c)  Grapes: 
1.  With a supr content exceeding  13  Ofo  by  wcight 
2.  Other 
25 Ofo  + (L) 
25"/o 20.06 
(co111'd) 
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d)  Peaches,  pears  and apricoiS,  1n  1mmcdiate  packings  of  a 
net  capacity : 
1.  Of more  than  1 kg : 
Rt<c 
of  dufY 
u) With  a  sugar  content  ucecding  13 %  by  wcight  25 % + (L) 
bb)  Other  25 % 
2.  Of  1 kg  or  Jess : 
aa)  With  a  sugar  content  exceeding  1  5 %  by  weight  25 % + (L) 
bb)  Other  25  "'o 
e)  Other fruits : 
ex  1.  With  a  sugar  content  nceeding  9 •t.  by  wcight, 
excluding cherries  25 "lo  + (L) 
ex  2.  Other, excluding  cherries  25 % 
f)  Mixtures  of  fru1t : 
1.  With a sugar content exceeding 9% wcight 
2.  Other 
Il.  Not  containing added  spirit: 
a)  Containing added  sugar,  in· immediate  paclr.ings  of  a net 
capacity  of  more  than  1 kg : 
3.  Mandarins  (including  tangerines  and  satsumos) , 
clementines,  w1llr.ings  and  other  simllar  citrus 
25% + (!.) 
2S .,, 
hybr~ds  19% + (L) 
4.  Grapes  18 %  + (L) 
ex  8.  Other trous : 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.0 1, 08.08  B, 
E  and  F  and  08.09,  excluding  pmcapplcs, 
melons and watermelons  8 % + (L) 
- Tamarind (pods,  pulp)  8 "lo  + (L) 
9.  Mixtures  of fruit: 
aa)  Mixtures  1n  wh1ch  no  s1ngle  fruit  uceeds 
SO %  of  the  total  weight  of  the  fruits 
- Mixtures  of  two  or  more  fruits  falling 
within  hcading  Nos  Oll.ol,  011.08  B,  E 
and  F and  OH.OY,  excludmg  pincapplcs, 
melons  and  wotcrmdons  12 %  + (L) 
b)  Containing addcd  sugar,  in  immediate  packings  of  a net 
capacity  of  1 kg  or less : 
3.  Mandarins  (including  tangerines  and  satsumas) ; 
clementines,  wilkings  and  other  similar  citrus 
hybrids 
4.  Grapcs 
20% + (1.) 
19% +(L) CCT 
hcodlna 
No 
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ex  8.  Orher fruors : 
- fruil fallong  wirhin  heading Nos 08.01, 08.08  B. 
E  and  F  and  08.09,  excludong  poneapples, 
melons and watermelons 
9.  Mixrurcs  of  fruir . 
n  aa)  Moxrurcs  on  which  no  single  fruit  exceeds 
50 %  ol the tolal  wcighr of lhe  fruils : 
.... 
of dury 
8% +(L) 
- Mixrures  of  IWO  or  mort  fruin  falling 
wirhin  heading  Nos  08.01,  08.08  B,  E 
and  f  1nd 08.09, ncluding poncapple>, 
melons and  wattrmelons  12 'lo + (Lj 
c)  Nor contaoning  addcd  sugar,  in  omm~doale packongs  of a 
net capaciry: 
I.Of4Skgormore: 
ex  dd) Othu fruots : 
- Fruir  falling  wilhin  hudong  Nos  011 01, 
08.011  B,  E  and  F  and  08.09,  excludong 
pineapples, melons and walermelons 
ex  cc)  Mixrures  of frun : 
- Moxtures of IWO  or more fruits falling  wirhin 
ht:ading  Nos 08.01,  08.011  B.  E and  F  and 
08.09,  excluding  pineapples,  mdons  and 
walermelons,  on  which  no  songle  fru11 
8 •t. 
exceeds  50 %  of  the  lotal  weoght  of  the.  12 •t. 
fruits 
2.  Of Jess  rhan  4 5 kg : 
ex  bb)  Other fruit  and  mixtures of fruil : 
- fruir  falling  within  hcading  Nos  Oll.ol, 
08.08  B,  'E  and  f  and  011.09,  excluding 
pineapples,  melons and watermelons  8 % 
- Mixrures of IWo  or more fruits falling wirhon 
heading  Nos  08.0 1,  08.08  B,  E and  F and 
011.09,  excludmg  melons  and  walcrmelons, 
in  which  no  single  fruit  cxcecds  50 %  of 
the tolal  weighl of lhe fruoiS  12 % 
20.07  Frwt juiccs (including grapc musl) and vegetable  juices, whether or 
not  containing  addcd  sugar,  but  unfcrmenlcd  and  nol  con!Mning 
spirn: 
A.  Of a  specifie gravlly  cxceeding  l·ll at  1  S "C  : 
Ill. Other: 
ex  a)  Of a  v:oluc  exceedong  30  EUA  per 100 kg net weight . 
- fruil falling wnhin hcading Nos 08 01,08.08 8, E 
and  F  and  08.09,  exduding  poncapplcs,  melons 
and watermelons  IS % CCT 
h<odo"l 
No 
20.07 
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b)  Of a  value  nol  rxc«dtng  JO  EUA  per  100  ks  net 
wcisht: 
n  1.  With  an  add<d  >usar  (Ontcnt  ex<e~dtng .lO % 
by wdght: 
- Fruit  falling  within  h~adins  Nos  08.oJ, 
08.08  8,  E  and  F  and  08.09,  ncluding 
.... 
Mthoty 
pineappl~s. melon,s  and  wa~rmelons  1  S %  + (l) 
n  2.  Oth~r: 
- Fruit  fallins  w'thm  heading  Nos  08.01. 
08.08  B,  E  and  F  and  08.09,  ncluding 
pineapples, melons and  waterm.tons  1  S "'o 
B.  Of a spectfic  gravtty  of  I·H or  less  at  15 • C 
Il. Other: 
a)  Of a  value  nc«ding  30  EUA  per  100  kg  net  weight : 
J.  Le mon juice or other citrus (ru  il  juicn : 
ex  aa)  Containing added  su&u : 
- Excludtng  lemon  juice 
n  bb) Other: 
- Excluding  lemon  juice 
6.  Other fruit  and  vegetable  JUicn : 
n  aa)  Containing added  sugar : 
- Fruit  falling  within  heading  Nos  08.01, 
08.08  8,  E  and  F  and  08.09,  ncluding 
13% 
13% 
pineapples, melons and Wl~rmdons  10% 
- Other,  excluùin~ apricot  and  peach  juices  17% 
ex  bb)  Othcr: 
- Fruit  falling  within  heading  Nos  08.01, 
08.08  8,  E  and  F  and  08.09,  excluding 
pineapples, mtlons and watermelons  ·  10 "'o 
- Other, excluding  apricot  and  peach  juices  18 1/o 
7.  Mixtum: 
ex  bb)  Other,  excluding  mixtures  contatntng  eithcr 
separatcly  or  together,  over  25 %  of,  grape, 
citrus  fruit,  pineapple,  apple,  pear.  tomato, 
apricot or  pcach  JUtee : 
Il  Corlloir.:ng  od<kd  "'Il"' 
22.  Other  18% 20.07 
(Nmta) 
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b)  Of  a  value  of  30  EUA  or  less  per  1  00  kg  net  weoght : 
4.  Other cotrus  fruot  juoces : 
aa)  With  an  added sugar content exceeding  30 %  by 
weoght: 
bb)  With  an  added  sugar content of 30 %  or less  by 
weoght 
cc)  Not contaoning added sugar 
7.  Other fruot  and vegetable  juices: 
ex  aa)  Woth  an  added sugar  content exceedong  30 % 
by  weigbc: 
- Of fruit  lalling within  heading  Nos  08.01, 
08.08  B,  E  and  F  and  08.09,  excluding 
pineapples,  melons  a'ld watermdons 
- Other,  excludong  apricoe and  peach  Juices 
ex  bb)  Wuh  an  addtd sugar  ~ontent of  JO  %  or 1ess 
by  wcight: 
- Of fruit  fa1hng  within  heading  Nos  08.01, 
08.01  B,  E  and  F  and  08.09,  excluding 
poneapples,  melons and watermelons 
- Other, excludong  apricot  and  peach  1uices 
ex  cc)  Not coruain•n&  addtd sugar : 
- Of fruit  fa1hng  wi!hin  heading  Nos  08.01, 
08.08  B.  E  and  F  and  08.09,  excluding 
pineapp1es,  melons and watermelons 
- Other.  excluding  apricot  and  peach  juices 
8.  Mixtures: 
ex  bb)  Other,  excluding  mixtures  containing,  either 
separate1y  or  together,  over  25  Ofo  of  grape, 
citrus  fruit,  poneapp1e,  apple,  pear,  tomato, 
apricot or peac h  juice : 
li•  tt 
Clfducy 
14% + (L) 
14% 
15% 
10% + (L) 
17%+(L) 
10% 
17% 
10% 
18% 
11.  With  an  added  sugar  content  exceeding 
JO% by  weoght  17% + (L) 
22.  With  an  added  sugar content of  30 %  or 
less  by  weight  17% 
.13.  Not contaoning added  sugar  18 o/o 
21.07  Food  preparauons  not dsewhert specified  or included : 
A.  Cerea1s  in  grain or eor  fonn,  pre-cooked or otherwise  prepared  4 o/o  + vc 
23.01  Flours and meals, of meat, offa1s,  fish, crustaceans or molluscs, unfit 
for  human  consumption ; greaves: 
B.  Flours  and meals  of fish.  crustaceans or molluscs - 104-
COUNCIL REGULATION {EEC)  No 3148/78 
of 21  December 1978 
opcning  and  providing  for  the  administration  of  a  Community  prderential 
ceiling  for  certain  petroleum  products  refined  in  Turkey  and  establishing 
Community supervision of imports thereof 
(OJEC  NoL 373,  30.12.1978) 
THE COLJNCII.  Of THE  EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES. 
Having regdrd  w the Treaty establishing the European 
F.coaomic  Community, and  in parti..'Uiar  Article  113 
thereof, 
Havi"i regard  to the  proposai  from  the Commission, 
Whereas, pendiog the mtry into force  of the Supple-
mentary PrOfocol  sigoed  in  Ankara  on  30  June  1973 
contaioiog the  adju~rm~ots to be:  made  to  the Agree-
ment establishiog  an  assoctation  bc"'-~en  the  Euro-
pean  Economie .community and Turkey  and to  the 
Additional Protorol {1)  consequent on the  ac~:ession of 
new  Member States,  the  Commuoiry bas  undertakeo, 
in  an  Interim  Agreement(!)  which  runs  only  for  a 
limited  period  prior  to  the  cntry  iato  fom:  of  this 
Supplermntary Prowcol.  which  is .applicabk until l! 
Decmther  1974  bul  whi~:h  bas  bccn  e~:tmded  for 
1979  in  accordaoce  with  the  terms  laid  clown  in 
Article  13 thereof, to implement certain provisions of 
the  Supplnncnt•ry  Protocol  rtlating  to  tradt  in 
goocfs ; whereas under Artide 6 of the Interim Asr«-
mera amending the first  parapph of the Sole Article 
ol  Annu 1 to  the  Additional  Protocol,;the Commu-
nifi must  tot.Jlly  suspend  the  customs  duties  appli-
cable  to  cert.lin  peuoleum  products  falling  within 
Chapter 2:' of the Common Customs Tariff, refined in 
Turkey.  within  the  limit  of  an  annual  Communiry 
tariif  qUOia  of  340 000  tonnes ;  whercas.  for  the 
products  concerned  a  provisional  adju'>lnlent  should 
be  made to thcse  tariff  prefemtees, coii$ÏSIÎft8  nsen-
tially ol substituting for  the Community tariff quota a 
Community  ceiliog  which  amounrs.  after  successive 
inclèases, to 391 000 tonnes, aboYe which the customs 
cluties  applicable  to  third  countries  may  be  Riatro-
ducecl; 
(') dJ  No l  ~'Il,  29.  12.  1972, p.  4. 
(')  ~J No  L 2-:"7•  1.  10.  1973,  p.  2. 
'Whereas  the  application  of  the  ceiliog  rt:q••ires  thal 
the  Communiry should  be  regularly  informcd  of the 
trend of imports of thcse  products refincd  in Turkey; 
whereas imports of thcse  products should thcrefore be 
subject to  a  system  of  supervision ; 
Whereas  this objective  may  be attained  by  means  of 
an  adminislrative  proc~ure  based  on  setting  off 
imports  of  the . products  in  question  against  the 
cciling.  at  Community  leve!,  as  and  when  these 
products  are  submiued  to  the  cust0ms  authorities 
-c:~n caver of declarations thal they have  been made 
availabk  for  home  use ;  whereas  this  adminisuative 
pr~ure  must makc:  provisiora  for the reintroductioo 
of  the Common  Customs  Tariff  duty  as  soon  as  the 
said  cc:ilins  bas  becn  rcached  at  Community  levet ; 
Whereas  this  administrative  procedure  requires  close 
and  very  rapid  cooperation ~  the  Mmlber 
States  aad  the  Commtss•on,  which  muSI  be  able  to 
monitor the  amounts  set  off  against  the ceihng and 
keep lille  Nmtber States  illformcd  tben:of;  where4s 
this cooperation must be  ali  the doser to  enable the 
CDmmilsion to takc:  adequate measures to reintroduçe 
llhe  Calnalon  Cusroms  Tariff  duty  whenever  the 
ceiling is  reached, 
HAS AIXWI'ED THIS REGULATION : 
Articl~ 1 
1.  From  1  January  to  31  December  1979  the 
Common  Customs  Tariff  dulies  shall,  subject  tb 
Anidc:  2.  be  totally  suspended  for  the  petroleum 
pnlducla. -mned in Turkey, specified below, within a 
limil of a  Communiry ceiling of  391 000 tonnes : <.CT 
he~dmg 
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~ripuoh 
Petrokum oils and ails obtamed from bituminous miner.ls othcr than <rude. pr< p· 
ar•t10n~  not  elsewhere  specified  or  tncluded,  containing  not  Jess  than  70 %  by 
wcight of  pctroJeum  oiJ  or of OtiS  obtatned  from  bnununou, nlln<r.lls,  these alb 
bemg the  basK  constitucnts of the  preparations . 
A.  ltght otis· 
Il  1.  For othcr  pur  poses 
B  Medium  ools . 
JJI.  for ether purposes 
C.  Hea.y ools · 
1  Gas  ools: 
c)  For  othcr purposes 
Il  Fuel  ails: 
c)  For  ether purposes 
Ill  lubncating ools,  ether oils : 
c)  Ta  be  moxed  in  accordance  with  the  terms  of  Addotional  Note  7  10 
Chapter 27  (a) 
d)  For ether  purposes 
27.11  Pctroleum gases  and othcr gaseous  hydrocarbons. 
B.  Other· 
1.  CommerCial  propane and commercoal  butane : 
c)  For  other purposes 
27.12  Petroleum  1elly: 
A.  Crude. 
m For  other purposes 
B  Other 
27  13  Paraffm  wax, mocro-crystallone  wax, slack wax,  OLOkcrotc,  hgnue wax,  pcJt w•x and 
other  monerJI  waxes,  whether or  not coloured 
8. Othcr: 
1.  Crudc: 
c)  For ether  purposes 
Il. Other 
27.17  Petrolcum botumen, petroleum coke and ether residues of petroleum ails or of ails 
obtaoned  from  hituminous  mtnerals: 
C.  Other 
(a)  Entry  und4-r  th1~ -wbhudmg  JS  subJc=U  to conditiOns  lo  be'  dcll:'rnuned  by  1he  compttcnl  aulhonltn 
2.  Imports of the petrolcum products referred to in 
paragraph  1 shall  be  subjcct  to  Community supervi-
sion. 
3.  lmports  of  the  products  shall  be  set  off  agamst 
the  ceiling  as  and  when  they  are  submotted  t'l  the 
customs authonties  under cover  of  a  declaration  th~t 
they  have  becn  made  available  for  home use. 
4.  The extent  to  which  the ceiling  has  been  used 
shall  be  detcrmincd at Community leve]  on the basis 
of the imports set off against it in the manncr defined 
in  paragraph  3. 
5.  Member States shall  inform  the  Commission  at 
the  intervals  and  within  the  time  limtts spccified  in 
.•.rticle  3 of  any  imports  effected  in  accordance  with 
the above  rules. - 106  -
Artidr 1 
As  soon  as  the œiling rdem:d to in Article  1 (1) has 
hecn  rcachcd  at  Community  level,  rhe  Con1miuion 
may  issue  ~  Rcpll~tion  rl'introducing  the  Common 
Cusroms  Tanff  Jurics  applicable  to  third  countries 
until  the end of  the cakndar year. 
•  -ittid~ J 
Mcm~r St•rcs  shall  to ....  -ard  to  the Commiuion  not 
later rhan  the  l.~th dJv of e•ch n1onth a statement of 
the  im1oons  dfcctcd during  the  preceding  month. If 
the  Commassion  so  requcsts,  they  shall  forward  this 
statement,  in  respect  of  10  day  periods,  within  fiw 
clnr days  of the expiry of cach  10  day  pcriod. 
Artifl~ 4 
The Commission shall  take  al:  ncce-ssary  mcasures  for 
the implementation of this Regulation in close cooper· 
ation  with  the Membcr States  . 
Artid~ j 
This  RrJU)ation  shall  enter into  force  on  1  January 
1979. 
This  Regulation  shall bt binding  in  its  entirety and dirccdy  applicable  in  ali  Membcr 
Sraces. 
Do~  at  BcusSc."ls,  21  Dcct':'Jbtr 1978. 
· For  the  Cou~~t"il 
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